U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

Effective Date:

JAN 8 1 2011

SUBJ: Unleaded Avgas Transition Aviation Rulemaking Committee
1. Purpose of this Charter. This charter establishes the Aviation Rulemaking Committee
(ARC) for Unleaded Avgas Transition pursuant to the authority of the Administrator of the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) under Title 49 of the United States Code
(49 U.S.C.) section 106(p)(5). This charter also outlines the committee's organization,
responsibilities, and tasks.
2. Audience. The audience for this charter includes employees within the Office of the
Associate Administrator for Aviation Safety, the Office of the General Counsel, the Office
of Aviation Policy, International Affairs, and Environment, and aviation industry
representatives from the general aviation community, including aviation fuel specialists.
3. Background. Aviation gasoline (avgas) is the only remaining transportation fuel in the
United States that contains lead. Environmental regulations have led to the global
. replacement of all other leaded transportation fuels with unleaded alternatives. Over
160,000 piston-engine aircraft rely on this fuel for safe operation. The lead additive in avgas
protects piston engines against damaging detonation (or engine knock) at the higher power
levels required by aircraft. Operation with inadequate fuel performance can result in engine
failure and aircraft accidents. Impending environmental regulations along with production
and distribution issues threaten the continued availability of leaded av gas.
Historically, the FAA has played a key role in industry initiatives to develop and deploy
unleaded fuels for piston-engine aircraft. Testing and investigation of unleaded fuel
formulations has been performed by the FAA' s William J. Hughes Technical Center since
the mid 1990s. The Aircraft Certification Service has supported several projects to approve
unleaded aviation fuels, and the FAA participates in aviation fuel industry research and
specification-writing organizations. In recognition of the importance of this effort, the FAA
has established a Flight Plan initiative to "continue working with the General Aviation (GA)
community to test, adopt, and certify a new aviation gasoline fuel standard."
Various elements of the GA community have voiced their concerns with the potential
consequences of a disruption of the supply of lead-containing av gas. This would have
significant economic consequences that would impact a large number of people.
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In July 2010, the FAA was approached by the GA Coalition1 to take a leadership role in the
industry efforts to develop and deploy an unleaded avgas. This Unleaded Avgas Transition
ARC charter is being established in response to this request.
4. Organization and Administration of the Unleaded Avgas Transition ARC. We will
set up a committee of members of the general aviation community, including aviation fuel
specialists with diverse viewpoints. FAA participation and support will come from all
affected lines-of-business. Where necessary, the committee may set up specialized work
groups that include at least one committee member and invited subject matter experts from
industry and government.
The charter is set up as follows:
a. The committee sponsor is the Manager, Engine and Propeller Directorate, who:
(1) Appoints members of organizations to the committee, at the manager's
sole discretion;
(2) Receives all committee recommendations and reports;
(3) Selects industry and FAA co-chairpersons for the committee; and
(4) Provides administrative support for the committee, through the Aircraft
Certification Service
b. The co-chairpersons will:
(1) Determine (with other committee members) when a meeting is required
(a quorum is desirable at all committee meetings, but not required);
(2) Arrange notification to all members of the time and place of each
meeting;
(3) Draft an agenda for each meeting and conduct the meeting;
(4) Keep the meeting minutes; and
(5) Provide status updates to the Manager, Engine and Propeller Directorate,
at periodic intervals over the duration of this charter.
5. Committee Membership.
a. The committee will consist of approximately 10 to 20 members, selected by the
FAA, representing aviation associations, aircraft and engine manufacturers, petroleum and
other fuel producers, environmental groups, FAA and other Government entities, and other
aviation industry participants.

1

The GA Coalition is comprised of the General Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA), the Aircraft
Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA), the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA), the National Air
Transportation Association (NATA), and the American Petroleum Institute (API). These organizations
represent the key stakeholders in the aviation industry such as aviation consumers, manufacturers, fuel
producers and distributors.
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b. Each member or participant on the committee should represent an identified part
of the aviation community and have the authority to speak for that community. Membership
on the committee will be limited to promote discussions. Active participation and
commitment by members will be essential for achieving the committee objectives and for
continued membership on the committee. The committee may invite additional participants
as subject matter experts to support specialized work groups.

6. Public Participation. Persons or organizations that are not members ofthis committee
and are interested in attending a meeting must request and receive approval in advance of
the meeting from a committee co-chairperson.
7. Committee Procedures and Tasks.
a. The committee provides advice and recommendations to the Manager, Engine and
Propeller Directorate, ANE-100. The committee acts solely in an advisory capacity.
b. Committee tasks include, but are not limited to, the following:
(1) Investigate, prioritize, and summarize the current issues relating to the transition
to an unleaded avgas.
(2) Consider the following factors when performing this activity:
(i) Aircraft and engine performance requirements for unleaded avgas
(ii) Properties and composition of unleaded av gas
(iii) Airworthiness approval of unleaded av gas
(iv) Environmental impacts of unleaded av gas
(v) Distribution infrastructure issues relating to unleaded avgas
(vi) Production issues relating to unleaded avgas
(vii) Economic issues relating to unleaded avgas
(viii)Communication with the diverse population of users
(3) Identify the key issues and recommend the tasks necessary to investigate and
resolve these issues.
(4) Upon completion of this study, the Unleaded Avgas Transition ARC will provide
recommendations for collaborative industry-government initiatives to facilitate the
development and deployment of an unleaded avgas with the least impact on the
existing piston-engine aircraft fleet. These should include, but not be limited to, the
following items:
A recommendation for an industry-government framework and top-level
plan.
(ii) A recommendation for an organizational structure, funding mechanisms,
and top-level work scope for this framework and plan.

(i)
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(iii) Proposed timelines based on the complexity and priority of the
recommendations.
(iv) Specific implementation plans and processes to ensure that
recommendations meet these objectives.

(5) The committee will provide reports with written recommendations to the Director
of the Aircraft Certification Service, as appropriate.
c. The committee may propose additional tasks as necessary to the Manager, Engine and
Propeller Directorate, for approval.
d. The ARC will submit a report detailing recommendations for task b.(4) not later than
6 months from the effective date of this charter. The charter may be extended up to 6 ·
months beyond the expiration date, if it is in the interest of the FAA to do so.

8. Cost and Compensation. The estimated cost to the Federal Government for the
Unleaded Avgas Transition ARC is approximately $7,500. All travel costs for government
employees will be the responsibility of the government employee's organization.
Non-government representatives, including the industry co-chair, serve without government
compensation and bear all costs related to their participation on the committee.
9. Availability of Records. Records, reports, agendas, working papers, and other
documents made available to, prepared for, or prepared by the committee will be available
for public inspection and copying at the FAA Engine and Propeller Directorate, 12 New
England Executive Park, Burlington, MA 01803, consistent with the Freedom of
Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 552. Fees will be charged for information furnished to the public
according to the fee schedule in 49 CFR part 7.
10. Committee Term. This committee becomes an entity on the effective date of this
charter. The committee will remain in existence for a term of 6 months unless its term is
ended sooner or extended.
11. Distribution. This charter is distributed to director-level management in the Office of
the Associate Administrator for Aviation Safety; the Office of the Chief Counsel, the Office
of Aviation Policy, International Affairs, and Environment, and the Office ofRulemaking.

-- Q. ~b~~~
olph Babbitt
mstrator

Federal Aviation
Administration

Memorandum
Date:

June 16, 2011

To:

Manager, Engine and Propeller Directorate, ANE-100

From:

Chairmen, Unleaded Avgas Transition Aviation Rulemaking Committee (UAT
ARC)

Prepared by:

Mark Rumizen, Rulemaking & Policy Branch, ANE-111

Subj ect:

ACTION: Request for Extension of the UAT ARC Charter

The charter for the UAT ARC became effective on January 31, 2011. This charter
specified a duration of six months for the committee to complete its assigned tasks. These
assigned tasks are intended to culminate with the issuance of a final report with
recommendations by this specified end date of July 31, 2011. We are requesting a six month
extension of the charter of this committee to January 31, 2012.
After a considerable effort to select the membership and organize the first meeting, the UAT
ARC convened its first meeting March 17, 2011. The committee continued its fast pace over the
next two months leading up to the most recent meeting beginning on May 17, 2011. At that
meeting, the committee evaluated its status against the original completion date of July 31, 201 1,
and there was strong consensus that an additional six month extension was needed for the
following reasons:
•

The two month start-up phase was unexpected, however, it was necessary to select the
appropriate membership and organize the first meeting.

•

The enormity of this task that has challenged the General Aviation (GA) industry for two
decades warrants a longer tenure for this committee. This was revealed during the
enthusiastic and lengthy discussions that were necessary for the committee to identify a
go-forward plan.

•

The membership from the General Aviation industry faces challenges to allocating
resources to this task while continuing their business activities in the current difficult
economic environment.

•

The committee wi lJ need to divert resources from its assigned task to support our
participation in a public forum at the EAA AirVenture in Oshkosh on July 27, 201 1.

2

We consider a six month extension of the charter to be necessary for the UAT ARC to complete
its assigned task, and we believe it to be in the best interest of the FAA for the UAT ARC to do
this.
Therefore, in accordance with paragraphs 7.d and l Oof the UAT ARC charter, dated January 31 ,
2011, we are requesting an extension of the term of the charter by six months to January 31,

2012.
Your consideration would be greatly appreciated.
v

~~-

o-Chairman

~..~
~ilkinson, Co-Chairman

Date

U.S. Deportment
of Transportation

800 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, DC 20591

Federal Aviation
Administration

APR 4 2012
v

Mr. Ron Wilkinson
A VSOUTH, LLC
President
12129 Scenic View Drive
Mobile, AL 36695
Dear Mr. W ilk.inson:
This is in response to your submittal of the Unleaded Avgas Transition Aviation
Rulemaking Comm ittee (ARC) recommendation report on February 17, 20 12.
We wish to thank the Unleaded Avgas Transition ARC members who provided resources
to develop, review, and approve the reconm1endation. The industry-wide cooperation
and engagement achieved through your leadership was a necessary enabler to produce the
innovative set of recommendations presented in your repo11.
The Federal Aviation Administration accepts the Unleaded Avgas Transition ARC
recommendation report and considers the original tasking issued on January 31, 2011
completed. The recommendation report and the related documents will be placed on the
ARC website.

1~\~~~
Pamela Hamilton-Powell
Director, Office of Rulemaking

Unleaded AVGAS Transition Aviation Rulemaking
Committee
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Executive Summary
Aviation gasoline (AVGAS) is a vital element of the piston engine aircraft safety system.
Approximately 167,000 aircraft in the United States and 230,000 worldwide rely on 100 low
lead (100LL) AVGAS for safe operation. 100LL is also the only remaining transportation fuel in
the United States that contains the additive tetraethyl lead (TEL). The AVGAS used today has its
origins in the development of the high power aircraft engines necessary to enable reliable and
economical military and commercial flight. TEL has been used as an AVGAS additive for
decades to create the very high octane levels required to prevent detonation (engine knock) in
high power aircraft engines. Operation with inadequate fuel octane can result in engine failure
and aircraft accidents.
Petitions and potential litigation from environmental organizations regarding lead-containing
AVGAS have called for the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to consider regulatory
actions to eliminate or reduce lead emissions from aircraft. Similar regulatory actions are under
consideration globally. These activities raise concerns about the continued availability and use
of leaded AVGAS. Worldwide uncertainty and concern exists amongst piston aircraft
equipment manufacturers, AVGAS producers, AVGAS distributors, fixed base operators, aircraft
owners and aircraft operators regarding:
(a) Future utility and value of existing aircraft
(b) Availability and cost of aviation gasoline to maintain viable business operations
(c) Justification of new aviation product development
(d) Justification of new aircraft purchases.
With the current number of piston aircraft in the US alone more than 200 times larger than
annual new aircraft production, the turnover rate of the existing fleet is very low. This low
turnover rate leaves existing piston engine aircraft owners particularly vulnerable to
devaluation of their aircraft should an unleaded replacement AVGAS be incompatible with the
existing fleet. This vulnerability, combined with the stagnation of new aircraft sales and an
overall deteriorating economic condition within the aviation industry, has created a sense of
urgency regarding the development and deployment of an unleaded AVGAS that meets the
performance demands of the current fleet.
In response to the rapidly increasing concerns expressed by the General Aviation community,
the Unleaded AVGAS Transition Aviation Rulemaking Committee (UAT ARC) was chartered on
January 31, 2011, by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Administrator to investigate,
prioritize, and summarize the current issues relating to the transition to an unleaded AVGAS;
and to recommend the tasks necessary to investigate and resolve these issues. The committee
was also tasked to provide recommendations for collaborative industry-government initiatives
to facilitate the development and deployment of an unleaded AVGAS with the least impact on
the existing piston-engine aircraft fleet. The committee was comprised of key stakeholders
from the General Aviation community including aviation trade/membership associations,
aircraft and engine manufacturers, petroleum and other fuel producers, the EPA and the FAA.
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The UAT ARC has identified the following issues that must be considered in any effort to
transition the aviation industry to an unleaded AVGAS:
An unleaded replacement fuel that meets the needs of the entire fleet does not
currently exist.
No program exists that can coordinate and facilitate the fleet-wide evaluation,
certification, deployment, and impact of a fleet-wide replacement AVGAS.
No market driven reason exists to move to a replacement fuel due to the limited size of
the AVGAS market, diminishing demand, specialty nature of AVGAS, safety, liability, and
the investment expense involved in a comprehensive approval and deployment process.
No FAA policy or test procedures exist to enable fleet-wide assessment and certification
of a replacement unleaded fuel.
There is no standardized method for communicating to the industry and end-users the
impacts posed by a newly proposed fuel.
In response to these issues the UAT ARC has developed five Key Recommendations and
fourteen additional recommendations to facilitate the transition to a fleet-wide replacement
AVGAS. The UAT ARC respectfully submits these recommendations accompanied by the
supporting material contained in this report and eagerly awaits FAA feedback and questions.

Key Recommendations:
1) The UAT ARC recommends implementation of the “Fuel Development Roadmap –
AVGAS Readiness Levels (ARL)” developed by the UAT ARC that identifies the key
milestones in the aviation gasoline development process and the information needed to
support assessment of the viability of candidate fuels in terms of impact upon the
existing fleet, production and distribution infrastructure, environment and toxicology,
and economic considerations. (See Section 4.2.1)

2) The UAT ARC recommends centralized testing of candidate unleaded fuels at the FAA
William J. Hughes Technical Center (Tech Center) funded by government and industry
in-kind contributions. Centralized assessment and testing would generate standardized
qualification and certification data that can be used by the fuel developer/sponsor to
support both ASTM specification development and FAA fleet-wide certification
eliminating the need for redundant testing. (See Section 4.3)

3) The UAT ARC recommends the establishment of a solicitation and selection process
for candidate unleaded aviation gasolines for the centralized fuel testing program. This
process should include a FAA review board with the technical expertise necessary to
evaluate the feasibility of candidate fuels. (See Section 4.3.2)

4) The UAT ARC recommends the FAA establish a centralized certification office with
sufficient resources to support unleaded aviation gasoline projects. (See Section 4.4)
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5) The UAT ARC recommends the establishment of a collaborative industry-government
initiative referred to as the Piston Aviation Fuels Initiative (PAFI) to implement the UAT
ARC recommendations in this report to facilitate the development and deployment of
an unleaded AVGAS with the least impact on the existing piston-engine aircraft fleet.
The overall objective of this initiative is to identify candidate unleaded aviation
gasolines, to provide for the generation of qualification and certification data on those
fuels, and to support fleet-wide certification of the most promising fuels. (See Section
4.5)
The 14 additional UAT ARC recommendations are detailed in Section 4 and support various
components of the 5 key recommendations to transition to a fleet wide replacement AVGAS.

Implementation of Recommendations – Piston Aviation Fuels Initiative
The UAT ARC believes that an integrated strategy for implementation of its recommendations
provides for the greatest opportunity for a successful transition. This implementation will
require an estimated $57.5M of public funds and $13.5M of industry in-kind support over 11
years. PAFI is the vehicle for implementation of this strategy. The components of PAFI will
include an FAA Fuel Testing Program, FAA Centralized Certification Office and a PAFI Steering
Group (PSG). The PSG will be composed of industry stakeholders and serves to marshal industry
expertise and to facilitate FAA’s testing and certification processes. It is important to note that
the costs associated with the PAFI initiative do not include aircraft and engine recertification
and incorporation of potential aircraft modifications to the existing fleet that might be
necessary to accommodate any new fuel (see Section 5.5.2). It is impossible to quantify these
costs without a clearer picture of the properties of the fuels that emerge from the PAFI
program, but it is clear that it will represent a significant investment by industry.
The overall objective of PAFI is to utilize industry experts to support an FAA process that
identifies candidate unleaded aviation gasolines, provides for the generation of qualification
and certification data on those fuels, supports fleet-wide certification of the most promising
fuels and facilitates deployment of those fuels throughout the industry. The UAT ARC has
provided significant details on the creation, operation, costs and tasks to be performed under
PAFI in section 5.0.
The projected activities, milestones, estimated resources, and estimated funding required for
PAFI and the FAA to accomplish the above activities are presented in this report. The UAT ARC
considers the adoption of these recommendations to be critically important to the health and
welfare of the national economy due to the significant role that General Aviation and piston
engine-powered aircraft play in our aviation transportation system and this nation’s production
of goods and services.
In the construction of these recommendations, alternate scenarios were examined that did not
address the key issues identified in this executive summary and hence reduced the direct
expense of the effort. These scenarios, however, carried significant risk of fleet impact, the risk
of environmental regulatory action, prolonged economic uncertainty and substantive
devaluation of consumer property.
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1. Background
1.1. Value of General Aviation
Over the past century, General Aviation, which includes all flying except for military and
scheduled airline operations, has become a significant and integral part of the U.S. economy
creating millions of jobs and making a positive impact on the U.S. balance of trade. The United
States continues to be one of the world leaders in the design, manufacture, and use of General
Aviation airframes, engines, avionics, and supporting technologies.
General Aviation is a key catalyst for economic growth and has a profound influence on the
quality of life in the United States. General Aviation today touches nearly every aspect of our
daily lives, and its continued success will shape American society and the American economy
over the next century.
The Societal and Economic Impacts of General Aviation and piston-engine aircraft are a key
component of our nation’s transportation infrastructure and economy. There are 5,261 publicuse airports that can be directly accessed by General Aviation aircraft—more than ten times the
number of airports served by scheduled airlines. These public use airports are the only available
option for fast, reliable, flexible air transportation to small and rural communities in every
corner of the country. General Aviation directly supports jobs in these communities, provides a
lifeline for small to mid-sized businesses, and provides critical services to remote cities and
towns, particularly in time of natural disaster or crisis. In addition, there are an estimated
11,500 additional private landing facilities in the nation giving additional rural access when
necessary. As a result, General Aviation is uniquely situated to serve some of the public’s most
crucial transportation needs.
The economic impact of General Aviation is also significant representing more than one percent
of the U.S. GDP. General Aviation contributes to the U.S. economy by creating manufacturing
output, employment, and earnings that would not otherwise occur. Direct impacts, such as the
purchase of a new aircraft, multiply as they trigger transactions and create jobs elsewhere in
the economy (e.g., sales of materials, electronics, and a wide range of other components
required to make and operate an airplane). Indirect effects accrue as General Aviation supports
other facets of the economy, such as small business, rural economies, and tourism. Directly or
indirectly, General Aviation accounted for over 1.25 million high-skill, high-wage jobs in
professional services and manufacturing in 2005 (with collective earnings exceeding $53 billion)
and contributed over $150 billion to the U.S. economy. General Aviation is one of the few
remaining manufacturing industries that still provide a significant trade surplus for the United
States generating nearly $5 billion in exports of domestically manufactured airplanes.
Often, General Aviation is thought of as recreational aviation, but there are many commercial
and governmental operations that fall within this category of flying.
General Aviation is a particularly critical resource in rural and remote parts of the nation where
surface transportation is limited or non-existent. In the State of Alaska for example, General
Aviation is often the only means of transporting food, clothing, fuel, and all other forms of life
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sustaining supplies throughout the state. The Alaska Department of Transportation Aviation
Division estimated that in 2007 aviation contributed $3.5 billion directly and indirectly to the
state economy and supported 47,000 jobs. This accounts for 8 percent of state GDP and 10
percent of average employment, making aviation the 5th largest employer in the state. General
Aviation makes up by far the vast majority of aviation activity in the State of Alaska. While
Alaska is the most extreme example of dependence on General Aviation, other rural and
remote areas of the country in the other 49 states also depend heavily on General Aviation for
their transportation and supply needs.
General Aviation also plays an important role in supporting air carrier and military flying.
General Aviation piston powered aircraft are utilized in most, if not all training programs for
commercial pilot training. Both single and multiengine piston aircraft serve as the primary and
advanced training aircraft at the flight schools and University aviation programs that train
today’s and tomorrow’s airline pilots. The military uses piston engine General Aviation aircraft
in training programs such as the United States Air Force’s Initial Flight Screening Program (IFS).

General Aviation Facts
 Piston engine aircraft, those aircraft that use AVGAS and are directly
impacted by this issue, account for 73% (167,000 aircraft) of the U.S.
General Aviation fleet.

 Over two-thirds of all the hours flown by General Aviation aircraft are
for business purposes.

 General Aviation is the primary training ground for most commercial
airline pilots.

 In the U.S., General Aviation aircraft fly almost 24 million hours and
carry 166 million passengers annually.

 225 million gallons of aviation gasoline were produced within the U.S.
in 2010 reflecting $1.3 billion in revenue.

 Production of aviation gasoline has declined on average approximately
6.5 million gallons per year since 1981.
Figure 1.0 – General Aviation Facts
Refer to the following link at the General Aviation Manufacturers Association for statistics on
the general aviation fleet and operation.
http://www.gama.aero/files/GAMA_DATABOOK_2011_web.pdf
Refer to the following link to the U.S. Energy Information Administration for historical data on
domestic production of aviation gasoline.
http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/hist/LeafHandler.ashx?n=PET&s=MGAUPUS1&f=A
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1.2. History of Leaded Aviation Gasoline
Aviation Gasoline evolved to its present state out of the need for maximized engine
performance by producing the greatest possible power output per unit weight under all
environmental conditions. The development of piston engine technology in the first decades of
human powered flight was directly responsible for the evolution of ever larger, faster and more
capable aircraft. This advance in engine power to weight ratio was directly attributable to
advances in fuel technology.
After years of laboratory and practical testing of some 30,000 chemicals and compounds, in
1921 General Motors Corporation discovered that a lead compound called TEL could
significantly improve the anti-detonation characteristics of gasoline. The anti-knock qualities of
TEL was many orders of magnitude greater than any other chemical or metal researched and
adding only small amounts of the lead compound to gasoline could have dramatic results. It
was quickly learned that by increasing the anti-knock characteristics of the fuel or what became
known as the octane rating, engines could be developed to produce significantly greater power
output. By 1944 the war effort dramatically accelerated the advancement of piston powered
aircraft technology to its zenith that coincided with the development of the highest octane,
widely available fuel ever produced with a lean motor octane rating of 115. The fuel was
referred to as 115/145 and contained a maximum of 4.6 grams per gallon of TEL.
In the 1950’s, commercial aviation reached its pinnacle of aviation gasoline use and General
Aviation was rapidly growing in the United States. During this decade there were six grades of
aviation gasoline commonly produced ranging from a low of 73 octane up to the 115 octane
fuel required for many military and commercial piston powered aircraft. However, the change
in propulsion technology from piston to turbine engines was well underway in the military and
finding its way into the commercial fleet. This marked the beginning of the long-standing
decline in aviation gasoline production to this day.
In 1970, the original Clean Air Act was passed by Congress and this legislation targeted lead as
one of the primary emissions to be controlled. Accordingly, regulations were introduced by the
newly formed Environmental Protection Agency to reduce and eventually eliminate lead from
motor vehicle fuels. However, while lead emissions from aviation were to be studied no
specific action to remove lead from aviation gasoline was undertaken.
The public awareness and legislative/regulatory pressure to remove lead from fuels and the
rapid decline in aviation gasoline consumption brought about by the transition of the
commercial and military aircraft fleet to turbine engines made it economically infeasible to
continue to produce multiple grades of aviation gasoline. A period of consolidation occurred in
the 1970’s and 1980’s leading to the one grade of aviation gasoline available today; 100 octane
low lead (100LL) which contains a maximum of 2.0 grams per gallon of TEL. This represented a
roughly 50% reduction in lead emissions per gallon from the time when 115/145 fuel was
commonly used by the airlines and the military. Lead emissions were further reduced as
consumption of high octane aviation gasoline was replaced by jet fuel.
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Like any good compromise, 100LL was not the best fuel for all aircraft. Those aircraft requiring
the highest possible octane characteristics designed for 115/145 AVGAS were required to
operate at lower power settings causing adverse impacts in payload capacity, takeoff distances,
altitude and other performance characteristics. Conversely, low compression engines found in
the light end of the General Aviation fleet found 100LL to contain too much lead for their best
operation resulting in lead fouling of spark plugs and sticking valves among other difficulties.
For the bulk of the General Aviation fleet though, 100LL proved to be an acceptable fuel and
most of the aircraft and engines produced since the 1970’s were designed around the octane
characteristics of 100LL.

Figure 2.0 - Historical AVGAS TEL Content, Ref ASTM D910

1.3. Drivers for Development of Unleaded Aviation Gasoline
With passage of the Clean Air Act Amendments in 1990 new regulations were promulgated by
the EPA to eliminate lead from the gasoline powering non-road engines and vehicles. It was
feared at that time that aviation gasoline might be considered a non-road fuel and thus be
subject to the lead elimination deadline in 1995. This sparked the beginning of serious
exploration to remove lead from AVGAS while attempting to preserve the performance
characteristics of the fuel and thus aviation safety. Over the ensuing 15 years, considerable
research was undertaken by the aviation and petroleum industries to develop a direct
replacement for 100LL without the use of lead. The FAA’s William J. Hughes Technical Center
played a key role in this effort. Test procedures were developed and numerous compounds
and additives were tested including a matrix of 245 fuels examined in a blind round robin test
overseen by the Coordinating Research Council. Forty-five of the most promising blends were
examined more closely in full-scale engine testing. However, none of the fuels could satisfy all
the performance requirements of 100LL.
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With the threat of law suits by environmental groups, a potential EPA endangerment finding for
lead emissions from aircraft, and mounting concern for the long-term availability of TEL, a
group of organizations representing aviation consumers, manufacturers, and petroleum
producers and distributors gathered together under the banner of the Aviation Gasoline
Coalition to examine the state of the fuel marketplace. They examined research into unleaded
fuels, the legal and regulatory landscape and fuel producibility and availability. The conclusion
was that there were no technically feasible and safe options for high octane unleaded gasoline
that would satisfy the existing fleet, though several research efforts were underway. Further,
there was considerable uncertainty about the cost and availability of candidate fuels that came
closest to approximating the performance of 100LL and recognition that these candidate fuels
could not safely meet the high horsepower needs of the fleet.
It was also recognized that
while the high performance portion of the fleet represented a minority of aircraft
(approximately 30 percent), these aircraft used a majority of the AVGAS (estimated to be 70 to
80 percent) by virtue of their higher fuel consumption per hour and concentration of these
aircraft in commercial/business operations that fly far more hours relative to the broader
General Aviation community. This meant that any unleaded fuel solution needed to be of the
highest practicable octane level to satisfy that portion of the fleet that consumes the majority
of the fuel
Economic considerations play a role including the ability to produce any new fuel in large
quantities and in a cost-effective manner. Dual fuel solutions such as a high octane unleaded or
partially leaded fuel for the high performance aircraft and a low octane unleaded fuel for the
remainder of the fleet were considered. Upon careful examination, it was concluded that the
volumes of consumption and cost for dual infrastructure would prohibit any widespread
availability of two grades of aviation gasoline. In other industries where leaded fuel has been
phased out, attrition of the fleet has been the primary means of implementing the change.
However, the General Aviation fleet has an average age of 39 years, and growing, indicating
that conversion to unleaded fuel by attrition is not viable in the near term and that
recertification of the existing fleet to any new fuel would be required.
The formidable combination of technical and economic barriers to developing a satisfactory
and safe replacement unleaded fuel, combined with the never before attempted challenge of
recertifying the entire General Aviation piston fleet, will require the expertise and support of
entities involved in aviation aircraft, engine and gasoline production, testing, distribution, sale,
and use along with regulatory bodies such as the Environmental Protection Agency and the
Federal Aviation Administration. Accordingly, the General Aviation AVGAS Coalition made a
formal request to the FAA for the creation of a Federal/Private partnership to examine the full
range of issues associated with replacing leaded aviation gasoline with an unleaded alternative
that would satisfy the needs of the existing fleet. In January of 2011, the FAA responded by
chartering the UAT ARC whose membership includes representatives of aviation gasoline
producers and distributors, aircraft and engine manufacturers, aircraft owners and pilots, fixed
base operators and environmental and aviation regulatory agencies. Friends of the Earth, an
environmental organization pursuing legal action regarding lead emissions from aviation
gasoline, was invited to participate but declined.

2. UAT ARC Committee
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2.1. FAA Charter
The UAT ARC was established in response to a July 2010 petition from the General Aviation
Coalition with the official Charter signed by the FAA Administrator on January 31, 2011. The
period of performance was initially designated as being six months. The term of the Charter
was subsequently extended in June 2011 by an additional six months to January 31, 2012. A
copy of the Charter is included in Appendix A. The UAT ARC functioned under the provisions of
FAA ARM Committee Manual ARM-001-015 latest Rev 38 which may be accessed at the
following link.
http://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/arac
The FAA establishes an ARC to solicit the public’s input on issues with potential regulatory
implications and to exchange ideas with representatives of industry. The ARC serves in an
advisory capacity with the work product being a final report presenting findings and
recommendations. The UAT ARC goals and tasks as specified by the Charter are summarized as
follows.

Goals
Recommend a framework and implementation plan to guide the General
Aviation community towards the deployment of an unleaded AVGAS as an
alternative to 100LL
The committee is NOT tasked with identifying a specific fuel

Tasks
Investigate, prioritize, and summarize issues relating to the transition to an
unleaded AVGAS
Identify key issues
Recommend tasks necessary to investigate and resolve key issues
Provide recommendations for a joint industry-government framework to
facilitate the development and deployment of an unleaded AVGAS
Provide a report with recommendations by January 31, 2012
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2.2. Membership
The UAT ARC membership represented many of the key constituencies of the General Aviation
community. The FAA charter invited General Aviation stakeholders representing user groups,
engine and aircraft manufacturers, industry associations, fuel producers, distributors, FBOs,
environmental groups, FAA, and EPA (see Figure 3.0).

Discipline/Specialty

Member Organization

Leadership

FAA Certification, Industry Consultant

Certification

FAA Certification

Manufacturing

GAMA, Cessna, Cirrus, Continental, Lycoming

Environment

EPA, FAA Office Environment & Energy

Distribution

NATA

Research & Development

FAA Tech Center

Petroleum Industry

API

Owners/Operators

AOPA, EAA, Clean 100

Fuels

ExxonMobil, Shell Aviation, Swift, GAMI
Figure 3.0 – UAT ARC Membership

2.3. Meetings, Telecons, & Deliberations
The UAT ARC performed most of its work from March 2011 to January 2012. During this time
there were 7 full committee meetings of 3 days duration each held in Washington DC. This
represented in excess of 3300 hours of commitment on the part of the combined membership.
These meetings were complemented by 11 full committee telecons with an additional 35 focus
area telecons which encompassed an estimated additional 800 man hours of participation. All
meetings and deliberations were conducted in accordance with FAA ARM Committee Manual
ARM-001-015 antitrust guidelines, which are included in Appendix B.
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3. UAT ARC Assessment of Key Issues
3.1. Summary of Key Issues Affecting Development and Transition to an
Unleaded AVGAS
The following is a list of key issues identified by the UAT ARC as affecting the development and
transition to an unleaded AVGAS. Further discussion follows in Section 3 providing additional
insight into the group’s discussion of the issues.

3.1.1. General Issues
Replacement fuel will not be a drop-in or transparent fuel for the entire fleet.
The existing fleet of approximately 167,000 aircraft and engines were designed and
certified to operate on a known leaded AVGAS fuel meeting the ASTM D910
Specification. This fleet will require re-certification to operate with a different fuel.
No program exists that can coordinate and facilitate the fleet-wide evaluation,
certification and deployment of a non-drop in replacement AVGAS.

3.1.2. Market & Economic Issues
With neither a drop-in replacement fuel nor a regulatory mandate to use an unleaded
fuel, no market driven reason exists to move to a replacement fuel.
Market forces have not supported the development and transition to a replacement
unleaded AVGAS. The size of the AVGAS market, diminishing demand, specialty nature
of AVGAS, safety ramifications and liability concerns limit the business case for the
development of replacement fuels and aircraft modifications.
Aircraft owners, present and prospective, are uncertain about the future of AVGAS, the
cost of transition to an unleaded AVGAS, and the potential impact on the utility and
value of their aircraft. They have no horizon or understanding of information needed to
make decisions, stifling the purchase of new aircraft and modification/sale of existing
aircraft.
It will be very challenging to provide an unleaded replacement fuel that meets the
demands of the two major sub-groups of the piston powered aircraft fleet; the lowutilization recreational aircraft, and the high-utilization business aircraft.
The participation of aircraft and engine Design Approval Holders (DAHs) in the effort to
develop and deploy a replacement unleaded aviation gasoline may be constrained by
liability concerns.

3.1.3. Certification & Qualification Issues
FAA regulations and policy are structured to approve specific engine and aircraft type
designs for operation on a known AVGAS fuel specification. There are no FAA policy or
test procedures for fleet-wide assessment and certification of a non-drop-in
replacement fuel.
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Fuel testing and data requirements necessary to develop an ASTM specification and to
obtain FAA certification for engine and aircraft are redundant, extremely costly, and
time consuming.
Applicants seeking both a design and fuel approval must deal with multiple FAA offices,
such as ACOs and Directorates that may have limited experience with AVGAS related
certification projects. This may lead to standardization issues and make efficient and
timely certification difficult.
Diversity of the fleet provides for daunting certification programs.
Small numbers and uniqueness of some models provides technical and
economic challenges.
It is expected that engineering and recertification efforts for approval of a new
unleaded AVGAS for many aircraft will not be supported by type certificate
holders.
The existing fleet is comprised of different classes of aircraft, such as type
certificated, light sport aircraft, and experimental, that will require different
approval procedures.

3.1.4. Aircraft & Engine Technical Issues
Research and testing to date has not identified an AVGAS formulation that meets all of
the performance requirements of the current AVGAS specification on which the general
aviation fleet was certified.
The anti-knock capability or octane number of unleaded aviation gasolines is difficult to
correlate to full-scale engine performance.
Achieving the necessary octane number with unleaded AVGAS formulations results in
undesirable trade-offs with other important fuel properties.

3.1.5. Production & Distribution Issues
There is no existing method of determining the production and distribution impact
posed by a new fuel.
There is no standardized method for communicating to the industry the impacts posed
by a newly proposed fuel.
There are multiple third party regulations, standards and codes that may impact the
deployment of any newly proposed fuel.

3.1.6. Environmental & Toxicology Issues
There is no process to assess potential environmental and toxicology issues related to a
candidate unleaded AVGAS formulations.
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3.2. General Issues – Will not be a drop-in
After 20 years of research, no unleaded formulation has been found that can meet the octane
needs of the existing fleet while also maintaining the other necessary safety qualities of an
aviation gasoline such as vapor pressure, hot and cold starting capabilities, material
compatibility, water separation, corrosiveness, storage stability, freeze point, toxicity and a
host of other necessary traits necessary to be a true drop-in.
Consumers consistently demanded that a replacement fuel be drop-in and envision a seamless
transition with little or no negative impacts. Because of this demand from the consumer,
research into fuels that were near or only partially drop-in and did not meet all of the safety
and performance parameters of the existing fuel were quickly discarded. Fuels that were
advanced (i.e. UL82) and that fell short in some areas were not manufactured and distributed
due to lack of consumer demand. It is now apparent that a replacement unleaded AVGAS will
not be a drop-in fuel.

3.2.1. Drop-In vs. Transparent
The terms “drop-in” and “transparent” are often used in the discussions surrounding AVGAS. It
is apparent that these terms have different meanings to many in the aviation world and have
still different meanings when considering the broader scope of the production, distribution and
consumption of AVGAS. For the purposes of the UAT ARC discussion and to have all players
working from common understanding, it was discussed and ultimately agreed that it is unlikely
that any replacement fuel will be completely drop-in for the entire fleet. Depending on the fuel
composition, it is possible however that a new fuel could be transparent to large portions of the
fleet thus reducing the challenges of transitioning to an unleaded fuel. To avoid any possible
ambiguity or confusion over the use of these terms in this report, definitions and examples are
provided in the following three paragraphs.

Drop-In Fuel: A “Drop-In” fuel does not affect the airworthiness and performance of the
existing fleet of aircraft and engines and typically does not require new aviation fuel operating
limitations. An extensive qualification test program that encompasses both fuel property
evaluation and engine and aircraft testing would be required to determine if a new fuel is a
drop-in. However, FAA certification approval is typically not required for existing aircraft and
engines to operate with the new fuel. An example of a lead-containing Drop-In fuel is the 100
Very Low Lead (100VLL) fuel, which has been added to the current AVGAS fuel specification,
ASTM D910. This fuel was introduced to the existing fleet without the need for FAA approval
because it met all the compositional and performance criteria of existing 100LL AVGAS. If a
fuel is not a drop-in fuel for the entire fleet, then the following definitions apply:

Transparent Fleet: The segment of the existing fleet of engines and aircraft for which a new
fuel is a drop-in is called the “transparent fleet”. Changes such as new or modified hardware,
adjustments, or new operating procedures/limitations are not required for the aircraft and
engines in the “transparent fleet”, but FAA approval may be required to enable operation
under the existing operating limitations.
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Non-Transparent Fleet: The segment of the existing fleet of engines and aircraft for which a
new fuel is not a drop-in is called the “non-transparent fleet”. FAA approval of new operating
limitations and changes such as new or modified hardware, adjustments, or new operating
procedures/limitations will be required for aircraft and engines in the non-transparent fleet.
It is likely that replacement fuels will not match or mirror all of the performance characteristics
of current AVGAS, thus the transition will have some impact on segments of the fleet.
Assuming the new fuel meets many, but not all of the characteristics of current AVGAS, its
impact would be felt differently by various segments of the industry. For the transparent
segment of the fleet, the only likely impact would from FAA approval requirements, but this
could be mitigated through FAA fleet-wide actions that address a large number of
aircraft/engines. For the non-transparent segment of the fleet, new materials, operating
procedures/limitations or hardware will be required in addition to FAA approval. These costs
could be mitigated by FAA support of testing and approval of the required modifications.

3.2.2. Historic Efforts Focused on Drop-In
There has been extensive testing to find a fuel that meets all of the current ASTM D910 leaded
aviation gasoline specification properties for 100LL, satisfies the safety and performance
requirements of engines and aircraft, is compatible with the existing infrastructure, and poses
no additional compositional issues. Thus, the fuel would have been considered a drop-in fuel,
and if such a fuel had been available, it is likely the industry would have transitioned to this fuel
once it became available to the General Aviation market.
Unleaded fuels typically require the addition of significant amounts of specialty chemicals to
meet the same anti-knock performance that can be attained from the addition of a relatively
small amount of TEL. These proposed high octane chemical additions often include heavier
molecules with higher boiling points that when added in the quantity necessary to meet the
same anti-knock performance of leaded fuels, often produces fuel blends that exceed many
other current aviation gasoline specification limits. The legacy fleet was designed to operate
safely on fuels that met the ASTM D910 specification property limits, with each fuel property
addressing a different safety, performance or operability characteristic. The impact changes to
these specification properties will have on the safety, operability and performance of engines
and aircraft is understood in general terms but has never been studied or quantified.
In addition to the properties listed above, there are additional critical fuel properties that
determine whether the fuel is fit for the purpose it was intended, such as the need for fuel to
be compatible with the fleet infrastructure and co-mingle with the existing fuel to ease the
transition.

3.2.3. No Program to Support Development of AVGAS
With a drop-in replacement for leaded aviation gasoline unavailable, it is clear that a
replacement fuel will need to be developed. As detailed in Section 1.2, the development of the
current leaded aviation gasoline was an evolutionary process that occurred over decades in
response to the performance needs of piston aircraft engines and aircraft safety. Each
successive evolution of AVGAS further improved the performance, capability and safety of the
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aircraft engines in which it was used. This effort intended to transition the General Aviation
industry to a fleet wide replacement AVGAS proposes, for the first time, to develop an entirely
new fuel and apply it to a large existing fleet while attempting to minimize the impacts or
possible changes to the existing fleet. Such a new fuel would need to be developed in a manner
that ensured that the existing performance and safety characteristics of AVGAS were replicated
or differences clearly identified and understood in areas where they could not be matched.
While some have already begun independent processes of developing replacement fuels, there
currently exists no widely accepted development process. Without such a process, the industry
and regulators have no standard or criteria by which to review the sufficiency of the varied
development processes undertaken by prospective fuel developers.
In addition, there exists no organizational entity around which the aviation gasoline
stakeholders can organize and work the development process for candidate fuels. Such a
process is necessary to coordinate the many faceted dimensions of this type of program.

3.3. Market & Economic Issues
3.3.1. Market Forces
Market forces have not supported the development of and transition to a replacement
unleaded AVGAS. The size of the AVGAS market, diminishing demand, specialty nature of
AVGAS, safety considerations and liability concerns limit the business case for the development
of replacement fuels and aircraft modifications. Since the 1970’s, 100LL has been the primary
fuel used in General Aviation piston aircraft. The industry and market have developed in a way
that not only relies on this fuel, but has evolved in a way that has maximized the value and
efficiencies of the production, distribution, and performance of aviation fuel and engines that
operate on this fuel. This is because market forces strongly support 100LL as the best aviation
gasoline in terms of performance and cost. This is not surprising since the industry has relied
on and maximized aircraft engines based on the capabilities of the fuel.
It is also important to understand that the pressures to replace 100LL are not market driven but
are extraneous to the markets. Current pressures include the threats of legal action at the
state level, and EPA consideration of potential regulatory actions at the federal level driven by
the Clean Air Act. Prior to these actions, the market continued to maximize itself to the existing
fuel.
Market forces alone to date have not and are not likely to support, by themselves, the
development and deployment of an unleaded AVGAS in the future. This is not unexpected
considering that no unleaded fuel to date has been able to match the characteristics of 100LL in
and thus compete naturally in the market. Couple this with the many challenges and business
risks, including the relatively small size of the market, diminishing demand, certification
challenges, specialized nature of AVGAS and liability issues and it becomes apparent that the
market alone cannot drive this change. There is also concern about the return on investment
and potential demand for an unleaded AVGAS once it is developed and certified. Recognizing
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that an unleaded AVGAS will not be a drop-in replacement for 100LL, there is going to be some
adverse impact upon the existing fleet.
Within the constraints of any regulatory drivers, the market must decide which of the fuels will
emerge and be manufactured, supplied, distributed and sold at airports. The market consists of
those companies that will use private funding to manufacture and deploy the new product in
response to consumer demand. It is the candidate fuel developers’ responsibility to solicit and
acquire business agreements from these different companies that shows the government
review panel that their product is viable in the open market and is capable of replacing 100LL.

3.3.2. Aircraft Owner Market Perspective
The current situation surrounding AVGAS has generated uncertainty and concern among piston
aircraft owners and operators regarding (a) the future utility and value of their current assets,
(b) the availability and price of aviation gasoline to maintain viable operations and (c) the
uncertainty of justifying new aircraft purchases. Worldwide shipments of General Aviation
airplanes fell for the third year in row. In 2010, 2,015 units were delivered around the globe, as
compared to 2,274 units in 2009, an 11.4 percent decline. The piston airplane segment shipped
a total of 889 units in 2010, compared to 963 units in 2009, a 7.7 percent decline. With the
current fleet more than 200 times larger than annual new production, sales of new aircraft
stagnating and the resulting overall economic condition of the industry deteriorating, a sense of
urgency has evolved regarding the development and deployment of an unleaded AVGAS.
Consumers have multiple concerns ranging from the grounding of their aircraft due to lack of a
suitable fuel if action to ban the sale of the current fuel is taken too quickly to the premature
devaluation of their existing aircraft if a process is not established to qualify and implement a
suitable alternative. The concerns and the impact on consumers include but are not limited to
the fuel price and availability, cost and impacts of modifications, lifespan and cycle of aircraft
including typical overhaul cycles and the various uses of aircraft and how users would be
impacted differently. These and other consumer concerns will need to be considered in the
ongoing effort to establish an implementation plan, milestones and timeline after an alternative
to existing fuel has been established. Each of these concerns and issues varies greatly
depending on the attributes, performance characteristics and composition of actual fuel
alternatives and any associated modifications to the fleet. Of paramount consideration in the
UAT ARC discussions was the need to develop mitigation strategies for these issues prior to and
during the implementation process.
An additional significant point of discussion during the UAT ARC deliberations was the need to
consider the value of the existing fleet and the affects transitioning to a new fuel could have on
the current and future value of aircraft. PAFI and fuel developers will need to be cognizant of
the impact of potential alternatives on the market value of aircraft. If, for instance, a solution
comes to market that has an adverse impact on aircraft capabilities because they are either
grounded (zero value) or have a reduction in their operating envelopes, there will be
substantive impact on their value. The number of aircraft impacted by this devaluation is
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largely dependent on the proposed fuel so it is nearly impossible to define in detail at this
stage, but it remains a key consideration when evaluating each potential alternative fuel.
Another important consideration is the timeline by which alternatives are implemented and
ultimately brought to market. An alternative that has a substantial impact, including the
devaluation of a portion of the fleet, would require a significantly longer implementation
timeline, perhaps decades, to allow for the use of the remaining life of the airframes and
engines and allow natural retirement and attrition of the this portion of the fleet. The
challenge with this approach is that the industry keeps heavy utilization aircraft active for
decades. These aircraft are flying critical missions and are difficult, expensive, or in many cases,
impossible to replace due to a lack of new aircraft produced that can fit the mission profile.
The average age of the General Aviation piston fleet is 39 plus years highlighting the need for
an extended transition for any alternative fuel that could significantly devalue the existing fleet.

3.3.3. Fleet Utilization
The current fleet of aircraft ranges from low octane light utilization with small volumes of fuel
consumption to high octane high utilization with large volumes of fuel consumption and
combinations in between. Each type of General Aviation aircraft owner/operator is important
to the future health of General Aviation for a host of varying reasons. The impact of
alternatives on each segment must be considered and mitigated in the evaluation and
implementation phases.
The light utilization group of owners and operators represents one extreme in the composition
of the fleet. These aircraft likely fly less than 100 hours per year, do not require high octane
fuel, and purchase a relatively small volume of the total fuel consumed. However, they
represent the largest number of actual aircraft in the fleet. The typical profile of this group
would be an aircraft in private ownership utilized for primarily recreational flying. Because of
their recreational/personal use and private ownership, these aircraft represent the group most
sensitive to price fluctuations. Their reaction to a significant increase in the price of fuel would
be to reduce their amount of flying or to stop flying altogether. The negative effect of either of
these outcomes would be felt throughout the industry in the form of reduced operations at
airports, fewer aircraft transactions, and a general degradation of the General Aviation industry
through reduced participation.
The other extreme in fleet composition is represented by owners and operators of heavy
utilization aircraft. These aircraft likely fly more than 300 hours per year in commercial service
or in support of business activities and typically demands the highest performing fuel. This
group represents perhaps the smallest number of aircraft, but because it has such a high
utilization rate and includes large and multiengine aircraft it represents the majority of actual
fuel consumed by the industry. A primary consideration for this group is that of aircraft
performance and utility. Two examples are aircraft payload and takeoff performance. A
reduction in either of these imposed by a limitation of the fuel significantly reduces the viability
of these aircraft. In many cases, the reduction would exceed the point at which the aircraft is
no longer viable for this type of operation. This is compounded by the fact that suitable
replacements for these aircraft are not available in a commercially and economically viable
manner. The inability of these aircraft to continue to perform their missions would have a
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significant impact on the industry through not only the loss of utility and size of the General
Aviation fleet but also a major reduction in the amount of fuel burned. This loss of fuel
consumption could reach the point at which fuel volume is reduced sufficiently to no longer
warrant production at an economically suitable price to sustain the industry. The loss would
also have an extreme effect on other industries and the communities supported by these
aircraft.
While these two scenarios attempt to represent the extremes of the current market, they are
not provided to attempt to illustrate a greater importance or significance of one over the other.
The purpose of these discussions by the UAT ARC was to understand how alternatives and their
impacts could impact various segments of the industry.

3.3.4. Design Approval Holder (DAH) Perspective
The current state of the General aviation industry has DAHs bearing disproportionately large
costs for products liability insurance and litigation. As a result, the DAHs will likely not want to
increase their liability by participating directly in the determination of an unleaded fuel,
unleaded fuel approval and distribution process.
The passage of the General Aviation Revitalization Act (GARA) in 1997 established an 18-year
time limitation (statute of repose) on civil actions that could be brought against aircraft
manufacturers, with certain exceptions. If the transition to a non-drop-in unleaded aviation
gasoline opens the door to additional OEM liability a "chilling effect" on DAH participation in
recertification activities would result. Also considering the large number of aircraft in the
General Aviation fleet no longer in production, it is highly unlikely that DAHs will be willing to
recertify equipment, develop new performance data, and re-issue manuals to accommodate
the anticipated fuel because of the expense and lack of accessibility to assets for confirming
flight tests.
Of further concern is the potential for class action suits based on a potential devaluation of
consumer asset value. In the event that the unleaded AVGAS solution results in performance
degradation or aircraft grounding, the parties involved in the determination process would
likely be targeted for litigation.
Based on the aforementioned considerations, it is anticipated that DAHs will not actively
participate in the determination and recertification process without mechanisms for liability
protection. Without such protections, DAHs would support the overall PAFI effort, however,
determination, approval and transition will require the FAA to lead and mandate the action.
While this would not redress the situation for DAH products and aircraft no longer in new unit
production, it would likely provide an acceptable basis for support of active production. The
alternative to DAH participation on either inactive or active production would be for third
parties to create, test, and approve data to support the issuance of a Supplemental Type
Certificate (STC) or STCs to certify the new fuel. Examples are the STCs currently in place for
automotive gasoline. This scenario also presents challenges in that third parties typically do not
have access to the entire scope of data in the same manner as a DAH, thus the expense of a
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comprehensive validation program via STC or other means may be larger than that which could
be conducted with DAH participation.

3.4. Certification & Qualification Issues
3.4.1. FAA Regulatory Structure
Historically, the commercial Aviation industry has relied on a very limited number of well
proven, conventional fuels for certification and operation of aircraft and engines. The vast
majority of today’s engines and aircraft were designed and certified to operate on one of two
basic fuels; kerosene-based fuel for turbine powered aircraft and leaded AVGAS for spark
ignition reciprocating engine powered aircraft. These fuels are produced and handled as bulk
commodities with multiple producers sending fuel through the distribution system to airports
and aircraft. These fuels are defined and controlled by industry consensus-based fuel
specifications; ASTM International D1655 for jet fuel and ASTM D910 for aviation gasoline.
These specifications, along with the oversight of the ASTM International aviation fuel industry
committee, accommodate the need to move the fuel as a commodity.
The ASTM consensus standard process is well suited to support the development of a new fuel
specification for use in future aviation products designed to operate on an unleaded fuel.
However, the evaluation and qualification process is far more complex if the new fuel
specification is intended for existing aircraft and engines that are designed to operate on 100LL.
The procedure to evaluate new aviation gasoline is progressive and iterative in nature, with the
extent of continued testing determined by the fuel properties, characteristics and test results
revealed at each successive stage. The extent of testing that may be necessary grows with
increasing degree of divergence from the composition, properties, performance, and
experience with existing 100LL. ASTM committee members evaluate this degree of divergence
and its consequences during the analysis of research report data provided by the fuel developer
during the creation and maturation of new specifications.
The FAA regulations pertaining to aircraft, engines, and aviation fuel were structured to
compliment this industry development and oversight concept. They require that type
certificate applicants identify the fuel specifications that are used in their products during
certification. Once compliance with the airworthiness certification regulations has been
demonstrated, the grade designation or specification becomes part of the airplane, rotorcraft,
and engine operating limitations. These operating limitations are specified in the type
certificate data sheet (TCDS) and in the airplane flight manual (AFM) or rotorcraft flight manual
(RFM). Aircraft operators are required by 14 CFR § 91.9 to only use fuels and oils listed in the
AFM or RFM (see Figure 4.0). These fuels must, therefore, be identified with sufficient
specificity to ensure that the engine and aircraft continue to meet their airworthiness
certification basis during service.
The fuel must be shown to have no adverse effects on durability or safety and must perform
satisfactorily on the products for which it is specified. This is demonstrated during the type
certification program, amended type certification program, or supplemental type certification
program. Specifically, applicants must demonstrate that the type-certificated product meets
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certification standards when operated with the new fuel over the complete range of operating
conditions that the product originally satisfied. FAA Advisory Circular (AC) 20-24C describes the
applicable regulations for fuel related certification projects.
FAA regulations are structured to approve specific engine and aircraft type designs for
operation with a fuel specified by the type design holder. Therefore, it is difficult to “certify” a
fuel for the entire fleet of certificated aircraft, or for a large portion of that fleet. The FAA
needs to develop policy to accommodate this.

Figure 4.0 - FAA Regulatory Structure for Aviation Fuels

3.4.2. ASTM and FAA Data Requirements
As described above, the current ASTM and FAA processes are based on the historical practice
and experience of being conducted in series and completely independent of each other. This is
because engine/aircraft are designed and certified to an existing fuel specification and
certification is conducted completely independently from the development of new fuels. ASTM
report data on fuel specification and fit-for-purpose properties are recognized and accepted by
FAA in certification programs as acceptable definition of the fuel, but are not acceptable as
certification data to support the issuance of design approvals for engine or aircraft Type
Certificates (TC)/STC.
Certification data must be developed in accordance with 14 CFR Part 21 certification
procedures that require FAA approval of applicable requirements and test plans, as well as
conformity inspection of test materials and equipment. This traditional process of defining an
aviation fuel through the development of an ASTM specification independently and prior to the
certification of engines/aircraft specifying that fuel as an operating limitation is not conducive
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to developing a non-drop-in unleaded AVGAS. Since fuel development and qualification is an
iterative process, a prospective new fuel proponent must determine during the specification
development that the new fuel also meets FAA safety requirements for operational approval.
This is because the overall potential market for the new fuel depends on the ability to certify
engines and airplanes to operate on that fuel. It is extremely redundant, costly and time
consuming for ASTM and FAA fuel qualification processes and test data to be conducted
independently resulting in significant uncertainty and risk. Background information on ASTM is
included in Appendix K.

3.4.3. FAA Certification Offices
Applicants typically interface with multiple FAA offices, such as ACOs and Directorates based on
the nature of the project and the geographic location of the applicant. This situation poses
significant risk to the success of the unleaded fuel initiative due to varying degrees of
experience and knowledge of fuel related certification policy from office to office and the need
for national coordination for what has to be a national solution. Other risks include the
potential for non-standardized application of FAA regulations and policy, difficulty in sharing
and comparing data between fuel programs and certification programs, prioritization of
aviation fuel related certification projects, and FAA management support of these projects.

3.4.4. Existing Fleet
Of paramount importance and complexity is the impact of transitioning to a new fuel including
upfront costs to develop and qualify an unleaded fuel as well as the long-term cost impact of
deploying a new fuel. Converting in-use aircraft/engines to operate on a non-drop-in unleaded
aviation gasoline is a significant logistical challenge, and in some cases, a technical challenge as
well. A change of approved fuels with different performance characteristics and modifications
to engines and aircraft require FAA certification to ensure compliance with applicable
airworthiness standards necessary for safety. The FAA certification process is comprehensive
and requires significant investment of resources, expertise and time to complete. The cost and
resource impact upon both industry and government could be extremely significant depending
upon the level of effort and number of modifications that may be necessary to support a
transition of the in-use fleet to an unleaded AVGAS. However, the closer the physical and
performance properties of an unleaded AVGAS to 100LL, the less upfront economic impact
there would be to the existing fleet, not including the cost of the new fuel. In particular, octane
rating is a critical fuel property for aircraft engines to maintain rated horsepower which in turn
is necessary for aircraft to continue to meet performance limitations.

Fleet Makeup & Typical Mission Scenarios
As the future Unleaded AVGAS is not expected to be 100% drop-in with full comparability to the
current 100LL fuel, some percentage of the certificated piston powered fleet may not be able to
operate safely (properly) without procedural and/or hardware modifications. In all cases, some
form of approval process will be necessary for every aircraft in the existing fleet to be able to
legally use the future unleaded AVGAS. In addition, there are other portions of the diverse
piston powered fleet that are non-FAA certified aircraft. The following describes the piston
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powered General Aviation fleet with an emphasis on impact and special considerations for
implementation of approval of use for a new unleaded fuel. Figure 5.0 indicates the piston fleet
basic categories of certificated and non-certificated aircraft.

Figure 5.0 –Piston Powered General Aviation Fleet Categories

Type Certificated Fleet
Certification issues relative to the type-certificated fleet are described above in the certification
discussion (Section 3.4). Approval mechanisms for use of a new unleaded AVGAS may involve
one or more of the following.
Change to type certificate for in-production aircraft/engines
Manufacturer approval via Information Service Bulletins for legacy fleet
Other FAA approval method providing blanket approval of engines and airframes
FAA STC approval by industry sponsors if equivalency to 100LL cannot be
demonstrated or manufacturer approval via TC change is not available

Orphaned Type-Certificated Fleet
The General Aviation piston fleet includes a significant group of FAA certified engine and
aircraft where, although the TC holder may remain active, the product is no longer supported
by the TC holder. The orphaned category may also include engine and aircraft products where
the TC has been abandoned or the DAH TC/Production Certificate (PC) holder is no longer
active. Orphaned type-certificated aircraft are limited to using the fuel specified on their type
certificate or a fuel deemed by the FAA to be acceptable. A broad based FAA approval process,
individual STCs, or some combination of the two would likely be required to transition these
legacy orphaned type-certificated aircraft to a new unleaded fuel.
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Type-Certificated Fleet Modified by Supplemental Type Certificate
Many aircraft in the General Aviation piston fleet have been modified by STC over the years. Of
particular concern relating to the transition to an unleaded AVGAS are aircraft that have
received STC modifications to the engine installation. These modifications can range from
“bolt-on” changes to the induction, ignition, or exhaust systems, to complete firewall forward
replacements of the original engine installation. Cessna estimates that in the past 20 years, as
many as 3,000 to 4,000 Cessna piston engine aircraft in the U.S. registered fleet (approximately
5% of the U.S Cessna fleet) have received STCs that have either completely replaced the
originally certified engine installation, or modified the original engine to a significantly different
build standard. It is unknown how many additional Cessna piston engine aircraft have received
STCs that modify the factory engine installation without changing the build standard of the
factory-installed engine. A similar situation is present across the entire General Aviation fleet
from the major manufactures past and present.
This creates the following challenges for an unleaded AVGAS transition:
The variety of aircraft and engine combinations is much greater than an examination of
the FAA registration and type certificate databases would indicate.
Many engine STCs are done to increase performance of the aircraft, and in many cases
replace engines that are more tolerant of a variety of fuels, including lower octane
fuels, with engines that are more dependent on high octane fuels.
The technical data to support a transition of aircraft equipped with engine STCs resides
with a diverse base of General Aviation aftermarket modification companies with
varying levels of technical expertise and financial resources to support their STCs
through a transition. Many STC holders are no longer in existence.
Owners who install engine STCs generally use their aircraft more and invest in them at a
higher level than owners of unmodified aircraft. A transition to a non-drop-in unleaded
fuel could potentially have a higher economic impact on this group of owners.

Special Light Sport Aircraft (S-LSA)
In recent years a new category of manufactured recreational aircraft, Special Light Sport
Aircraft (S-LSA), have evolved that do not hold type certificates in the traditional sense but
rather are shown by the manufacturer to conform to industry consensus standards. These
aircraft are unique in the sense that they cannot be legally modified without the express
approval of the manufacturer and therefore it falls solely on the manufacturer to approve the
use of a new fuel in their aircraft. Changes cannot be legally accommodated by STC or other
means. In instances where there is no longer a manufacturer supporting in-service S-LSA
aircraft, the aircraft loses its S-LSA airworthiness certification status and is issued an
experimental airworthiness certificate in the E-LSA category with all of the attendant
operational limitations that accompany E-LSA experimental certification. At this point the
aircraft is treated like any other aircraft certificated in the experimental category (such as
amateur-built) and modifications including fuel use is at the discretion of the owner/operator.
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Most S-LSA aircraft are certificated to operate on low octane unleaded fuels as well as 100LL so
are not critical applications for a high octane future fuel. The primary considerations for this
fleet will likely not be performance but rather materials compatibility assurance and actual final
approval for use.

Non-Type-Certificated Experimental Fleet
There are a large number of non-type certificated aircraft in the fleet that are not supported by
a DAH manufacturer. These aircraft are certificated in the Experimental category. This fleet is
wide ranging in terms of performance, octane requirement, size, age and materials. This fleet
includes amateur built aircraft, former military aircraft that were not certificated under civilian
standards, imported aircraft, and aircraft used for other experimental purposes. Amateur built
aircraft alone comprise more than 33,000 registered aircraft making them a significant portion
of the General Aviation fleet. Experimental aircraft have no regulatory requirement to operate
on a particular fuel provided the owner determines the fuel to be suitable.
The following are principle assessments that should be performed relative to evaluation of use
of a new fuel in the Experimental fleet.
1) Composition and size of the fleet
2) Technical challenges in operating these airplanes using a new unleaded fuel
3) FAA fleet data (group of engines) should be made available to the end consumer
(experimental category) and type clubs to enable the owner/operator to determine the
impact of any new fuel
4) Economic impact of any new fuel on the Experimental fleet should be included in any
total aviation industry economic impact assessment

3.5. Aircraft & Engine Technical Issues
3.5.1. Aviation Gasoline Performance Requirements
There has been extensive testing to find a fuel that meets all of the current ASTM D910 leaded
aviation gasoline specification properties for 100LL, satisfies the safety and performance
requirements of engines and aircraft, is compatible with the existing infrastructure, and poses
no additional compositional issues. The fuel specification, which is listed in the Type Certificate
Operating Limitations, is a key component of engine and aircraft certification.
Typically, aviation fuel specifications set forth performance criteria in the following seven
categories.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Combustion
Fluidity
Volatility
Corrosion

5. Contaminants
6. Additives
7. Stability
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For example, anti-knock performance is a combustion category performance requirement.
Unleaded fuels typically require the addition of significant amounts of specialty chemicals to
meet the same anti-knock performance that can be attained from addition of a relatively small
amount of TEL. These proposed high octane chemical additions often include heavier molecules
with higher boiling points. They often produce fuel blends that exceed many other current
aviation gasoline specification limits when they are added in the quantity necessary to meet the
same anti-knock performance of leaded fuels. The legacy fleet was designed to operate safely
on fuels that met these specification property limits, with each fuel property addressing a
different safety, performance or operability characteristic. It is unknown what impact changes
to these specification properties will have on the safety, operability and performance of
engines and aircraft.
In addition to the properties listed above, there are additional critical fuel properties that
determine whether the fuel is fit for the purpose it was intended, such as:
Co-mingling/compatibility of the fuel with the fleet infrastructure and existing fuel
Other combustion issues, such as flame speed
Other fluidity issues, such as latent heat of vaporization
The safety, performance, and operability impacts of the above discussed specification and fit
for purpose properties on engine and aircraft performance are shown with more detail in
Appendix H.
The areas of greater concern for any new proposed unleaded fuel requiring additional extensive
testing are directly related to the composition of the proposed new fuel. Complex or novel
fuels may produce additional areas of concern due simply to their significantly different nature.

3.5.2. Unleaded Aviation Gasoline Anti-Knock Performance
Octane is one of the most important parameters for a replacement unleaded aviation fuel.
Extensive historical testing has indicated a difference in full-scale engine detonation
performance between unleaded and leaded aviation fuel of equivalent motor octane number.
Fuel motor octane number is determined from an ASTM single cylinder test that was originally
designed for leaded fuels and it provided a high degree of predictability of fuel anti-knock
performance in a full-scale engine. Further, the addition of a relatively small amount of the
lead additive TEL to aviation alkylate provides significant octane increase to the base fuel, which
can only be equaled in the absence of TEL by the addition of significant amounts of specialty
unleaded chemicals to the base fuel.
Appendix H contains a presentation that illustrates these complex detonation chemical
reactions. The presentation provides detailed explanation of why the TEL based additive
provides superior anti-knock effectiveness.
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3.5.3. Aviation Gasoline Property Trade-offs with Octane Number
Some of the aircraft safety, performance, and operability issues that may be impacted by
replacing the current 100LL with an unleaded fuel are as follows.
Detonation

Min Climb Gradient

Cooling Airflow

Engine Out Performance (Twins)

Fuel Consumption

Ceiling

Performance

Go Around

Restarts

Payload

Cold/Hot Fuel

Noise

Icing

Takeoff

Removal or reduction of the TEL additive in current aviation gasoline results in significant
reduction in fuel octane values. Attempts to increase the unleaded fuel octane or pursue novel
unleaded fuel compositions have typically included the use of significant amounts of novelty or
specialty chemicals. The higher the unleaded fuel octane requirement for any future fuel, the
greater the complexity of the unleaded fuel blend. A trade-off ensues between engine and
aircraft performance and the compatibility of the fuel with the current distribution
infrastructure, existing fuel, and current fleet infrastructure. Attempts to reduce the fuel
octane and move the fuel closer to the octane of the existing base alkylate increases the issues
related to the engine and aircraft safety and performance.
In short, the greater the
compositional deviation of the proposed unleaded fuel from the current aviation gasoline
composition, in attempting to meet the performance, operability and safety of the existing
engines and airframes, the greater the impact on distribution infrastructure, comingling with
the existing fuel, and current fleet infrastructure compatibility issues. The closer the unleaded
fuel composition is to the existing aviation gasoline composition, in attempting to meet the
distribution infrastructure, existing fuel, and current fleet infrastructure compatibility
requirements of a new unleaded fuel, the lower the motor octane number of the fuel and the
greater the impact on engine and aircraft safety and performance issues.
Appendix H contains a presentation that illustrates the trade-off of fuel complexity with fuel
octane requirement.

3.5.4. Aviation Gasoline Conclusions
As previously stated, the motor octane of a fuel is significantly impacted by removal of the TEL
additive. Fuel motor octane is determined by a single cylinder ASTM standard test and for
leaded fuels the value obtained provides a high degree of correlation with the full-scale engine
anti-knock performance. However, for unleaded fuels using chemical components such as
aromatics or aromatic amines to boost anti-knock capability, the motor octane number (MON)
of the fuel may not translate to a predictable engine anti-knock performance. There are a
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number of detonation issues that will need testing and evaluation to address. These issues are
listed below. A more detailed breakdown of the following issues can be found in Appendix H.
Unleaded fuels possessing the same MON as leaded fuels (that defines a given engine
minimum octane requirement) may not provide a full-scale engine the octane
performance it requires.
Use of mixtures of high octane chemical components may result in significant
antagonistic and synergistic effects of octane response.
An unleaded fuel possessing a supercharged rich (SR) octane value that is equivalent to
or greater than a leaded fuel that is known to satisfy a given full-scale engine, may not
provide the same engine the octane performance that the engine requires.
FAA AC 33.47-1, providing guidance for detonation testing, includes outdated test
equipment and analyses methods.
Detonation instrumentation and combustion instability measurement methods have
not been standardized or correlated among the FAA Tech Center, engine DAHs, and
others.
There is no agreement on what constitutes limiting detonation among FAA Tech Center
researchers, engine DAHs, and others.
Detonation onset response for unleaded fuels is different from leaded fuels and can
affect detonation margin.
A significant percentage of engines and airframes may require modifications to
compensate for the reduced octane performance of unleaded fuels.

3.6. Production & Distribution Issues
Any effort to transition the aviation industry toward an unleaded fuel raises concerns relating
to the production and distribution of a new fuel. In recognition of this fact, the charter
establishing the UAT ARC specifically required the committee to address factors relating to
production and distribution infrastructure when performing its analysis of issues involved in
transitioning to an unleaded AVGAS.
AVGAS is a blended petroleum product that is produced using typical and traditional refining
processes. Currently, nine refiners across the U.S. produce AVGAS, although often only in
limited runs at specific times of the year. As an aviation fuel, AVGAS is subject to certain quality
control procedures, such as dedicated tankage and piping, which require refineries to ensure
that aviation fuels are completely segregated from other products.
After production, AVGAS enters the distribution system, which, as opposed to being a fixed
system that moves a product to market by well-defined routes and transportation systems, is a
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flexible system utilizing barges, rail cars, and over the road transport trucks. Typically, AVGAS
will leave the refinery via rail car for eventual delivery to a terminal. At the terminal, the AVGAS
is stored until loaded onto an over-the-road truck for final delivery. However, the AVGAS may
be transported from the refinery via barge to a terminal or to railcars. Also, the terminal
storage and delivery may be completely skipped and over-the-road trucks loaded directly from
railcars by a process known as trans-loading. The final step in the distribution chain is on-airport
storage from which the fuel is either directly delivered to aircraft or loaded into mobile
refuelers that then refuel aircraft. In Alaska and other remote regions, AVGAS may be flown in
barrels to outlying airports and landing facilities.
The signature quality of the AVGAS distribution system is its flexibility, allowing AVGAS to be
transported from the limited number of production facilities to the over 5000 airports across
the country that sell aviation gasoline.
Early discussions focused on identifying any systematic obstacles inherent in the existing
production and distribution system that would prevent the adoption of a lead free AVGAS. The
UAT ARC found that there were not any generalized systematic issues that prevent the
production and distribution of a lead free AVGAS. Existing refinery technology and
infrastructure combined with the existing distribution system is currently capable of providing a
lead-free AVGAS; however, that fuel would only satisfy a limited percentage of the fleet. The
UAT ARC recognized that production and distribution issues would occur as fuel developers
attempted to craft a new fuel that would address a greater percentage of the existing fleet.
These impacts would be specific to any newly proposed fuel and have the potential to be highly
variable between fuels. New fuels that closely followed existing production methods and
composition of AVGAS would pose little to no production and distribution impact while novel
fuels that utilized new production methods and a significantly different composition could pose
a very large impact. Since the impacts would be based on the specifics of any newly proposed
fuel, the UAT ARC steered away from attempting to develop mitigation strategies for
hypothetical impacts and focused on developing a structure for ensuring that the impact arising
from newly proposed fuels could be identified in a manner that allowed the industry to assess
adequately the impact arising from changes to the existing production and distribution systems
required to utilize those fuels.
Three basic issues related to production and distribution impact were defined as follows.
1. There is no existing method of determining the production and distribution impact
posed by a new fuel.
2. There is no standardized method for communicating to the industry the impacts posed
by a newly proposed fuel.
3. There are multiple third party regulations, standards and codes that may impact the
deployment of any newly proposed fuel.
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3.6.1. Impact Assessment
Since production and distribution issues are not tied to the existing system but rather to the
particularities of any new proposed fuel, the UAT ARC did not attempt to quantify any impact
but rather develop a system that would ensure that those impacts were properly identified.
From a production standpoint, four areas were identified that should be addressed to ensure
the impact is accurately addressed.
1. Feedstock Issues
2. Production Pathway Issues
3. Production Facility Issues
4. Quality control during production scale-up
Impacts that need to be determined from a distribution standpoint include the following.
1. Materials compatibility - If an unleaded replacement fuel to be found incompatible
with some portion of the existing distribution system, including base metals, seals or
transfer components, alternative components would need to be developed and
installed prior to distribution of the new fuel.
2. Geographic Impact - If a new fuel could only be produced in one geographic location,
there would be an impact upon the distribution system that would need to be
determined.
3. Fuel Compatibility - If a new fuel is not compatible with existing AVGAS, individual
aircraft, tanks, and distribution systems would need to be segregated to ensure the two
fuels did not come into contact, this would create an impact that would need to be
addressed.
4. Storage Stability – Due to the low volume of AVGAS consumption relative to other
petroleum products, AVGAS is produced in short runs and stored for long periods. AVAS
is a very stable product. The ability of an unleaded replacement fuel to be stored for
prolonged periods while retaining all of its specification requirements will need to be
assessed.

3.6.2. Communication of Distribution System Changes
Currently, no standardized method to communicate potential impacts of a new fuel(s) on the
distribution network to the industry exists. The UAT ARC believes that it will be necessary to
develop standardized methods for communicating any change to the industry. This would
facilitate decision making by industry stakeholders on methods to eliminate miscommunication
and potential adverse flight safety conditions related to miss-fueling, improper handling and
storage or materials compatibility.

3.6.3. Third-Party Regulations, Standards and Codes
The distribution, sale and use of aviation gasoline are currently controlled by a number of thirdparty regulations, standards and codes. These standards are created and maintained by
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organizations and local, state and federal agencies covering everything from fire safety,
occupational health, and the markings that are applied to storage tanks and piping. Any new
fuel will present the possibility that these regulations, standards or codes will need to be
modified or adapted based upon the specific properties and composition of the proposed fuel.

3.7 Environment & Toxicology Issues
General Aviation has come under scrutiny due to the use of the TEL additive in the current
100LL aviation gasoline. New fuels should be assessed for their environmental, toxicological
and emissions properties relative to current fuels. Testing will need to address additional areas
of concern, that are not covered by the current specification, important to ensuring that any
new proposed fuel does not worsen environmental impact. For this reason bulk gas, air toxic
gas engine emissions testing, and fuel toxicity testing may be needed. The extent of the testing
is directly related to the complexity of the proposed unleaded fuel.
For instance, fuel developers and the General Aviation community should be made fully aware
early in the process if a new fuel is proposed that may contain metallic additives to boost
octane or substances like methyl-tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) which has been banned as an
automotive fuel additive in numerous states. This ensures a more informed decision regarding
possible adoption, handling and use, and consideration of approaches to mitigate the potential
impact upon environment and/or health. Likewise, if a new fuel is proposed that is very similar
to current, petroleum based fuels, it may be considered to present less risk in terms of its longterm future availability with respect to environmental and handling considerations. Preference
might also be considered for renewable and sustainable alternative fuels that do not come from
traditional fossil sources, in order that they may help meet national goals for the purposes of
energy security, price stability, and environmental benefit.
Several environmental actions have recently led to increased pressure to remove lead from
AVGAS. In 2006, Friends of the Earth (FOE) petitioned the EPA to: 1) make a finding under the
Clean Air Act (CAA) that lead emissions from General Aviation aircraft engines cause or
contribute to air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or
welfare and issue proposed emission standards for such lead emissions or, alternatively, 2) if
the Administrator of EPA believes that insufficient information exists to make such a finding,
commence a study and investigation under the CAA of the health and environmental impacts of
lead emissions from General Aviation aircraft engines, including impacts to humans, animals
and ecosystems, and issue a public report on the findings of the study and investigation. In
response to the FOE petition, the EPA has undertaken studies to inform issues of lead emissions
and exposure resulting from the use of leaded AVGAS in General Aviation, and has published
two notices in the Federal Register describing the agency’s progress to date. The EPA continues
to evaluate the data and issues, and has not yet issued a final response to FOE’s petition.
In a separate action, in 2008, the EPA revised its National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) for lead, tightening the NAAQS by a factor of ten. Related to the NAAQS revision, the
EPA also promulgated regulations that require lead monitoring by local air monitoring agencies
at airports with lead emissions greater than one ton and at 15 additional airports where there is
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a high volume of piston engine aircraft operations and annual lead emissions of 0.5 to 1.0 tons
per year. The data from these monitors will be used to evaluate compliance with the NAAQS
for lead and will also be used by EPA to assess the need for additional lead monitoring at
airports. If ambient air near an airport was found to be exceeding the NAAQS, there would be
limits under federal law as to the measures a state could propose to adopt to limit lead
emissions from General Aviation aircraft operations. See Appendix I for additional background
information on the CAA, the NAAQS, and EPA and FAA authorities related to the regulation of
aircraft fuel and emissions standards. Appendix J contains the General Aviation Coalition’s
response to the EPA Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR).
Separate from activities focused on the possible public health and environmental effects of lead
emissions from General Aviation aircraft engines, it is also noted that General Aviation is the
only remaining user of lead additives in the U.S. transportation sector.
Although lead emissions from piston engine aircraft are not currently subject to CAA standards,
a description of the statutory responsibilities between the EPA and FAA that are pertinent to
AVGAS and lead emissions under the CAA and U.S. Code has been provided in Appendix I. In
summary, the EPA is authorized under section 231(a)(2)(A) of the CAA (42 U.S.C. §
7571(a)(2)(A)) to determine if aircraft engine lead emissions cause or contribute to air pollution
which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare (referred to here as
the “endangerment finding”). If EPA makes a positive endangerment finding, then EPA would
be required under CAA section 231(a)(2)-(3) to prescribe standards applicable to the emissions
of lead from General Aviation engines, and the Secretary of Transportation would be required
under CAA section 232 to prescribe regulations to ensure compliance with such standards (42
U.S.C. § 7572). In addition, the FAA would be required under section 44714 of the U.S.
Transportation Code to prescribe standards for the composition or chemical or physical
properties of AVGAS to control or eliminate aircraft lead emissions (49 U.S.C. § 44714). In the
evaluation and setting of any new standards, the EPA and FAA must work in consultation so
that necessary and appropriate considerations are given to safety, noise, and the ability and
time needed to implement new technology.
The level and types of screening or testing required for candidate fuels will depend upon the
exact nature of the fuel being proposed. Fuels that have novel additives or components and
that are less like current, petroleum-based fuels should be given close attention. Compositional
data and Material Safety Data Sheets about the candidate fuels should be made available early
in the fuel development and approval process so that they may be assessed from an
environmental and toxicological perspective with respect to current fuels. In addition, changes
in emissions should be assessed and characterized through engine testing as early as possible in
the research and development phase. Fundamental emissions test data can be obtained
through the FAA Tech Center in conjunction with other engine testing during the research and
development phases. If the capability for more advanced testing is needed, this may be
performed through coordination with the EPA or a contractor.
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4. UAT ARC Recommendations
4.1. Summary of UAT ARC Recommendations
The following is a summary of the recommendations made by the UAT ARC to support the
development and transition to an unleaded aviation gasoline. The recommendations were
developed with the strategic recognition that the fuels industry, engine/aircraft DAHs,
regulatory authorities, and owner/operators must work together in a coordinated way if we are
to develop a new unleaded aviation gasoline that will have the least impact to the existing fleet
and the production and distribution infrastructure. The broad-based approval of a novel
composition fuel is unprecedented in the fleet; this led the UAT ARC to develop an integrated
and structured process for bringing a fuel from concept to full transition. As outlined in Section
3, there are many barriers to market entry for a new fuel. This structured process is designed
to lower the barriers to the fuel entering the marketplace. Further discussion follows in Section
4 providing additional insight into the structured process and the recommendations.

4.1.1. Key UAT ARC Recommendations
1) The UAT ARC recommends implementation of the “Fuel Development Roadmap –
AVGAS Readiness Levels (ARL)” developed by the UAT ARC that identifies the key
milestones in the aviation gasoline development process and the information needed to
support assessment of the viability of candidate fuels in terms of impact upon the
existing fleet, production and distribution infrastructure, environment and toxicology,
and economic considerations. (See Section 4.2.1)

2) The UAT ARC recommends centralized testing of candidate unleaded fuels at the FAA
William J. Hughes Technical Center (Tech Center) funded by government and industry
in-kind contributions. Centralized assessment and testing would generate standardized
qualification and certification data that can be used by the fuel developer/sponsor to
support both ASTM specification development and FAA fleet-wide certification
eliminating the need for redundant testing. (See Section 4.3)

3) The UAT ARC recommends the establishment of a solicitation and selection process
for candidate unleaded aviation gasolines for the centralized fuel testing program. This
process should include a FAA review board with the technical expertise necessary to
evaluate the feasibility of the candidate fuel. (See Section 4.3.2)

4) The UAT ARC recommends the FAA establish a centralized certification office with
sufficient resources to support unleaded aviation gasoline projects. (See Section 4.4)

5) The UAT ARC recommends the establishment of a collaborative industry-government
initiative referred to as the Piston Aviation Fuels Initiative (PAFI) to implement the UAT
ARC recommendations in this report designed to facilitate the development and
deployment of an unleaded AVGAS with the least impact on the existing piston-engine
aircraft fleet. The overall objective of this initiative is to identify candidate unleaded
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aviation gasolines, to provide for the generation of qualification and certification data
on those fuels, and to support fleet-wide certification of the most promising fuels. (See
Section 4.5)

4.1.2. Additional UAT ARC Recommendations
6) The UAT ARC recommends the use of a consensus standard peer review process as an
integral and required element of the UAT ARC’s recommendations. ASTM is the
historically accepted consensus body for aviation fuels and is the practicable and
accepted means to universally produce and distribute aviation gasoline as a commodity.
(See Section 4.6.1)
NOTE: Appendix L, “UAT ARC Member Dissenting Opinion & ARC Response”, includes a
dissenting opinion submitted by a UAT ARC member that is directed at the above
recommendation. A response to that submittal prepared by the UAT ARC is also
provided in this appendix.

7) The UAT ARC recommends the completion of the new ASTM “Standard Practice for
the Evaluation of New Aviation Gasolines and New Aviation Gasoline Additives”. This
standard will significantly reduce the uncertainty, risk, timeline and cost to developers
or sponsors of new unleaded aviation gasolines by describing the test and analysis
requirements necessary to generate data to support the development of a new ASTM
specification. (See Section 4.6.1.1)
NOTE: Appendix L, “UAT ARC Member Dissenting Opinion & ARC Response”, includes a
dissenting opinion submitted by a UAT ARC member that is directed at the above
recommendation. A response to that submittal prepared by the UAT ARC is also
provided in this appendix.

8) The UAT ARC recommends development of specialized test procedures to support
centralized testing of candidate unleaded aviation gasolines. The specialized test
procedures will be used by the FAA Tech Center to generate fuel property data and
engine/aircraft performance data necessary to support ASTM specification development
and certification approval of existing engines and aircraft that can operate transparently
using a new unleaded aviation gasoline. (See Section 4.6.2)

9) The UAT ARC recommends the development of specialized certification guidance to
support the centralized certification of unleaded aviation gasoline. The certification
guidance should define the applicable certification basis and compliance requirements
for Part 33 reciprocating aircraft engines, Part 23 airplanes, and Part 27/29 rotorcraft
and should provide acceptable methods of compliance to assess and qualify expected
differences in fuel properties, performance and composition from 100LL. (See Section
4.6.2)
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10) The UAT ARC recommends that the FAA Centralized Certification Office coordinate
with the FAA Tech Center to develop certification test plans, conformity requirements,
and test witnessing protocols that are acceptable for certification of unleaded aviation
gasoline/s participating in the centralized testing. (See Section 4.6.2)

11) The UAT ARC recommends that methods and/or guidelines be developed to assess
the impact of a candidate unleaded aviation gasoline on the existing fleet, including the
need for proposed aircraft/engine modifications that could mitigate those impacts.
(See Section 4.7.1)

12) The UAT ARC recommends that methods and/or guidelines be developed to assess
the impact of a candidate unleaded aviation gasoline on the existing production and
distribution infrastructure. (See Section 4.7.2)

13) The UAT ARC recommends the identification of appropriate environment and
toxicological issues that a candidate unleaded aviation gasoline should be assessed
against. (See Section 4.7.3)

14) The UAT ARC recommends the FAA develop specialized policy and procedures to
facilitate the most efficient approach possible for fleet-wide approval of aircraft and
engines to use a new aviation gasoline. Fuel qualification and certification data from
the centralized FAA fuel test program would support fleet-wide approval of the “inscope” fleet of aircraft that can operate transparently on an unleaded aviation gasoline.
(See Section 4.8)

15) The UAT ARC recommends that a mechanism be developed to mitigate the liability
exposure of design approval holders (DAH) due to modification of the type design of
their products in approving a new aviation gasoline. (See Section 4.8.1)

16) The UAT ARC recommends that the centralized FAA test program and the centralized
FAA Certification Office support the approval of key aircraft and/or engine
modifications that will allow the largest portions of “out-of-scope” aircraft and engines
to operate with a new unleaded aviation gasoline. The FAA would have to develop
procedures/guidance to facilitate certification of the out-of-scope aircraft/engines
requiring modifications. (See Section 4.8.4)

17) The UAT ARC recommends that the FAA, working with industry, develop a
deployment and transition plan and timeline only after unleaded aviation gasoline(s)
with least impact upon the piston-engine aircraft fleet has been identified and a
process for fleet-wide approval to use the new fuel in aircraft has been clearly
established. Any FAA action should support the efforts of the industry to transition to
unleaded aviation gasoline(s) in a safe and orderly manner. (See Section 4.9.1)
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18) The UAT ARC recommends that the FAA and EPA continue to coordinate closely with
stakeholders and take into consideration implementation of the UAT ARC’s
recommendations in any potential rulemaking efforts. Consideration must be given to
safety, costs, and the ability and time needed to implement new technology. (See
Section 4.9.2)

19) The UAT ARC recommends the FAA establish a line item in its annual 2013-2020
budget requests to fully support the UAT ARC recommendations for PAFI which
includes centralized FAA fuel testing to support the development of an ASTM unleaded
aviation gasoline specification and fleet-wide certification approval. (See Section 4.9.3)

4.2. Fuel Development Roadmap
The UAT ARC was tasked with identifying the key issues and obstacles to the development,
certification and deployment of an unleaded aviation gasoline with the least impact upon the
existing piston engine fleet of aircraft, and to develop recommendations to overcome those
obstacles. Several recommendations discussed in this report address some of the technical and
process issues designed to reduce the overall uncertainty, risk and cost of developing an
unleaded AVGAS.
But, in order to facilitate a successful initiative, the UAT ARC
recommendations must also address the overarching economic and market issues affecting the
business case for fuel producers and aviation equipment manufacturers to invest in the
development and deployment of an unleaded replacement for high octane aviation gasoline.
The UAT ARC believes it is essential to establish a “Fuel Development Roadmap” which
identifies the key milestones in the aviation fuel development process and information
necessary to address the technical issues related to ensuring aviation safety as well as market
and economic issues related to deployment. Development of this “roadmap” serves several
roles, all with the fundamental purpose of ensuring that a new unleaded fuel is developed in a
manner that replicates the existing performance and safety characteristics of leaded AVGAS or
clearly identifies the areas where those characteristics are not matched and how they are to be
addressed.
1. Facilitation of Development – The recommended roadmap will serve to inform
prospective replacement fuel producers of the numerous factors that need to be
considered and accounted for in an aviation fuel development endeavor.
2. Communication Standard – By creating a standardized process for development of a
fleet-wide replacement AVGAS, a “roadmap” would allow for standardized
communication about development progress within the industry and General Aviation
community. Specifically such a roadmap would provide guidance to fuel developers on
the criteria that would need to be evaluated in order to perform various assessments on
the impact to the industry of the new fuel. This data could then be utilized by others to
determine the “viability” of the fuel under development.
3. Process Standard – A “roadmap” would also serve as a standard by which parties could
evaluate multiple unleaded aviation gasolines on a level playing field. The nature of the
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“roadmap” would work to standardize data and information presentation so that fair
and accurate comparisons could occur.

4.2.1. AVGAS Readiness Levels (ARL)
The UAT ARC has begun the process of defining a framework for a fuel development roadmap.
The Commercial Aviation Alternative Fuels Initiative (CAAFI) concept of jet “fuel readiness levels
(FRLs)” has been evaluated and applied by the UAT ARC to the unique needs of aviation
gasoline development and definitive AVGAS Readiness Levels (ARLs). The resulting AVGAS ARLs
are specifically designed to facilitate the development of a non-drop-in fleet-wide replacement
unleaded aviation gasoline, and as such do not represent every possible approach for
developing and bringing to market an aviation gasoline. All of the recommendations in this
report to facilitate the development and deployment of unleaded AVGAS support the following
roadmap ARLs.

Unleaded AVGAS Transition Fuel Development Roadmap
AVGAS Readiness Levels (ARL)
ARL

Title

1

Fuel Definition

2

Material Safety
Review

3

Basic Fuel
Properties and
Composition

Description
Utilize data developed during experimentation phase
to establish process elements and parameters (such as
reactor hardware and catalyst materials) and fuel
compositional definition by GC analysis.
Initial review of candidate fuel composition relative to
published guidance on material safety with respect to
environmental and safe handling considerations.
Develop Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS).
Intended to support initial engagement with ASTM to
form Task Force. Lab analysis of fuel sample to
identify composition and measure key Fit-For-Purpose
properties per test methods defined in ASTM
International Standard Practice, “Standard Practice for
the Evaluation of New Aviation Gasolines and New
Aviation Gasoline Additives” :
 Motor Octane Number (detonation)
 Vapor Pressure (starting, vapor lock)
 Freezing Point (high-altitude operation)
 Corrosion, copper strip (metal fuel system
components)
 Oxidation stability (gumming)
 Water reaction (hygroscopic effect)
 Electrical conductivity (fuel handling)
 Distillation curve
 Initial material compatibility testing
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Unleaded AVGAS Transition Fuel Development Roadmap
AVGAS Readiness Levels (ARL)
ARL

Title

Description

Deliverable

4

Preliminary ASTM
Research Report

Preliminary ASTM Research
Report

5

ASTM Test
Specification

Compile data derived from laboratory analysis of
candidate fuel in accordance with Section 6.2 of ASTM
International Standard Practice, “Standard Practice for
the Evaluation of New Aviation Gasolines and New
Aviation Gasoline Additives”. This data will include:
 Basic Specification properties
 Compositional analysis
 Preliminary Fit-For-Purpose (FFP) Properties
 Preliminary Materials Compatibility Assessment
 Information from preceding ARLs
ASTM Test Specification defines the properties of the
fuel for subsequent testing and analysis.

6

Preliminary
Feasibility
Assessment
Preliminary
Production and
Distribution
Assessment

Analyze current AVGAS production and distribution
infrastructure to identify gaps in current system and
develop preliminary plan to address gaps and to scaleup production and distribution to commercially viable
volumes.
Review candidate fuel composition with consideration
to use and handling from an environmental
perspective, including OSHA, EPA and other regulatory
entities.

Report

6.1

6.2

Environmental &
Toxicology
Assessment
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Unleaded AVGAS Transition Fuel Development Roadmap
AVGAS Readiness Levels (ARL)
ARL
6.3

Title
Preliminary
Business Plan

7

Initial Pilot
Production
Capability

8

Final ASTM
Research Report
Final ASTM
Research Report –
Part 1

8.1

Description

Deliverable

Provide a business plan that addresses the following:
a) Scope of Solution: Describe the fuel,
engine/aircraft hardware and operational concept
proposed. If hardware or operational changes are
proposed summarize and characterize in
accordance to CFRs as minor, major or model
changes.
b) Production Concept: Describe how the candidate
fuel composition can be scaled up and
commercialized. Include summary of fuel
production process flow and related hardware
c) Applicability: Define fleet satisfaction concept
relative to either actual aircraft cross section as
defined in the FAA Aviation Fuels Reciprocating
Engine Aircraft Fleet Fuel Distribution Report or
BMEP/detonation propensity as defined by TBD
document.
d) Cost: Describe market cost of proposed solution
inclusive of recurring cost/volume and nonrecurring associated with hardware or operational
limitation changes.
e) Implementation: Describe defined or to-bedefined strategic partnerships, financing
strategies, infrastructure leveraging opportunities,
distribution strategies and other relevant details
facilitating path to market.
f) Deployment Concept: Describe whether the
proposed fuel is miscible and fungible with 100LL.
Does the solution require a separate distribution
and control system?
g) Intellectual Property: Declare IP associated with
the Scope of Solution and how stated IP is
protected or public domain considerations.
Scale-up lab production capability, and define
production process flow and hardware for novel
production capability requirements.

Report

Compile data derived from laboratory analysis and of
candidate fuel in accordance with Section 6.3 of ASTM
International Standard Practice, “Standard Practice for
the Evaluation of New Aviation Gasolines and New
Aviation Gasoline Additives”. This data will include:
 Final Fit-For-Purpose (FFP) Properties
 Final Materials Compatibility Assessment

Report
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Unleaded AVGAS Transition Fuel Development Roadmap
AVGAS Readiness Levels (ARL)
ARL

Title

Description

Deliverable

8.2

Final ASTM
Research Report –
Part 2

Final ASTM Research Report

9

ASTM Production
Specification

10

Pilot Production
Capability

Compile data derived from equipment testing of
candidate fuel in accordance with Section 6.3 of ASTM
International Standard Practice, “Standard Practice for
the Evaluation of New Aviation Gasolines and New
Aviation Gasoline Additives”. This data will include:
 Engine Testing
 Aircraft Testing
ASTM Production Specification defines the properties
of the fuel and other criteria necessary for highvolume production and distribution.
Scale-up initial pilot production capability, using the
production process flow from the initial pilot
production capability requirements (ref: ARL 7).
Demonstrate the ability to produce at least 10,000
gals/yr (40,000 liters/yr).

11

Airworthiness
Certification
Engine
Certification
Testing

Certification Test Reports

11.1

11.2

Engine
Certification

Completion of all rig, component and engine
certification tests in accordance with compliance
program established by the cognizant airworthiness
regulatory authority.
Obtain certification approval from cognizant
airworthiness regulatory authority.

11.3

Aircraft
Certification
Testing
Aircraft
Certification

Completion of all ground and flight testing in
accordance with compliance program established by
the cognizant airworthiness regulatory authority.
Obtain certification approval from cognizant
airworthiness regulatory authority.

11.4

12
12.1

12.2

12.3
13

Final Feasibility
Assessment
Final Production
and Distribution
Assessment
Final
Environmental &
Toxicology
Assessment
Final Business Plan
Initial Production
Capability

Issued ASTM Production
Specification
Production Process
Demonstration

Issued Amended or
Supplemental Type
Certificate(s)
Certification Test Reports

Issued Amended or
Supplemental Type
Certificate(s)

Update preliminary report based on data and
information developed during the fuel development.

Report

Update preliminary report based on data and
information developed during the fuel development.
This may include testing for baseline emission data.

Report and MSDS

Update preliminary report based on data and
information developed during the fuel development.
Scale-up pilot production capability, using the
production process flow from the pilot production
capability requirements for the large-scale (ref: ARL
10). . Establish production capability to produce at
least 100,000 gals/yr (400,000 liters/yr).

Report
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Unleaded AVGAS Transition Fuel Development Roadmap
AVGAS Readiness Levels (ARL)
ARL

Title

Description

14

Initial LimitedScale Fleet
Operations

Introduce fuel on a regional basis to gain experience
with commercial operations.

15

Production Scaleup
Wide-Scale Fleet
Operations

Construct facilities to produce at least 10,000,000
gals/yr (40,000,000 liters/yr).
Fuel availability and usage over several geographic
regions.

16

Deliverable
Coordinated plan with fuel
distributors and fleet
operators to demonstrate
operational use of fuel
Fuel inventory
Coordinated plan to
transition production,
distribution, and use on a
regional basis

These ARLs are specifically designed to identify the steps and information necessary to address
all of the issues and challenges discussed in Section 3 of this report including market and
economic issues as well as the assessment of the viability of candidate fuels in terms of impact
upon the existing fleet, production and distribution infrastructure, and environment and
toxicology. The ARL’s are laid out in chronological order for a typical development project,
however, it is in envisioned that fuel developers may approach various elements in a slightly
different order to align with their own business needs.

1) The UAT ARC recommends implementation of the “Fuel Development
Roadmap – AVGAS Readiness Levels (ARL)” developed by the UAT ARC that
identifies the key milestones in the aviation gasoline development process and
the information needed to support assessment of the viability of candidate fuels
in terms of impact upon the existing fleet, production and distribution
infrastructure, environment and toxicology, and economic considerations.

4.3. Centralized Testing at FAA William J. Hughes Technical Center
Aviation fuels are defined and controlled by industry consensus-based ASTM fuel specifications
that specify the properties, performance, and composition necessary to provide a level of
control to support large-scale production, distribution, and the conduct of commerce for use in
aircraft. In addition, FAA regulations pertaining to aircraft, engines, and fuel recognizes and
accepts the well-proven ASTM specifications to define and control the properties, performance
and composition of aviation fuels. The FAA has not established specific airworthiness
requirements for fuel or required design or production approval for fuel due to the
dependability of ASTM specifications. FAA regulations require that a fuel grade or specification
be identified as an operating limitation for each make/model type certificated aircraft and
engine in order for them to be able to operate using the fuel.
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The UAT ARC recommendations to facilitate the development and deployment of an unleaded
AVGAS address both the development of a new ASTM specification and the use of that
specification to accomplish FAA fleet-wide certification approval of the fuel. As discussed in
Section 3 of this report, both the ASTM specification development and FAA certification
processes are progressive and iterative in nature. The scope of applicable data requirements for
these processes and extent of testing that may be necessary grows with increasing degree of
divergence from the properties, performance, and experience with existing 100LL. However,
there are a significant number of identical or similar requirements and data needed to support
the evaluation and qualification of candidate unleaded fuels through both the ASTM and FAA
processes.
Ideally, fuel tests and generation of assessment data would be performed in such a way that it
would be acceptable to support both ASTM specification development and FAA certification
approval processes to the greatest extent possible. However, the UAT ARC recognizes that this
poses significant challenges as the two processes and associated requirements are completely
independent from one another. The FAA presently is not directly involved with fuel
development programs and the data to support development of a fuel specification is not
generated in accordance with 14 CFR Part 21 requirements for certification.
In addition, the UAT ARC discussed various concepts that would not only reduce the uncertainty
and cost of fuel qualification and approval through the ASTM and FAA processes, but also
address economic and market issues in order to incentivize businesses to pursue the
development of an unleaded AVGAS. Considering the small size of the AVGAS market,
significant diversity in the types of aviation products and operations, and importance of
ensuring safety is not compromised; the UAT ARC concluded that centralized fuel testing
through a collaborative industry-government process is the best approach to address the
overarching issues.

2) The UAT ARC recommends centralized testing of candidate unleaded fuels at
the FAA William J. Hughes Tech Center funded by government and industry inkind contributions. Centralized assessment and testing would generate
standardized qualification and certification data that can be used by the fuel
developer/sponsor to support both ASTM specification development and FAA
fleet-wide certification eliminating the need for redundant testing.

4.3.1. Benefits of Centralized AVGAS Test Program
The FAA Tech Center has established itself as the leading expert resource and world class
capability for testing of aviation gasolines. A centralized FAA fuel testing program would utilize
the FAA Tech Center to perform fuel property testing during fuel development stages and
engine and aircraft equipment testing during fit-for-purpose fuel assessment and certification
stages. A centralized AVGAS test program managed by the FAA would be able to generate
standardized data in such a way that it can be used to support both the ASTM specification
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development process and FAA certification approval process. This will provide for a more
efficient and expeditious approach to the overall process for fuel development and support the
qualification and certification of the most promising fuels.
In addition, a centralized AVGAS test program will offer the significant incentive to fuel
developers/sponsors of government funded and industry in-kind contribution to test candidate
unleaded AVGAS fuels. This approach also offers a significant benefit of testing candidate fuels
in the same manner using the same equipment, instrumentation and test facilities. This will
allow for more accurate comparisons of the results and fleet impact assessment.

4.3.2. FAA Solicitation & Selection Process
A centralized fuel testing program will require the establishment of an FAA solicitation process
for prospective unleaded AVGAS producers to submit candidate fuels for testing. In the event
that there are more candidates than program funding can accommodate, a selection process
will need to be established in order for FAA to select a limited number of the most promising
fuels for testing.

3) The UAT ARC recommends the establishment of a solicitation and selection
process for candidate unleaded aviation gasolines for the centralized fuel testing
program. This process should include a FAA review board with the technical
expertise necessary to evaluate the feasibility of the candidate fuel.

4.4. FAA Centralized Certification Office for AVGAS Approvals
Applicants for a design and fuel approval have historically dealt with multiple FAA offices, such
as ACOs and Directorates that may have had limited experience with AVGAS related
certification projects. Continuing this pattern may lead to standardization issues affecting
efficient and timely certification. In addition, the qualification and certification data generated
during the FAA fuel testing program by the FAA Tech Center is intended to support certification
approval for engines/aircraft to operate on the new fuel. This data will be generated using
specialized test procedures and processes and the applicability or scope of certification for
unleaded AVGAS approvals will be based on the resulting test data. Local geographic FAA
offices will not be familiar with the specialized procedures used to generate data in the FAA test
program and fleet-wide approaches to issuing approvals which may also lead to standardization
issues affecting efficient and timely certification related to unleaded AVGAS projects.

4) The UAT ARC recommends the FAA establish a centralized certification office
with sufficient resources to support unleaded aviation gasoline projects.
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4.5. Establish Piston Aviation Fuels Initiative (PAFI) to Implement UAT ARC
Recommendations
The UAT ARC has strived to identify the key issues and obstacles to the development,
certification and deployment of an unleaded AVGAS with least impact upon the existing pistonengine aircraft fleet and develop recommendations to overcome those obstacles. While each
of these recommendations has independent value in addressing the barriers to transitioning
the industry to an unleaded-aviation gasoline, the UAT ARC recognizes that the best chance for
success lies in a coordinated approach to implementation.

5) The UAT ARC recommends the establishment of a collaborative industrygovernment initiative referred to as the Piston Aviation Fuels Initiative (PAFI) to
implement the UAT ARC recommendations in this report designed to facilitate
the development and deployment of an unleaded AVGAS with the least impact
on the existing piston-engine aircraft fleet. The overall objective of this initiative
is to identify candidate unleaded aviation gasolines, to provide for the
generation of qualification and certification data on those fuels, and to support
fleet-wide certification of the most promising fuels.

4.6. Develop AVGAS Assessment & Qualification Guidance and Procedures
As discussed previously, the civil aviation industry has evolved to rely on a very limited number
of well-proven, conventional fuels for the design, operation and certification of aircraft and
engines. The AVGAS production and distribution system, controlled by industry consensusbased ASTM standards, and FAA safety regulations also evolved to rely on these available
aviation fuels. All existing standards and corresponding assessment and qualification
methodologies and guidance are structured to ensure that new aviation products can be safely
operated using an existing aviation fuel. However, additional procedures and guidance for the
assessment and qualification of the existing fleet of aircraft/engines to operate on a non-dropin alternative to 100LL is needed to facilitate the development and deployment of an unleaded
AVGAS. In addition, guidelines are needed to assess the viability of a candidate unleaded
AVGAS from both a fleet impact perspective and fuel production and distribution perspective.

4.6.1. ASTM Fuel Properties and Performance
Aviation fuels are produced and handled as bulk commodities with multiple producers sending
fuel through the distribution system to airports and aircraft. These fuels are defined and
controlled by industry consensus-based fuel specifications; ASTM International D1655 for jet
fuel and ASTM D910 for leaded aviation gasoline. These ASTM aviation fuel production
specifications define the properties, performance, and composition necessary to provide a level
of control to support large-scale production, distribution, and the conduct of commerce for use
in aircraft.
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6) The UAT ARC recommends the use of a consensus standard peer review
process as an integral and required element of the UAT ARC’s recommendations.
ASTM is the historically accepted consensus body for aviation fuels and is the
practicable and accepted means to universally produce and distribute aviation
gasoline as a commodity.

4.6.1.1. ASTM Standard Practice for the Evaluation of New Aviation
Gasolines
At present there are no ASTM guidelines or procedures for the development and qualification
of a new aviation gasoline intended to be used by the existing fleet of aircraft as an alternative
to ASTM D910 and/or 100LL. This situation results in significant uncertainty, business risk, and
cost impact for potential unleaded AVGAS fuel developers.
In response to recommendations by industry, ASTM is currently developing a “Standard
Practice for the Evaluation of New Aviation Gasolines and New Aviation Gasoline Additives”
which provides procedures to develop data for use in research reports to support the
development and issuance of new or revised AVGAS specifications. The procedures, tests,
selection of materials, engines and aircraft detailed in the standard practice document have
been collaboratively developed by industry and the FAA reflecting their respective expertise in
these specialized areas. This standard is intended to be used by developers or sponsors of new
aviation gasolines or additives as an aid to determining and standardizing the data
requirements necessary to support the review and qualification of these new products by ASTM
members.
The draft standard describes laboratory and aircraft equipment test requirements to evaluate a
new aviation gasoline intended to be used by an existing fleet of aircraft that was designed and
certified to operate using another aviation gasoline (i.e. 100LL). It includes requirements that
address the following subjects:
Basic specification properties
Fit-for-purpose properties (see below)
Materials Compatibility
Compatibility with other aviation gasolines and aviation piston-engine lubricants
Aircraft component bench or rig testing
Engine test cell evaluation
Aircraft flight test evaluation
Of particular importance for the evaluation of a non-drop-in alternative to 100LL are the
requirements for fit-for-purpose properties relating to engine and aircraft operability and
performance as well as properties relating to fuel handling and distribution. These properties
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are characteristics of an aviation fuel that are not controlled by the fuel specification or
specification properties, but that are necessary for evaluation in addition to the specification
properties to provide a comprehensive assessment of the suitability of an aviation fuel for use
on aircraft and aircraft engines. The data generated during this testing should be compared to
corresponding data for ASTM D910 100LL fuel properties and differences reconciled in the
Research Report. See Appendix K for background on ASTM.

7) The UAT ARC recommends the completion of the new ASTM “Standard Practice
for the Evaluation of New Aviation Gasolines and New Aviation Gasoline
Additives”. This standard will significantly reduce the uncertainty, risk, timeline
and cost to developers or sponsors of new unleaded aviation gasolines by
describing the test and analysis requirements necessary to generate data to
support the development of a new ASTM specification.

4.6.2. FAA Specialized Test Procedures & Certification Guidance
FAA certification relative to aviation fuels is designed to evaluate the airworthiness of specific
engine and aircraft models when operating on the candidate fuel, whereas the ASTM process
described above is designed to evaluate the properties of the candidate fuel under prescribed
conditions. The UAT ARC recognized the synergy between the two processes when a common
set of technical data is generated to support both evaluations.
For example, the airworthiness standards for aircraft engines in 14 CFR Part 33 require that
performance, operability, durability, and safety be evaluated throughout the full envelope of
extreme conditions the engine is expected to encounter in service, including extreme cold/hot
temperatures and altitudes. Fuel properties such as vapor pressure, freeze point and distillation
curve directly affect these engine performance envelopes. The most important performance
indicator for an engine is horsepower and the safety critical limiting factor is detonation. The
octane level of AVGAS is a measure of protection against the onset of detonation so the higher
the octane the higher the horsepower that is possible from a particular engine and vice-versa.
While octane is evaluated during the ASTM qualification process, a specific regulation (14 CFR
33.47) requires a test program to ensure that an aircraft engine can operate without
destructive detonation throughout its full range of operation.
Similar to engines, the airworthiness standards for aircraft in 14 CFR Part 23 and rotorcraft in 14
CFR Part 27/29 require demonstration of minimum aircraft performance requirements such as
takeoff runway length, climb, speeds and distance over a range of conditions such as maximum
weight/payload, maximum outdoor temperatures and airport altitudes up to 10,000 feet. The
critical performance envelopes and operational safety limitations for an aircraft established by
these tests are directly dependent upon the engine and its associated performance, which in
turn is dependent upon the fuel properties.
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In addition, 14 CFR parts 33, 23 and 27/29 require materials compatibility testing to
substantiate that the fuel is compatible with all engine and aircraft materials to ensure that
there are no safety and airworthiness impacts upon components and parts such as pistons,
valves, turbochargers, carburetors, pumps, hoses, gaskets, seals, fuel tanks, structure, sealants
etc. Materials compatibility will be dependent upon the fuel composition, which is evaluated
by ASTM.
Just like the ASTM evaluation process, the certification procedure and testing requirements to
approve an engine/aircraft to operate on a new fuel is progressive and iterative in nature,
determined by the fuel properties, characteristics and test results revealed at each successive
stage. The scope of applicable certification basis requirements and extent of testing that may
be necessary grows with increasing degree of divergence from the properties, performance,
and experience with existing 100LL. As discussed previously, a high octane unleaded AVGAS
that is intended to meet the needs of the existing fleet is not expected to be a drop-in and,
therefore, will likely have some differences in properties, performance and/or composition
from 100LL. Aviation fuel has a direct and significant impact upon both the engine and aircraft
performance and, therefore, compliance with the applicable FAA safety standards.
Consequently, great efficiencies could be realized by developing one portfolio of tests that
could provide data to support both the ASTM process and FAA certification process. This
requires that the new ASTM Standard Practice and the FAA regulations and guidance be
reviewed to identify where common tests and/or analyses can satisfy both sets of
requirements. Test procedures will then be developed for both the common tests and unique
tests for use by the FAA Tech Center under the centralized testing concept.
Of particular importance are detonation issues related to octane and the differences in
behavior of anti-knock performance between leaded and unleaded fuels. The existing guidance
in AC 33.47-1 for detonation testing is based on outdated test equipment and analyses
methods.
The FAA Tech Center detonation measurement methods and associated
instrumentation should be correlated with industry test facilities, and there is industry interest
in further investigation of the thresholds used to define limiting detonation levels (i.e.
acceptable versus unacceptable).

8) The UAT ARC recommends development of specialized test procedures to
support centralized testing of candidate unleaded aviation gasolines. The
specialized test procedures will be used by the FAA Technical Center to generate
fuel property data and engine/aircraft performance data necessary to support
ASTM specification development and certification approval of existing engines
and aircraft that can operate transparently using a new unleaded aviation
gasoline.
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In addition, template versions of FAA certification compliance plans will need to be developed
that reflect the new test procedures and analyses. These template compliance plans can then
be used for all candidate fuel projects.

9) The UAT ARC recommends the development of specialized certification
guidance to support the centralized certification of unleaded aviation gasoline.
The certification guidance should define the applicable certification basis and
compliance requirements for Part 33 reciprocating aircraft engines, Part 23
airplanes, and Part 27/29 rotorcraft and should provide acceptable methods of
compliance to assess and qualify expected differences in fuel properties,
performance and composition from 100LL.

10) The UAT ARC recommends that the FAA Centralized Certification Office
coordinate with the FAA Technical Center to develop certification test plans,
conformity requirements, and test witnessing protocols that are acceptable for
certification of unleaded aviation gasoline/s participating in the centralized
testing.

4.7. Impact Assessment of Candidate Unleaded Aviation Gasoline
The viability of a candidate unleaded AVGAS to be deployed as an alternative to 100LL depends
upon the total impact upon the existing fleet of aircraft, fuel production and distribution
infrastructure, and environment.

4.7.1. Aircraft Fleet
An unleaded AVGAS is expected to be transparent for large portions of the current aircraft
fleet. It should have no physical impact or change in the design, operation or performance of
engines and aircraft other than to list the new fuel specification in the operating limitations.
These engines and aircraft are referred to as the transparent fleet. However, it is not expected
to be a drop-in which means there will be some differences in certain fuel properties,
performance or composition compared with 100LL that will impact certain portions of the fleet
and require modification in order to operate safely using the new fuel. These engines and
aircraft are referred to as the non-transparent fleet. However, there is no defined methodology
to assess the impact of a candidate unleaded AVGAS upon the existing fleet of aircraft.

11) The UAT ARC recommends that methods and/or guidelines be developed to
assess the impact of a candidate unleaded aviation gasoline on the existing fleet,
including the need for proposed aircraft/engine modifications that could mitigate
those impacts.
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4.7.2. AVGAS Production & Distribution Infrastructure
As discussed previously, an unleaded AVGAS is expected to have a different composition than
100LL due to the need for specialty chemicals to compensate for the absence of lead. This
raises potential materials compatibility issues and possible impact upon the production and
distribution infrastructure. However, there is no defined methodology to assess the impact of a
candidate unleaded AVGAS upon the existing AVGAS production and distribution infrastructure.

12) The UAT ARC recommends that methods and/or guidelines be developed to
assess the impact of a candidate unleaded aviation gasoline on the existing
production and distribution infrastructure.

4.7.3. Environment & Toxicology
The potential use of specialty chemicals raises potential environmental and toxicological issues.
There are no existing FAA or EPA regulatory requirements for piston aircraft emissions. It is
important that a candidate unleaded fuel does not introduce any new or more harmful
emissions or environmental impact than the current leaded 100LL.

13) The UAT ARC recommends the identification of appropriate environment and
toxicological issues that a candidate unleaded aviation gasoline should be
assessed against.

4.8. FAA Support for Fleet-Wide Certification Approval
Each new make and model of engine and aircraft introduced into the fleet was specifically
designed, tested and FAA certificated using 100LL (or equivalent ASTM D910 leaded AVGAS). It
is not practical or even possible to re-certify each and every individual make and model engine
and aircraft in the entire fleet to operate on a new unleaded fuel. Although there are a large
number of different engine and aircraft make/models with broad ranges of configurations and
performance, there are many key characteristics from a design and safety perspective that
would allow for large groups of “like” engines and aircraft to be assessed, qualified and
approved for operation on an unleaded fuel.

14) The UAT ARC recommends the FAA develop specialized policy and procedures
to facilitate the most efficient approach possible for fleet-wide approval of
aircraft and engines to use a new aviation gasoline. Fuel qualification and
certification data from the centralized FAA fuel test program would support
fleet-wide approval of the “in-scope” fleet of aircraft that can operate
transparently on an unleaded aviation gasoline.
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The following summarizes UAT ARC discussion on some of the fleet impact considerations and
provisions necessary to address both the certificated and non-certificated aircraft categories. It
also includes possible approval mechanisms and actions that could be considered.

4.8.1. Type-Certificated Aircraft
An unleaded AVGAS that is not drop-in will require some form of FAA approval to operate in
each airplane and engine. These approvals could range from some type of FAA issued fleetwide approval for the transparent portion of the fleet, to a change in type design for entire
make/model series by a TC or STC DAH, to aircraft specific design changes or alterations. The
most effective and efficient approaches would include support from the original equipment
manufacturer of the aircraft and engine that hold certification and test data across the broadest
range of make/models. However, as discussed previously, there are significant business risk
factors that affect the potential level of DAH involvement in making application for and/or
directly supporting approvals or design changes. Beyond economic interests and whether there
is a potential return on investment, there is an ongoing regulatory responsibility for the
continued airworthiness of any design approval along with product liability for 18 years. Since
fuel is such an integral component to engine and aircraft performance and operation, the
product liability risk exposure and associated insurance and litigation costs would likely be
significant.
Therefore, it is anticipated that original equipment manufacturer DAHs will not likely be able to
make application for and/or directly participate in unleaded AVGAS determination and
recertification without some mechanism for liability protection. This could include approaches
whereby the DAH can fully support FAA issuance of fleet-wide approvals, third-party STCs, field
approvals, etc.

15) The UAT ARC recommends that a mechanism be developed to mitigate the
liability exposure of design approval holders (DAH) due to modification of the
type design of their products in approving a new aviation gasoline.

In addition, there are many make/model engines and aircraft that are not supported by an
original equipment manufacturer DAH because the type certificates and supplemental type
certificates are orphaned, abandoned or otherwise unsupported.
Various approval
mechanisms as well as industry and FAA support activities will need to be considered in order
to support the broadest possible range of type-certificated products.
Approval Mechanisms - Type-certificated fleet transition approval mechanisms for use of a
new unleaded AVGAS may involve one or more of the following.
Manufacturer DAH change to type certificate for in-production aircraft/engines
Manufacturer DAH approval via Service Bulletins for legacy fleet
FAA methods to provide some form of fleet-wide/blanket approval of engines and
airplanes
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FAA Supplemental Type Certificate approval by industry sponsors
FAA field approval of an aircraft/engine alteration
Industry Support - may include but is not limited to the following.
Lobbying by industry members at Federal and state government levels for tax incentives
and financial support to aid in technical and legal transition
Providing available technical data to potential third-party solution providers (STC/field
approval) to reduce work required and accelerate time to market
FAA Support - may include but is not limited to the following.
Provide information and assist in fleet certification and approvals
Make FAA Tech Center available to help conduct standardized tests needed to derive
solutions and obtain group STC approval.
Fuel Developer Support - may include but is not limited to the following.
Provide test fuel for development and testing
Provide baseline fuel test and certification data to potential solution provider

4.8.2. Special Light Sport Aircraft (S-LSA)
In recent years a new category of manufactured recreational aircraft, Special Light Sport
Aircraft (S-LSA), have evolved that do not hold type certificates in the traditional sense but
rather are shown by the manufacturer to conform to industry consensus standards. The FAA
uses manufacturer’s certification as the basis for FAA issuance of an airworthiness certificate.
These aircraft are unique in the sense that they cannot be legally modified by the
owner/operator or third parties and therefore it falls solely on the manufacturer to approve the
use of a new fuel in these aircraft. Changes cannot be legally accommodated by STC or other
means of FAA approval. In instances where there is no longer a manufacturer supporting inservice S-LSA aircraft, the aircraft lose their S-LSA airworthiness certification status and are
placed in the experimental category (E-LSA) with all of the attendant operational limitations
that accompany experimental certification. At this point the aircraft is treated like any other
aircraft certificated in the experimental category (such as amateur-built) and modifications,
including fuel use, are at the discretion of the owner/operator.
Most S-LSA aircraft are certificated to operate on low octane unleaded fuels as well as 100LL so
these aircraft are not expected to be significantly impacted by a transition to a future unleaded
fuel. The primary considerations for this fleet will likely not be performance but rather
materials compatibility assurance and an appropriate method for final approval for use.
Approval Mechanisms - S-LSA fleet transition approval mechanisms for use of a new unleaded
AVGAS may involve one or more of the following.
Engine manufacturers provide approval for use of the new unleaded fuel for their
respective engine models
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Aircraft manufacturers address specific aircraft design and field aircraft solutions and
approvals leveraging available test data derived for the type certificated fleet
S-LSA Industry Support - may include but are not limited to the following
Coordinate fleet transition effort on Light Sport Aircraft and similar models certificated
in other categories with support from stakeholder groups
Coordinate with user groups and type clubs to provide info and better develop group
solutions for similar types of aircraft
Coordinate fleet transition with ASTM Committee F37
FAA Fuel Developer Support - may include but are not limited to the following.
Provide information and test results generated to support approval of the TC products
that can be communicated by the FAA to the S-LSA fleet.

4.8.3. Non-Certificated Fleet
There are a large number of non-type certificated aircraft in the fleet that are not supported by
an original equipment manufacturer (OEM). These aircraft are certificated in the Experimental
category and can include former military aircraft that were not designed and type certificated
under civilian standards as well as amateur-built aircraft, some foreign aircraft, and those
placed within this category for research, testing, and other purposes. This fleet is wide ranging
in terms of performance, octane requirement, size, age and materials. Experimental aircraft
have no regulatory requirement to operate on a particular fuel provided the owner determines
the fuel to be suitable.
Experimental Fleet Assessment - the following are principle assessments that should be
performed relative to evaluation of use of a new fuel in the experimental fleet.
Composition and size of the experimental fleet
Technical challenges in operating these airplanes with a new unleaded fuel
FAA fleet data (group of engines) should be made available to the end user (amateurbuilt category) and type clubs to enable determination of impact by the user
Economic impact on the experimental fleet should be included in the total aviation
industry economic impact assessment
Experimental Fleet Approval Mechanisms - Experimental fleet approval mechanisms for use of a
new unleaded AVGAS may involve one or more of the following.
FAA provides specific guidance in the form of an AC or SAIB based upon type certificated
products for owners of experimental aircraft to evaluate the impact (performance,
materials compatibility, etc.) of the unleaded fuel on their individual aircraft and make
informed decisions about its use
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SAIBs issued by FAA in support of the type-certificated fleet may be supportive of the
amateur-built and other experimental aircraft impact determinations
Industry Support – may include but are not limited to the following.
Engine manufacturers provide approval for use of the new unleaded fuel for their
respective engine models (TC and non-TC)
Provide applicable technical data to enable assessment of impact by users and type
clubs
Type Club coordination with FAA, manufacturers and fuel developer to provide data and
information to the experimental community enabling assessment of any new fuel and
approval means for the experimental fleet
FAA Fuel Developer Support - Provide information and test results generated to support
approval of the TC products that can be communicated by the FAA to the experimental fleet.

4.8.4. Aircraft/Engine Modification Testing Approval
The UAT ARC recognizes that an unleaded AVGAS that completes the qualification and
certification process will most likely not meet the full range of performance demands or be fully
compatible with the entire fleet of existing piston-powered aircraft. Therefore, some portion of
the fleet will not be able to operate safely using a new unleaded AVGAS without some form of
aircraft and/or engine modifications. These are referred to as “out-of-scope” aircraft and
engines.

16) The UAT ARC recommends that the centralized FAA test program and the
centralized FAA Certification Office support the approval of key aircraft and/or
engine modifications that will allow the largest portions of “out-of-scope”
aircraft and engines to operate with a new unleaded aviation gasoline. The FAA
would have to develop procedures/guidance to facilitate certification of the outof-scope aircraft/engines requiring modifications.

4.9. Development of Unleaded AVGAS Deployment Strategy
A clearly defined transition plan from 100LL to a replacement unleaded AVGAS is necessary to
provide a common timeline to all stakeholders including manufacturers, operators, FAA, EPA,
industry associations, etc. The UAT ARC Recommendations are designed to facilitate the
development and deployment of an unleaded AVGAS and provide this transition plan.
Implementation of the UAT ARC recommendations and the associated transition plan will
ensure the continued safety and viability of general aviation. The Recommendations lay out
three stages of the transition; Preparatory, Project and Deployment with significant detail
provided for the first two stages. The Preparatory and Project stages address the development
of an ASTM fuel specification, FAA approval and certification policy as well as the economic
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viability of a candidate unleaded AVGAS. These stages represent a significant portion of the
UAT ARC Recommendations.
The Deployment stage is, however, as critical as the first two Stages in managing the impact of a
transition to an unleaded AVGAS. The Deployment Stage addresses the introduction of the
unleaded AVGAS into the field and the eventual phase out of 100LL. The UAT ARC understands
the need to provide the FAA with a recommendation for the framework and milestones to
address the transition of the fleet to an unleaded fuel. At this time, the UAT ARC cannot
recommend a specific timeline beyond the Preparatory and Project Stages of the
recommendations due to the unknown impact of an unleaded fuel on the existing fleet.
Another important consideration in this discussion is the timeline by which alternatives are
implemented and ultimately brought to market. An alternative that has a substantial impact,
including the devaluation of a portion of the fleet, would require a significantly longer
implementation timeline, perhaps decades, to allow for the consumption of the remaining life
of the airframes and engines. This will enable the natural retirement and attrition of this
portion of the fleet. The challenge with this approach is that the industry presently keeps
heavy utilization aircraft active for decades. These aircraft are flying missions in support of
critical roles and are difficult, expensive or in many cases, impossible to replace due to a lack of
new aircraft produced that can fit the mission profile. The average age of the General Aviation
piston fleet exceeds 39 years. This highlights the need for an extended transition for any
alternative fuel that would otherwise significantly devalue or limit the capability of the existing
fleet.
Another key consideration for a viable unleaded AVGAS replacement for 100LL is the economic
impact. This includes both the upfront costs to transition to an unleaded AVGAS as well as the
long term cost impact of operating on a new fuel. The EPA’s Advance Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking on Lead Emissions from Piston-Engine Aircraft recognized that converting in-use
aircraft/engines to operate on unleaded aviation gasoline would be a significant logistical
challenge, and in some cases, a technical challenge as well. As discussed previously, a change to
the approved AVGAS or modifications to engines and aircraft require FAA certification to ensure
compliance with applicable airworthiness standards necessary for safety. The FAA certification
process is comprehensive and requires significant investment of resources, expertise and time
to complete. The cost and resource impact upon both industry and government can be
significant depending upon the level of effort and number of modifications that may be
necessary to support a transition of the in-use fleet to an unleaded AVGAS. However, the closer
the physical and performance properties of an unleaded AVGAS to 100LL, the less upfront
economic impact there would be, particularly with respect to octane rating. This is a critical
fuel property for aircraft engines to maintain rated horsepower that in turn is crucial for high
performance aircraft to meet their performance limitations. Another potentially significant
upfront cost for an unleaded AVGAS is the impact upon the fuel production and distribution
infrastructure and level of modifications/investment that may be necessary. Long-term
economic impacts that should be considered are the cost of unleaded AVGAS per gallon and
any potential impact on aircraft/engine operating and maintenance costs. These are ongoing
costs incurred by entire in-use fleet for the foreseeable future.
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4.9.1. Milestones and Timeline
It is imperative to understand that at this time the UAT ARC is only able to discuss major
milestones that are expected to be necessary for the Deployment Stage. Timelines for these
milestones can only be established once a potentially viable unleaded AVGAS has been
identified and the industry has an understanding of the impact upon the existing fleet and
production and distribution infrastructure. The UAT ARC also highlights the importance of
understanding that the milestones may also represent decision points. Once a milestone is
reached, all information available to that point must be evaluated. Future milestones may need
to be altered, adjusted or completely reevaluated as information about new fuels becomes
known.
The following summarizes some of the key milestones necessary for deployment of an
unleaded AVGAS once a potentially viable unleaded AVGAS with least impact upon the pistonengine aircraft fleet has been identified:
Identification of an Unleaded AVGAS with Least Impact Upon Existing Fleet
ASTM production specification to support commercial acceptance
FAA qualification and certification test data to support maximum fleet approval
Aircraft fleet impact assessment and potential modification data
New Aircraft Certified for Unleaded AVGAS Capability
New production engines/aircraft certified to operate on unleaded AVGAS

-

Only affects engine/airplane certification and not current operations

-

Would require dual certification for unleaded AVGAS and 100LL

Consideration of some type of regulatory mandate may be necessary
Transition to Unleaded AVGAS
Applies to fuel availability and operations of all General Aviation aircraft
Transition timeline dependent upon impact of unleaded AVGAS

-

Level of FAA certification required for fleet-wide approvals

-

Development and implementation of modifications (i.e. overhaul cycle)

-

Level of change to AVGAS production and distribution infrastructure

Consideration of special case

-

Portions of fleet that cannot transition (i.e., cargo operations in remote
areas, public safety operations, historic aircraft, etc.)

Consideration of some type of regulatory mandate may be necessary
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17) The UAT ARC recommends that the FAA, working with industry, develop a
deployment and transition plan and timeline only after unleaded aviation
gasoline(s) with least impact upon the piston-engine aircraft fleet has been
identified and a process for fleet-wide approval to use the new fuel in aircraft has
been clearly established. Any FAA action should support the efforts of the
industry to transition to unleaded aviation gasoline(s) in a safe and orderly
manner.

4.9.2. Consideration of Regulatory Action
The UAT ARC recognizes that an ultimate transition to unleaded aviation gasoline for general
aviation is not likely to occur due to market forces alone and accordingly some form of
regulatory action may be required to effect a permanent and complete change from leaded to
unleaded AVGAS. However, given the uncertainties surrounding what a future fuel might look
like relative to its performance, safety and economic impact it is premature for the UAT ARC to
recommend any form or regulation or timeline. We only acknowledge that such an action may
need to occur once a satisfactory replacement has been identified and approved

18) The UAT ARC recommends that the FAA and EPA continue to coordinate
closely with stakeholders and take into consideration implementation of the UAT
ARC’s recommendations in any potential rulemaking efforts. Consideration must
be given to safety, costs, and the ability and time needed to implement new
technology.

4.9.3. Funding for Piston Aviation Fuels Initiative (PAFI)
This implementation of the proposed PAFI will require an estimated $57.5M of public funds and
$13.5M of industry in-kind support over 11 years. Specifics for the estimated funding are
addressed in Section 5.5.

19) The UAT ARC recommends the FAA establish a line item in its annual 20132020 budget requests to fully support the UAT ARC recommendations for a
Piston Aviation Fuels Initiative (PAFI) which includes centralized FAA fuel testing
to support the development of an ASTM unleaded aviation gasoline specification
and fleet-wide certification approval.
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5. Implementation of UAT ARC Recommendations
The implementation concept recommended by the UAT ARC relies upon both a process and an
organization called the Piston Aviation Fuel Initiative (PAFI) formed by the FAA and an industrygovernment coalition. The overall objectives of this initiative are to identify candidate
unleaded aviation gasolines, to provide for the generation of qualification and certification data
for those fuels, and to support the qualification and certification of the most promising fuels.
The elements of PAFI will be an FAA Test Program, centralized certification office, a FAA review
board, and a PAFI Steering Group (PSG) (refer to Figure 6.0). The FAA test program will test
candidate fuels at the FAA William J. Hughes Technical Center (FAA Tech Center) to generate
data that can then be used by the fuel developer to support ASTM specification development
and FAA certification. The PSG will facilitate, coordinate, expedite, promote, and oversee the
PAFI process that is identified throughout this report. The PSG will consist of an Executive
Director and a coalition of industry associations and government representatives who will
engage subject matter experts (SMEs) as necessary (refer to Figure 7.0). The PSG will provide
input to candidate fuel developers to facilitate the process to result in an unleaded fuel that
would have the least impact to the existing fleet and distribution system.
A secondary objective of PAFI will be to support the testing and approval of key aircraft/engine
modifications that would have a significant impact on compatibility of the existing fleet with
new unleaded AVGAS.
The following roles, responsibilities, resources, funding, and scheduling requirements are
designed to support these objectives. In addition, a description of the integration of PAFI with
the FAA fuel testing program and with the prospective AVGAS developers who participate in
that program is also provided.

Figure 6.0 – UAT ARC Key Concepts
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5.1. PAFI Organization
It is recommended that PAFI be organized as an industry-FAA coalition; similar to the structure
of the existing FAA sponsored Commercial Aviation Alternative Fuels Initiative (CAAFI); see
Appendix D for a description of CAAFI. It is also recommended that the FAA fund and provide
administrative support for a PAFI Director, and fund other consultants as required. This
administrative support would include the establishment and maintenance of a web site for the
PAFI organization. The membership of PAFI would be comprised of stakeholders from the
General Aviation community including aviation trade and other directly involved industry trade
and membership associations, and the FAA as illustrated in the following Figure 7.0. The
members would be expected to provide in-kind support to perform the tasks necessary for PAFI
to perform its role as described in this report. Members would allocate resources to support
unique PAFI tasks, such as the generation of job aids and to support industry tasks related to
development and approval of unleaded AVGAS, such as ASTM Task Forces.

Figure 7.0 – PAFI Organization

5.2. The PAFI Process
5.2.1. PAFI Fuel Development Stages
The PAFI roles, responsibilities, resources, funding and schedule requirements are presented
for three distinct stages which are structured to facilitate the integration with FAA fuel testing
program and the AVGAS development process (see Figure 8.0).
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Preparatory Stage
This stage precedes the start of the FAA fuel testing program and associated testing of
candidate fuels. Job Aids will be developed during this stage by PAFI to support the
subsequent stages. These job aids will include technical, logistical, economic and other
AVGAS-related industry information that are necessary for the FAA Tech Center to conduct
testing in support of the FAA fuel testing program. These job aids will also provide
reference information for prospective fuel producers, potential investors, and government
agencies that may play a future role in the commercialization of unleaded AVGAS. It is
recommended that the FAA establish an aviation fuel centralized certification office during
this stage.

Project Stage
The FAA will issue a solicitation for prospective unleaded AVGAS producers to submit fuel
for testing for the FAA fuel testing program during this stage. The FAA will select a limited
number of the most promising fuels for testing at the FAA Technical Center. The data
generated from this testing will support the concurrent ASTM specification development
and FAA certification activity during this stage. As appropriate, PAFI members may also
advocate for and promote both private and government financing opportunities to support
this initiative.

Deployment Stage
This stage commences upon the completion of fuel testing, specification development, and
FAA certification activities. PAFI provides expert support to facilitate the production,
distribution, and initiation of fleet-wide operations of the new unleaded aviation gasolines.
A more detailed overview of the PAFI activities in each of these stages is provided in Section 5.7
PAFI & FAA Work Scope.

Figure 8.0 - PAFI Fuel Development & Deployment Stages
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5.2.2. FAA Integration
During the Preparatory Stage, the PSG will facilitate the development of job aids that the FAA
will use to support screening and testing of candidate fuels. The FAA will use the job aids to
develop “Request for Proposals” (RFPs) to solicit new fuels to undergo testing at the FAA Tech
Center. This FAA Test Program will generate data that can be used by the applicant to support
fuel approval. The FAA will establish an FAA Review Board that will use the job aids to screen
candidate fuels for admittance to the FAA Test Program (see Section 5.2.5). The FAA Review
Board will require the technical expertise necessary to evaluate fuel property and composition
data to determine the feasibility of the candidate fuel. In addition, the FAA will establish a
centralized certification office (see Section 5.2.4). During the Project Stage, the fuel testing
program will be conducted at the FAA Tech Center. See Figure 9.0.

Figure 9.0 - FAA Integration

5.2.3. Fuel Developer Integration
Both the PSG and the FAA will be working closely with the prospective fuel developers during
the Project and Deployment Stages. The fuel developers will need to provide test fuel to the
FAA Test Center for conduct of the testing. The data generated during the testing at the FAA
Tech Center will be used by the fuel developer to support specification development and FAA
certification. The fuel developer will progress through the AVGAS Readiness Levels (ARLs)
during the development and deployment of the fuel. The PSG will support the fuel developer
during the project and deployment stages to facilitate the specification issuance, certification
approvals, and distribution and deployment of the approved fuel. See Figure 10.0.
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Figure 10.0 - PAFI & FAA fuel testing program Integration with Fuel Developer

5.2.4. FAA Centralized Certification
In accordance with the UAT ARC recommendations, the FAA will establish a centralized
certification office for aviation fuel projects. The PSG will coordinate with the centralized
certification office and with the FAA Tech Center to develop test procedures and conformity
and test witnessing protocols that are acceptable for certification. The data generated during
the FAA fuel testing program by the FAA Tech Center is provided to the candidate fuel
developer. The fuel developer can then submit this data to the FAA Centralized Certification
office as certification data. The applicability or scope of certification will be based on the test
results and will be reflected in the application to the centralized FAA certification office. See
Figure 10.0.

5.2.5. FAA Testing Program Overview
The FAA fuel testing program will occur during the Project Stage of the PAFI fuel development
process (see Figure 10.0). The program will be managed by the FAA and will offer the incentive
of government funding and industry in-kind contribution to test the fuel at the FAA Tech
Center. The program consists of a screening phase that the fuel candidate conducts to measure
key fuel properties. The fuel developer will then provide the fuel property data when
responding to the FAA RFP. If selected by the FAA Review Board, the fuel developer will then
be required to provide specified quantities of fuel that will be subjected to Phase 1 testing
under the FAA test program. The FAA Review Board will then select a limited number of
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candidate fuels to continue on to Phase 2 testing upon receipt of an additional specified
quantity of fuel from the fuel developer (see Figure 11.0).

Figure 11.0 - FAA Fuel Testing Program

The FAA Testing Program is described separately; the following is a short overview of the
anticipated structure of the program.

Entry Phase
The fuel developer will send on the order of 10 gallons (final quantity TBD) of the
candidate fuel to a laboratory designated by the FAA during the evaluation period
defined in the RFP. The lab will perform initial testing to measure fuel properties. The
fuel developer will submit the data to the FAA Review Board for review. The best
performing fuels will be admitted to Phase 1 of the program.

Phase 1
If the fuel passes the screening phase, the fuel developer will send on the order of 100
gallons (final quantity TBD) of the candidate fuel to the FAA Tech Center for expanded
fuel properties testing. The test data will be submitted to the FAA Review Board for
review. The best performing fuels will be admitted to Phase 2 of the program.
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Phase 2
The fuel developers of the candidate fuels selected after Phase 1 testing will send on
the order of 10,000 gallons of the candidate fuel (final quantity TBD) to the FAA Tech
Center for engine and aircraft testing. The final test data will be provided to the fuel
producer to support ASTM specification development and FAA certification. A final
report or appropriate information will be provided to the PSG with an assessment of
the scope of the transparent fleet to aid the fuel developer and FAA centralized
certification office to facilitate subsequent ASTM and certification approval.
This recommended program includes both the conduct of testing and the provision of data that
can be used to support development of ASTM International fuel specifications and for FAA
certification (see Figure 12.0). Availability of test data to persons other than the fuel developer
when using public funds needs to be further evaluated and addressed by the PSG. The PSG will
coordinate with the FAA Fuel Testing Program, the FAA Tech Center, and PSG member
companies to facilitate the ASTM specification development process. PSG will also coordinate
with the FAA Tech Center and the FAA centralized certification office to facilitate the FAA
certification process.

Figure 12.0 - Integration of FAA Fuel Testing Program with ASTM and FAA
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5.2.6. FAA Technical Center Support
The FAA Tech Center has established itself as the leading expert for testing of candidate
aviation gasolines. The FAA fuel testing program will utilize the FAA Tech Center to perform
fuel property testing in Phase 1 and equipment (engine and aircraft) testing in Phase 2 of the
program. All the candidate fuels will be tested in the same manner using the same equipment,
instrumentation and test facilities. This will allow for accurate comparisons of the results, and
also for standardized data to be used in the ASTM specification development process and in the
FAA certification process. This will provide for a more efficient and expeditious overall approval
process.

5.2.7. AVGAS Readiness Levels (ARLs)
The UAT ARC applied the CAAFI concept of jet “FRLs” to the unique needs of AVGAS
development. The ARLs are designed to reflect the fuel developer’s progression through the
FAA fuel testing program, ASTM specification development, FAA certification, and deployment
as shown in Figure 10.0. The ARLs will be used to develop the screening criteria to be used by
the FAA Review Board to select fuels for each of the respective phases of the FAA Test Program.
The ARLs are color coded in Figure 13.0 to identify where they apply during the project stage
and deployment stage (ARLs are not applicable to the preparatory stage). Within the project
section, they are further divided into screening phase, Phase 1 and Phase 2, to correlate with
the FAA fuel testing program concept shown in Figure 11.0. Figure 14.0 provides a detailed
description of the ARLs developed by the UAT ARC.
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ARL Color Legend :
Project Stage: Screening Phase

Project Stage: Phase 2 Equipment Testing

Project Stage: Phase 1 Fuel Property Testing

Deployment Stage

Figure 13.0 – ARL Color Coding
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Figure 14.0
AVGAS Readiness Levels
ARL

Title
Fuel Definition

2

Material Safety Review

3

Basic Fuel Properties
and Composition

4

Preliminary ASTM
Research Report

Iterative process

1

Description
Utilize data developed during
experimentation phase to
establish process elements and
parameters (such as reactor
hardware and catalyst materials)
and fuel compositional definition
by GC analysis.
Initial review of candidate fuel
composition relative to published
guidance on material safety with
respect to environmental and safe
handling considerations. Develop
material safety data sheet
(MSDS).
Intended to support initial
engagement with ASTM to form
Task Force. Lab analysis of fuel
sample to identify composition
and measure key Fit-For-Purpose
properties per test methods
defined in ASTM International
Standard Practice , “Standard
Practice for the Evaluation of New
Aviation Gasolines and New
Aviation Gasoline Additives”:
 Motor Octane Number
(detonation)
 Vapor Pressure (starting,
vapor lock)
 Freezing Point (high-altitude
operation)
 Corrosion, copper strip (metal
fuel system components)
 Oxidation stability (gumming)
 Water reaction (hygroscopic
effect)
 Electrical conductivity (fuel
handling)
 Distillation curve
 Initial material compatibility
testing
Compile data derived from
laboratory analysis of candidate
fuel in accordance with Section
6.2 of ASTM International
Standard Practice, “Standard
Practice for the Evaluation of New
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Deliverable
(Informational /
Data / Regulatory)
Fuel sample and
report including
process flow
diagram and fuel
compositional
analysis

Fuel Qty
Guidance
4 Liters

MSDS and other
data as needed

Independent lab
analysis report(s),
report how the fuel
was produced
(blending purchased
components, lab
scale production,
etc.)

20 to 50
Liters
Minimum

Preliminary ASTM
Research Report

200 – 400
liters
minimum
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5

ASTM Test
Specification

6

Preliminary Feasibility
Assessment

6.1

Preliminary Production
and Distribution
Assessment

6.2

Environmental &
Toxicology Assessment

6.3

Preliminary Business
Plan
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Aviation Gasolines and New
Aviation Gasoline Additives”. This
data will include:
 Basic Specification properties
 Compositional analysis
 Preliminary Fit-For-Purpose
(FFP) Properties
 Preliminary Materials
Compatibility Assessment
 Information from preceding
ARLs
ASTM Test Specification defines
the properties of the fuel for
subsequent testing and analysis.
Prepare the following reports to
assess the potential viability of
the candidate fuel concurrent
with the previous ARLs 1-5.
Analyze current AVGAS
production and distribution
infrastructure to identify gaps in
current system and develop
preliminary plan to address gaps
and to scale-up production and
distribution to commercially
viable volumes.
Review candidate fuel
composition with consideration
to use and handling from an
environmental perspective,
including OSHA, EPA and other
regulatory entities.
Provide a business plan that
addresses the following:
a) Scope of Solution: Describe
the fuel, engine/aircraft
hardware and operational
concept proposed. If
hardware or operational
changes are proposed
summarize and characterize
in accordance to CFRs as
minor, major or model
changes.
b) Production Concept: Describe
how the candidate fuel
composition can be scaled up
and commercialized. Include
summary of fuel production
process flow and related
hardware
c) Applicability: Define fleet
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Issued ASTM Test
Specification

Report

Report with
compositional data,
MSDS, environment
and toxicology
assessment, and
other relevant
environmental data.
Report
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7

Initial Pilot Production
Capability

8

Final ASTM Research
Report
Final ASTM Research
Report – Part 1

8.1
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satisfaction concept relative
to either actual aircraft cross
section as defined in the FAA
Aviation Fuels Reciprocating
Engine Aircraft Fleet Fuel
Distribution Report or
BMEP/detonation propensity
as defined by TBD document.
d) Cost: Describe market cost of
proposed solution inclusive of
recurring cost/volume and
non-recurring associated with
hardware or operational
limitation changes.
e) Implementation: Describe
defined or to-be-defined
strategic partnerships,
financing strategies,
infrastructure leveraging
opportunities, distribution
strategies and other relevant
details facilitating path to
market.
f) Deployment Concept: Describe
whether the proposed fuel is
miscible and fungible with
100LL. Does the solution
require a separate
distribution and control
system?
g) Intellectual Property: Declare
IP associated with the Scope
of Solution and how stated IP
is protected or public domain
considerations.
Scale-up lab production capability,
and define production process
flow and hardware for novel
production capability
requirements.

Compile data derived from
laboratory analysis and of
candidate fuel in accordance with
Section 6.3 of ASTM International
Standard Practice, “Standard
Practice for the Evaluation of New
Aviation Gasolines and New
Aviation Gasoline Additives”. This
data will include:
 Final Fit-For-Purpose (FFP)
Properties
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Fuel sample
produced by the
defined process

Report

400 liters
minimum, or
as needed to
support ARL 8
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8.2

Final ASTM Research
Report – Part 2

9

ASTM Production
Specification

10

Pilot Production
Capability

11

Airworthiness
Certification
Engine Certification
Testing

11.1

11.2

Engine Certification

11.3

Aircraft Certification
Testing

11.4

Aircraft Certification

12

12.1

Final Feasibility
Assessment

Final Production and
Distribution
Assessment

Final Materials Compatibility
Assessment
Compile data derived from
equipment testing of candidate
fuel in accordance with Section
6.3 of ASTM International
Standard Practice, “Standard
Practice for the Evaluation of New
Aviation Gasolines and New
Aviation Gasoline Additives”. This
data will include:
 Engine Testing
 Aircraft Testing
ASTM Production Specification
defines the properties of the fuel
and other criteria necessary for
high-volume production and
distribution.
Scale-up initial pilot production
capability, using the production
process flow from the initial pilot
production capability
requirements (ref: ARL 7).
Demonstrate the ability to
produce at least 10,000 gals/yr
(40,000 liters/yr).

Completion of all rig, component
and engine certification tests in
accordance with compliance
program established by the
cognizant airworthiness
regulatory authority.
Obtain certification approval from
cognizant airworthiness
regulatory authority.
Completion of all ground and
flight testing in accordance with
compliance program established
by the cognizant airworthiness
regulatory authority.
Obtain certification approval from
cognizant airworthiness
regulatory authority.
Prepare the following reports to
assess the potential viability of
the candidate fuel concurrent
with the previous ARLs 7-11.
Update preliminary report based
on data and information
developed during the fuel
development.
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Final ASTM Research
Report

Issued ASTM
Production
Specification

Production Process
Demonstration

Certification Test
Reports

Issued Amended or
Supplemental Type
Certificate(s)
Certification Test
Reports

Issued Amended or
Supplemental Type
Certificate(s)

Report

10,000 gals
(40,000 liters)
minimum,
or as needed
to support
ARL 11
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Final Environmental &
Toxicology Assessment

12.3

Final Business Plan

13

Initial Production
Capability

14

Initial Limited-Scale
Fleet Operations

15

Production Scale-up

16

Wide-Scale Fleet
Operations

February 17, 2012

Update preliminary report based
on data and information
developed during the fuel
development. This may include
testing for baseline emission data.
Update preliminary report based
on data and information
developed during the fuel
development.
Scale-up pilot production
capability, using the production
process flow from the pilot
production capability
requirements for the large-scale
(ref: ARL 10). . Establish
production capability to produce
at least 100,000 gals/yr (400,000
liters/yr).
Introduce fuel on a regional basis
to gain experience with
commercial operations.

Construct facilities to produce at
least 10,000,000 gals/yr
(40,000,000 liters/yr).
Fuel availability and usage over
several geographic regions.

Report and MSDS

Report

Fuel inventory

Coordinated plan
with fuel distributors
and fleet operators
to demonstrate
operational use of
fuel
Fuel inventory

Coordinated plan to
transition
production,
distribution, and use
on a regional basis

5.3. Aircraft/Engine Modification Testing and Approval
The UAT ARC recognizes that unleaded aviation gasolines that complete the above described
PAFI process will most likely not meet the performance demands of, or not be compatible with
the entire fleet of existing piston-powered aircraft. Therefore, this implementation plan
includes tasks to support the testing at the FAA Tech Center and approval of aircraft and/or
engine modifications that will allow a portion of the non-transparent fleet to operate with a
new unleaded AVGAS. This recommendation will include the following key elements (see
Figure 15.0).
The FAA will maintain the FAA Review Board to review proposed aircraft/engine
modifications.
Prospective aircraft/engine modifiers will submit proposed modifications to the FAA
Review Board.
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The FAA Review Board will select those modifications that will enable the greatest
number of aircraft in the non-transparent fleet to operate safely with a new unleaded
AVGAS.
Once selected, the modifier will provide the modification hardware to the FAA Tech
Center.
The FAA Tech Center will test the hardware to test plans developed with the FAA
Centralized Certification Office
The test data will be provided to the modifier who will then work with the FAA
Centralized Certification Office to approve the modification.
A final report or appropriate information will be provided to PSG with an assessment of
the applicability of the proposed modification to aid the fuel developer and FAA
centralized certification office to facilitate subsequent certification approval.

Figure 15.0 - PAFI Aircraft/Engine Modification Concept
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5.4. PAFI Management
The PSG is envisioned to be a coalition, rather than a formalized legal entity. The FAA fuel
testing program will perform the selection and testing of the candidate fuels separately from
the PSG. The role of the PSG will be limited to providing supporting data, and coordinating the
activities of member organizations to provide the necessary project and deployment support.
The recommended organization for PAFI is modeled after CAAFI. Like CAAFI, it is proposed that
the FAA fund a full-time consultant to act as the PAFI Director, other consultants as required,
and that the FAA provide administrative support for the Director. In addition, like CAAFI, it is
recommended that the FAA fund the construction, maintenance, and updating of a web site for
the PAFI organization. It is expected that both the PAFI Director and PAFI members will need to
participate in dedicated PAFI meetings and perform other tasks unique to the PAFI
organization.
PAFI management is projected as being an on-going program management function throughout
the Preparatory, Project, and Deployment stages. The PAFI Executive Director, reporting to the
FAA and the PSG, will act as the program manager monitoring, directing, and coordinating
overall PAFI activities and interfaces with industry, government, and candidate fuel developers.
The PAFI Executive Director will represent PAFI at industry meetings and will interface with
government agencies, PAFI members, and other external organizations as directed by the PSG.
The PAFI Executive Director will act as a champion and advocate for the PAFI program. PAFI
management tasks and associated work scope are illustrated in Figure 16.0.
A cost estimate for the PAFI management-function and associated overhead is provided in
Figure 17.0. Included in the cost estimate are subcontract costs for the director, administrative
support, travel, PAFI website maintenance, and other direct costs (ODC). Other direct costs
provides for miscellaneous costs such as expenses and small service subcontracts. This cost
estimate is presented as an annual cost that covers PAFI management and overhead tasks such
as Program Management, Advocacy, PAFI Meetings, and Communications. It is envisioned that
the PAFI Executive Director will report to the FAA and the PSG of which the FAA is a member.
Note that Figure 17.0 does not included cost of specific subcontracts to SME and other
specialists as required to support the specific FAA-PAFI tasking and work scope of Section 5.7;
these subcontract costs are included in the total program cost estimates of Figure 18.0. It is
anticipated that Industry will provide SME as in-kind-resources similar to commitments
currently made to ASTM, Coordinating Research Council (CRC) and other standardization
bodies.
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Figure 16.0
PAFI Leadership & Management
Tasks & Work Scope
Task
No.

O&C-1

O&C-2

O&C-3
O&C-4

Task

Work Scope

Cost Estimate

PREPARATORY, PROJECT, & DEPLOYMENT STAGES
Active on-going program management:
See Figure 17.0
Monitoring, directing, and coordination
of PAFI activities and interfaces
with industry, government, and fuel
developers. Reports directly to the PSG.
Advocacy
Represent PAFI at industry meetings,
See Figure 17.0
interface with government agencies and
offices.
PAFI Meetings
Plan, organize, coordinate, and convene
See Figure 17.0
PAFI meetings. Issue meeting reports.
Communications Provide communications regarding
See Figure 17.0
status and progress to users and General
Aviation industry. Provide reports at
industry meetings. Provide and
coordinate input to PAFI website.
Program
Management

Schedule

On-going

On-going

On-going
On-going

Figure 17.0
PAFI Management & Overhead
Estimated Cost
Year

Director
Labor

Admin
Support

Travel

Web Site

ODC

FAA
Cost

Industry
Cost

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

$150K
$150K
$150K
$150K
$150K
$150K
$150K
$75K
$75K
$75K
$75K

$26K
$26K
$26K
$26K
$26K
$26K
$26K
$13K
$13K
$13K
$13K

$21K
$21K
$21K
$21K
$21K
$21K
$21K
$10K
$10K
$10K
$10K

$10K
$2K
$2K
$2K
$2K
$2K
$2K
$2K
$2K
$2K
$2K

$2K
$2K
$2K
$2K
$2K
$2K
$2K
$1K
$1K
$1K
$1K
Totals

$209K
$201K
$201K
$201K
$201K
$201K
$201K
$101K
$101K
$101K
$101K
$1.82M

$360K
$360K
$360K
$360K
$360K
$360K
$360K
$180K
$180K
$180K
$180K
$3.24M

Total
FAA +
Industry
$569K
$561K
$561K
$561K
$561K
$561K
$561K
$281K
$281K
$281K
$281K
$5.06M

Notes:
1) The above represents management and overhead cost only and does not include subcontracts to
SME and other external specialists.
2) Industry in-kind estimate based upon assumption of 8 PSG members + 4 SME
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5.5. PAFI Program Estimated Cost
The following Figure 18.0 identifies estimated program cost for the total FAA-PAFI program as
proposed within the context of the recommendations presented within this report. For
planning purposes, the cost estimate is based upon the assumption of 11 years of funding
(subject to change). It is not possible at this point to project funding beyond 11 years. The
estimated cost is segregated into categories of FAA, PAFI, and industry in-kind participation.
Figure 18.0
Estimated Total Cost
Cumulative FAA-PAFI Work Scope
Estimated Cost

3

FAA
FAA
FAA
Industry
Direct
Funding
Total
In-Kind
Funding
of PAFI
Support
PAFI PREPARATORY – PROJECT – DEPLOYMENT STAGES
Certification & Qualification (C&Q)
$3.85M
$0
$3.85M
$236K
Test & Evaluation (T&E)
$51.22M
$0
$51.22M
$9.65M
Production & Distribution (P&D)
$0
$8K
$8K
$182K

4

Impact & Economics (I&E)

5

Environment & Toxicology (E&T)

6

PAFI Management & Overhead (O&C)

1
2

Total Funding

Total
Funding

$4.09M
$60.9M
$0.19M

$0

$300K

$300K

$210K

$0.51M

$300K

$0

$300K

$0

$0.30M

$0

$1.82M

$1.82M

$3.24M

$5.06M

$55.37M

$2.13M

$57.5M

$13.52M

$71M

Notes:
1. See Figure 17.0 for PAFI Management & Overhead Annual Cost Estimate
2. See Figures 19.0 & 19.1 for FAA Direct Funding of PAFI Annual Cost Estimate

Caution – the industry in-kind participation represents support furnished to
the FAA Test & Evaluation Program and does not include industry non-recurring
engineering costs. An estimate of industry DAH non-recurring engineering costs
is included in Appendix M.

5.5.1. Industry In-Kind Participation
Industry in-kind participation does not reflect the total cost to transition to new fuel(s). The
total PAFI Estimated Cost of $71 million dollars as shown in Figure 18.0 reflects only the direct
industry in-kind support of $13.5 million that will be provided to PAFI during the Preparatory
and Project stages. It does not reflect, nor does this report attempt to estimate, the actual cost
and in-kind support that industry will bear during basic research conducted by fuel sponsors
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prior to entering the PAFI process or transition of the fleet to a new fuel during the Deployment
Stage. The Deployment Stage represents the potential for the largest impact to all segments of
the industry and is the most difficult to estimate without knowing the properties and
composition of the fuel. The impact and cost to the industry of the Deployment Stage can only
be determined and estimated as the impact of the potential candidate fuels becomes apparent.
Fuels necessitating significant changes to production, distribution, aircraft operations, or that
require aircraft modifications will result in additional costs to segments of the industry. These
impacts cannot be quantified or shown at this time and are not reflected in the industry in-kind
support. However, consideration must be given to these significant economic impacts, when
contemplating contributions of the stakeholders in this effort. The collaborative effort
presented in this report relies on the FAA funding of a significant portion of the upfront cost of
the PAFI program as reflected in this report, but also on the potentially much larger costs that
industry will incur to transition the existing fleet and future production aircraft and engines to a
new fuel or fuels.

5.5.2. Industry Deployment Stage Costs Not Reflected in In-Kind Support
Examples of potential industry costs which may be encountered during the Deployment Stage
but are not reflected in the industry in-kind support cost estimate include the following.
Production and Distribution – It is anticipated that new unleaded fuels will require some
change to the production and distribution systems currently used for avgas. These changes are
likely to include physical infrastructure changes to accommodate new fuels, including the need
for new production facilities and changes to distribution infrastructure materials to
accommodate new chemicals. Facilities that produce, transport, store and dispense these fuels
will, at a minimum, likely need to change product labeling, educate staff on handling
characteristics, and potentially make changes to dispensing equipment and practices.
Aircraft Operations - New fuels may require changes to aircraft operations. While it is the
intent of the UAT ARC recommendations and subsequently PAFI to minimize these impacts, any
change will have a subsequent effect on some portion of the fleet. That portion of the fleet
that may see operational changes will experience an economic impact that will affect the entire
industry.
Aircraft Modifications – This report recommends FAA support of some key aircraft
modifications to lessen the impact of a new fuel on the non-transparent fleet. However, the
incorporation of these aircraft modifications after approval will still have a significant economic
impact on industry. These modifications may vary from minor changes to the aircraft operating
limitations, Pilot Operating Handbook (POH), and placards to hardware modifications necessary
to accommodate a new fuel. Even what may appear to be a simple modification such as
placarding or a POH update will result in costs to owners and operators. Depending on the size
of the non-transparent fleet, these costs may be significant when compared to the overall PAFI
costs presented in this report.
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5.5.3. PAFI Annual Cost Estimate
The following figures 19.0 through 19.3 identify the estimated PAFI annual funding
requirements. Figure 19.1 provides a breakdown for the annual FAA funding requirements for
the PAFI tasks. Similarly, Figure 19.2 provides an indication of the annual Industry In-Kind
funding requirements. Figure 19.3 identifies PAFI annual subcontract cost estimates.

Annual Cost $1000

PAFI Annual Cost Estimate ($1000)
16000
14000
12000
10000
8000
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2000
0

YR 5

YR 6

YR 7

YR 8

YR 9
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8418

5421

4611

1820

811

711

108

Industry $ 817.9 1267.3 2192.3 2974.1 1819.2

1361

2290

209

200

200

187

Total $

6782

6901

2029

1011

911

295

FAA $

YR 1

YR 2

YR 3

YR 4

6040.1 9837.8 11350 8363.5
6858

11105 13542 11338 10237
FAA $

Industry $

Total $

Figure 19.0 – PAFI Annual Cost Estimate FAA & Industry In-Kind
Figure 19.1
FAA Funding Annual Cost Estimate
Year

C&Q

T&E

P&D

PAFI Tasks
I&E
E&T

PAFI Mgt
& OH
$209K
$201K
$201K
$201K
$201K
$201K
$201K
$101K
$101K
$101K
$101K
$1819K

PAFI
Subcon
$180K
$30K
$0
$60K
$3K
$0
$7K
$7K
$7K
$7K
$7K
$308K

Total

1
$74.1K
$5277K
$0
$0
$300K
$6040.1K
2
$34.8K
$9572K
$0
$0
$0
$9837.8K
3
$139.5K
$11009K
$0
$0
$0
$11349.5K
4
$139.5K
$7963K
$0
$0
$0
$8363.5K
5
$36K
$8178K
$0
$0
$0
$8418K
6
$12K
$5208K
$0
$0
$0
$5421K
7
$395K
$4008K
$0
$0
$0
$4611K
8
$1712K
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1820K
9
$703K
$0
$0
$0
$0
$811K
10
$603K
$0
$0
$0
$0
$711K
11
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$108K
Totals $3848.9K $51215K
$0
$0
$300K
$57490.9K
Notes:
1) The above identifies FAA annual funding requirements for each PAFI task including PAFI
management and overhead. See Figures 29.9 – 39.0 for PAFI Task Descriptions and Appendices E –
G for PAFI Task Cost Estimates. See Figure 19.3 for PAFI Annual Subcontract Cost Estimate.
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Figure 19.2
Industry In-Kind Annual Cost Estimate
Year

C&Q

T&E

PAFI Tasks
P&D
I&E

E&T

PAFI Mgt
& OH
$360K
$360K
$360K
$360K
$360K
$360K
$360K
$180K
$180K
$180K
$180K
$3240K

Total

1
$57.4K
$175K
$75.5K
$150K
$0
$822.9K
2
$1.8K
$853K
$52.5K
$0
$0
$1267.3K
3
$45.3K
$1787K
$0
$0
$0
$2192.3K
4
$44.1K
$2510K
$0
$60K
$0
$2974.1K
5
$19.2K
$1425K
$15K
$0
$0
$1819.2K
6
$12K
$989K
$0
$0
$0
$1361K
7
$12K
$1910K
$8K
$0
$0
$2290K
8
$21K
$0
$8K
$0
$0
$209K
9
$12K
$0
$8K
$0
$0
$200K
10
$12K
$0
$8K
$0
$0
$200K
11
$0
$0
$7K
$0
$0
$187K
Totals
$236.8K
$9649K
$182K
$210K
$0
$13517.8K
Notes:
1) The above identifies industry annual in-kind cost estimates for each PAFI task. See
Figures 29.9 – 39.0 0 for PAFI Task Descriptions and Appendices E – G for PAFI Task
Cost Estimates.
2) PAFI industry in-kind support estimate based upon 8 PSG member + 4 SME

Figure 19.3
PAFI Annual Subcontract Cost Estimate
PAFI Tasks
Year
C&Q
T&E
P&D
I&E
E&T
Total
1
$0
$0
$0
$180K
$0
$180K
2
$0
$0
$0
$30K
$0
$30K
3
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
4
$0
$0
$0
$60K
$0
$60K
5
$0
$0
$3K
$0
$0
$3K
6
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
7
$0
$0
$1K
$6K
$0
$7K
8
$0
$0
$1K
$6K
$0
$7K
9
$0
$0
$1K
$6K
$0
$7K
10
$0
$0
$1K
$6K
$0
$7K
11
$0
$0
$1K
$6K
$0
$7K
Totals
$0
$0
$8K
$300K
$0
$308K
Notes:
1) The above identifies annual cost estimates for PAFI subcontracts required to
support PAFI tasks. See Figures 29.9 – 39.0 for PAFI Task Descriptions and
Appendices E – G for PAFI Task Cost Estimates.
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5.6. PAFI Program Estimated Schedule
It is recommended that PAFI begin operating by June 2012. Operations are estimated to
continue for at least 11 years from the initial authorization of funding to support development
and approval of candidate fuels. In addition, it is anticipated that PAFI activities will continue
through the deployment phase. Master schedules for the PAFI preparatory, project, and
deployment phases are shown in the following Figures 20.0 through 22.0

Figure 20.0 – Master Schedule PAFI Preparatory Phase
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Figure 21.0 – Master Schedule PAFI Project Phase

Figure 22.0 – Master Schedule PAFI Deployment Phase
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5.7. PAFI and FAA Work Scope
The following describes the PAFI and FAA work scope for each of the three stages - Preparatory,
Project, and Deployment. Within each stage, PAFI and the FAA will perform tasks designed to
facilitate, incentivize, subsidize, and promote the approval and deployment of candidate
unleaded aviation gasolines. For each stage, the UAT ARC developed work scope tasks and
associated resource and schedule requirements are identified. Specific tasking is segregated
into five major support functions that are illustrated in Figure 23.0.
The PAFI and FAA work scope for each of the three stages is described in the following sections
5.7.1, 5.7.2 and 5.7.3; there are a total of 45 tasks identified. The following Figures 24.0 – 28.0
identify the upper level PAFI work tasks grouped for each of the five major support functions
shown in Figure 23.0. The PAFI management and leadership work scope was addressed in
Section 5.4.

Figure 23.0 – PAFI & FAA Work Scope Tasking
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PAFI Certification & Qualification Tasks
PAFI Certification & Qualification Preparatory Stage Support
 C&Q-1 – Support ASTM Test Spec Requirements Effort
 C&Q-2 – Support ASTM Production Spec Requirements Effort
 C&Q-3 – Develop Phase 1 Entrance Criteria
 C&Q-4 – Develop Phase 2 Entrance Criteria
 C&Q-5 – Develop RFP for Candidate Fuels
 C&Q-6 – Establish FAA Centralized Certification
 C&Q-7 – Develop Part 33 Certification Plan Guidelines
 C&Q-8 – Develop Part 23 Certification Plan Guidelines
 C&Q-9 – Develop Part 27/29 Certification Plan Guidelines
 C&Q-10 – Develop Scope-of-Approval Certification Policy/Guidance
 C&Q-11 – Develop Aircraft/Engine Modification Certification
Policy/Guidance
PAFI Certification & Qualification Project Stage Support
 C&Q-12 – Establish FAA Review Board
 C&Q-13 – Support ASTM Research Report and Test Spec Ballot
Process
 C&Q-14 – Conduct Phase 1 Candidate Fuel Review
 C&Q-15 – Conduct Phase 2 Candidate Fuel Review
 C&Q-16 – Support ASTM Research Report & Production Spec Ballot
Process
 C&Q-17 – Support FAA Certification of Candidate Fuels
Figure X – PAFI Certification & Qualification Tasks
PAFI Certification & Qualification Deployment Stage Support
 C&Q-18 – Educate/Engage FAA & Industry Stakeholders
 C&Q-19 – Consider Leaded AVGAS Phase-Out Regulation

Figure 24.0 – PAFI Certification & Qualification Tasks
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PAFI Test & Evaluation Tasks
PAFI T&E Preparatory Stage Support
 T&E-1 - Develop Phase 1 Test Methods & Procedures
 T&E -2 - Establish Phase 1 Test Facilities
 T&E -3 - Develop Phase 1 Report Guidelines
 T&E -4 - Develop Phase 2 Engine/Aircraft Test Methods
 T&E -5 - Establish Phase 2 Engine/Aircraft Test Articles
 T&E -6 - Prepare Phase 2 Report Guidelines
PAFI T&E Project Stage Support
 T&E -7 - Conduct Phase 1 Testing
 T&E -8 - Prepare Phase 1 Reports
 T&E -9 - Conduct Phase 2 Testing
 T&E -10 - Prepare Phase 2 Reports
 T&E -11 – Conduct Aircraft/Engine Modification Testing
Figure 25.0 – PAFI Test & Evaluation Tasks

PAFI Production & Distribution Tasks
PAFI P&D Preparatory Stage Support
 P&D-1 – Refine Production & Distribution ARLs
 P&D-2 – Identify Existing Production & Distribution Materials
 P&D-3 – Identify Industry Compliance Standards (Baseline)
PAFI P&D Deployment Stage Support
 P&D-4 – Establish PAFI Role in Deployment Phase
 P&D-5 – Facilitate Deployment Phase

Figure 26.0 – PAFI Production & Distribution Tasks
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PAFI Impact & Economics Tasks
PAFI I&E Preparatory Stage Support
 I&E-1 – Identify Historical Economic Data (Baseline)
 I&E-2 – Identify Existing Production & Distribution
Infrastructure (Baseline)
 I&E-3 – Develop Tools for Fuel Developer to Assess Impact on
Fleet (ARL 6.3.a & c)
 I&E-4 – Develop Tools for Cost Assessment (ARL 6.3.d)
PAFI I&E Project Stage Support
 I&E-5 – Develop Tools for Fleet Impact Assessment (ARL 6.3.a
& c)
PAFI I&E Deployment Stage Support
 I&E-6 – Develop Leaded AVGAS Phase Out Plan
Figure 27.0 – PAFI Impact & Economics Tasks

PAFI Environment & Toxicology Tasks
PAFI E&T Preparatory Stage Support
 E&T-1 – Identify EPA/FAA Regulatory Authority Relative to GA
Emissions (Completed; See Appendix I, Background
on Environmental Regulations Related to AVGAS)
 E&T-2 - Develop E&T Requirements in Support of ASTM
Test/Production Spec Requirements Effort
 E&T-3 – Develop Tools for E&T Assessment (ARL 6.2)
 E&T-4 – Develop Emissions Test Plan and Protocol
Figure 28.0 – PAFI Environment & Toxicology Tasks

5.7.1. Preparatory Stage Work Scope
PAFI will develop job aids and screening criteria during this stage to support the activities in the
subsequent Project and Deployment stages. The FAA will prepare for the testing and approval
of candidate fuels by developing the FAA RFP and defining the concept for the FAA Centralized
Certification Office. A summary of each task in the preparatory stage is provided in Figures 29.0
- 33.0. Refer to Figure 20.0 for the estimated schedule associated with each preparatory stage
task. Implementation plans that include a detailed description and associated cost estimate for
each preparatory stage task are provided in Appendix E.
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5.7.1.1. Certification & Qualification Prep Stage Work Scope
Figure 29.0
PAFI Certification & Qualification
Preparatory Stage Tasks & Work Scope
Task No.

Issue/Task

Work Scope

PREPC&Q-1

Support ASTM Test
Spec Requirements
Effort

PREPC&Q-2

Support ASTM
Production Spec
Requirements Effort

Support ASTM Task Force effort to develop Standard
Practice.

PREPC&Q-3

Develop Phase 1
Entrance Criteria

Define criteria used to rate candidate fuel.

PREPC&Q-4

Develop Phase 2
Entrance Criteria

Define criteria used to rate candidate fuel.

PREPC&Q-5

Develop RFP for
Candidate Fuels

FAA PAFI RFP Document specifying criteria for selection of
candidate unleaded fuels for participation in the FAA Tech
Center testing program.

PREPC&Q-6

Establish FAA
Centralized
Certification

Define applicant & FAA responsibilities, FAA scope of
support, deliverables, The UAT ARC respectfully submits

PREPARATORY STAGE
Support ASTM Task Force effort to develop Standard
Practice.

the recommendations contained in this report and
eagerly awaits your feedback and questions.
FAA organizational support.
Define applicable FARs and compliance requirements that
are compatible with PAFI fuel development concept.

PREPC&Q-7

Develop Part 33
Certification Plan
Guidelines

PREPC&Q-8

Develop Part 23
Certification Plan
Guidelines

Define applicable FARs and compliance requirements that
are compatible with PAFI fuel development concept.

PREPC&Q-9

Develop Part 27/29
Certification Plan
Guidelines

Define applicable FARs and compliance requirements that
are compatible with PAFI fuel development concept.

PREPC&Q-10

Develop Scope-ofApproval
Certification
Policy/Guidance

Develop policy to facilitate the fleet wide approval of aircraft
& engine sub-population based on non-model parameters.

PREPC&Q-11

Develop
Aircraft/Engine
Modification
Policy/Guidance

Develop procedures/guidance to facilitate certification of
out-of-scope aircraft/engines requiring modifications.
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5.7.1.2. Test & Evaluation Program Prep Stage Work Scope

Task No.

Figure 30.0
PAFI Test & Evaluation
Preparatory Stage Tasks & Work Scope
Issue/Task
Work Scope
PREPARATORY STAGE
FAA Tech Center works with PAFI members to develop
methods/procedures based on ASTM document guidance.

PREPT&E-1

Develop Phase 1
Test Methods and
Procedures

PREPT&E-2

Establish Phase 1
Testing Faculties

FAA Tech Center procures necessary equipment and
contracts to support Phase 1 testing.

PREPT&E-3

Develop Phase 1
Report Guidelines

FAA Tech Center works with other PAFI members to
standardize report content and format.

PREPT&E-4

Develop Phase 2
Engine/Aircraft
Test Methods

FAA Tech Center works with PAFI members to develop
methods & procedures based on ASTM document guidance.

PREPT&E-5

Establish Phase 2
Engine/Aircraft
Test Articles

FAA Tech Center procures necessary equipment to support
Phase 2 testing.

PREPT&E-6

Prepare Phase
2 Report
Guidelines

FAA Tech Center works with PAFI members to standardize
report content and format.

5.7.1.3. Production & Distribution Prep Stage Work Scope

Task No.

Figure 31.0
PAFI Production & Distribution
Preparatory Stage Tasks & Work Scope
Issue/Task
Work Scope

PREPP&D-1

Refine Production &
Distribution ARLs

PREPP&D-2

Identify Existing
P&D Materials

PREPP&D-3

Identify Industry
Compliance
Standards (Baseline)

PREPARATORY STAGE
Refine ARL’s relating to production & distribution,
including defining criteria for meeting an individual ARL
step.
Prepare report summarizing component materials used in
existing P&D system for use by candidate fuel developer.
Prepare list of applicable industry compliance standards for
use by candidate fuel developer (UL, AFPM, EI, etc.).
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5.7.1.4. Impact & Economics Prep Stage Work Scope

Task No.

Figure 32.0
PAFI Impact & Economics
Preparatory Stage Tasks & Work Scope
Issue/Task
Work Scope
PREPARATORY STAGE
Prepare market analysis & historical trends for AVGAS.
Develop historical information regarding the industry
reaction to price fluctuations. Analysis of historic price &
consumption elasticity. Assess market size and future
demand for unleaded AVGAS. Information will assist
developers in making market assessments and in developing
business plans. Data to also be used in the analysis-auditvalidation tool in PREP-I&E-4.
Prepare summary of existing fuel production & distribution
infrastructure. Provide fuel developer with useful data
regarding existing fuel production infrastructure to help in
understanding of existing capabilities when developing cost
analysis. Data to also be used in the analysis-audit-validation
tool in PREP-I&E- 4.

PREPI&E-1

Identify Historical
Economic Data

PREPI&E-2

Identify Existing
Production &
Distribution
Infrastructure
(Baseline)

PREPI&E-3

Develop Tools for
Fuel Developer to
Assess Impact on
Fleet (ARL 6.3.a & c)

Develop tools and guidelines for assessment of impact of
changes to fleet. Data to also be used in the analysis-auditvalidation tool in PREP-I&E- 4.

PREPI&E-4

Develop Tools for
Cost Assessment
(ARL 6.3.d)

Prepare an analysis-audit-validation tool to enable
assessment of fuel developer’s economic assumptions &
factors for economic claims. Will use data generated in
PREP-I&E-1 through -3.

5.7.1.5. Environment & Toxicology Prep Stage Work Scope
UAT ARC deliberations identified the roles of both the EPA in regulating lead emissions and the
FAA in its authority to regulate fuel composition; the results of which are included in Appendix
I. Consideration is being given to inclusion of environmental and toxicology requirements in
ASTM International Standard Practice DXXXX, “Standard Practice for the Evaluation of New
Aviation Gasolines and New Aviation Gasoline Additives”.
During the preparatory stage, a consultant will review the composition of candidate fuels to
assess any environmental or toxicological properties relative to current fuels in the widespread
market in order to identify any potential regulatory (EPA, OSHA, etc.) concerns associated with
their adoption, handling, and use. This information will then be used to develop an emissions
test plan that can be implemented during engine testing at the FAA Tech Center in the Test and
Evaluation Project Phase, Phase 2 (PROJ-T&E-9).
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Figure 33.0
PAFI Environment & Toxicology
Preparatory Stage Tasks & Work Scope
Issue/Task
Work Scope

Identify EPA/FAA
Regulator Authority
Relative to General
Aviation Emissions
Develop E&T
Requirements in
Support of ASTM
Test/Production Spec
Requirements Effort
Develop Protocol &
Criteria for Environment & Toxicology
Assessment (ARL 6.2)
Develop Emissions
Test Plan and Protocol

PREPARATORY STAGE
Document FAA & EPA authority, and obligations as related
to General Aviation emissions. Completed & included in
UAT ARC Final Report Part II , Appendix I.
Add environmental and toxicology requirements in ASTM
TF responsible for dev of ASTM New Fuel Standard Practice.

Develop protocol & Criteria for environmental &
toxicological properties relative to current AVGAS.

Develop input & guidance to PAFI to develop a test plan
and protocol for exhaust emissions testing.

5.7.1.6. Fuel Developer Integration in Preparatory Stage
There is minimal integration with the prospective fuel developers during this stage.

5.7.1.7. FAA Integration in Preparatory Stage
PAFI will coordinate with the FAA to establish the centralized certification office. PAFI will
develop template compliance plans with the office to establish a common understanding of the
certification compliance requirements for AVGAS approvals. PAFI will also facilitate the upfront
acceptance of conformity and testing procedures to be conducted at the FAA Tech Center. The
FAA will develop and issue the RFP to solicit candidate fuels for testing and the FAA Tech Center
will be establishing facilities and test equipment to support the testing.

5.7.2. Project Stage Work Scope
Candidate fuels that are accepted into the FAA Test & Evaluation Program will be tested at the
FAA Tech Center during this stage. PAFI will monitor and track the fuel developer’s progress
through the ARLs. The ARL deliverables will be integrated into the FAA review process and will
need to be submitted to the FAA Review Board, but they can also be used to support other
activities. The ARL deliverables can support ASTM specification development, FAA certification,
and investor requests.
PAFI members will support the progression of the candidate fuels through the ASTM
specification development and FAA certification processes. In addition, members will also
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support meetings with government agencies, private investors, financial institutions, and other
stakeholders interested in commercialization of unleaded AVGAS.
A summary of each task in the project stage is provided in Figures 34.0-36.0. Refer to Figure
21.0 for the estimated schedule associated with each project stage task. Implementation plans
that include a detailed description and associated cost estimate for each project stage task are
provided in Appendix F.

5.7.2.1. Certification & Qualification Project Stage Work Scope
Figure 34.0
PAFI Certification & Qualification
Project Stage Tasks & Work Scope
Work Scope

Task No.

Issue/Task

PROJ C&Q-12

Establish FAA
Review Board

PROJ C&Q-13

Support ASTM
Support ASTM Task Force effort to ballot report and spec and to
Research Report address ballot.
and Test Spec
Ballot Process

PROJ C&Q-14

Conduct Phase
1 Candidate
Fuel Review

FAA Review Board reviews and selects candidate unleaded fuels
for Phase 1 testing.

PROJ C&Q-15

Conduct Phase
2 Candidate
Fuel Review

FAA Review Board reviews and selects candidate unleaded fuels
for Phase 2 testing.

PROJ C&Q-16

Support ASTM
Support ASTM Task Force effort to ballot report and spec and to
Research Report address ballot comments.
and Production
Spec Ballot
Process

PROJC&Q-17

Support
Certification of
Candidate Fuels

PROJECT STAGE
Identify, recruit and contract technical specialists to serve on the
FAA Review Board to review candidate unleaded fuels for
acceptance into FAA Tech Center test.

Review Tech Center reports and other data submitted by
applicant and issue certification approval for in-scope fleet.
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5.7.2.2. Test & Evaluation Program Project Stage Work Scope

Task No.

Issue/Task

Figure 35.0
PAFI Test & Evaluation
Project Stage Tasks & Work Scope
Work Scope

PROJT&E-7

PROJECT STAGE
Conduct Phase 1 Test fuel samples using lab & rig equipment.
Testing

PROJT&E-8

Prepare Phase 1
Reports

PROJT&E-9

Conduct Phase 2 Test fuel in engines & airframes.
Testing

PROJT&E-10

Prepare Phase 2
Reports

Compile data and prepare report.

PROJT&E-11

Conduct Aircraft
& Engine
Modification
Testing

Selective testing of aircraft and engine modifications only for
fuels that exceed specified threshold of fleet coverage.

Compile data and prepare report.

5.7.2.3. Production & Distribution Project Stage Work Scope
There are no “Production and Distribution” related tasks defined at this time in support of the
PAFI Project Stage.

5.7.2.4. Impact & Economics Project Stage Work Scope

Task No.

Issue/Task

PROJI&E-5

Develop Tools
for Fleet Impact
Assessment
(ARL 6.3.a & c)

Figure 36.0
PAFI Impact & Economics
Project Stage Tasks & Work Scope
Work Scope
PROJECT STAGE
PAFI oversight and advocacy role. In its advocacy role PAFI
will develop tools and methods needed to enable the FAA
Review Board to assess the potential adverse impact to the
fleet which is not supported by a candidate proposed fuel
solution. Impact assessment and mitigation is not within PAFI
scope.
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5.7.2.5. Environment & Toxicology Project Stage Work Scope
There are no “Environment & Toxicology” related tasks defined at this time in support of the
PAFI Project Stage.

5.7.2.6. Fuel Developer Integration in Project Stage
The fuel developer progresses through the project ARLs during this stage and provides the
necessary reports and data to demonstrate successful completion of each ARL step. PAFI
members will assist the fuel producer in this progression through participation in ASTM Task
Forces established for AVGAS specification development, support of proposed AVGAS
specification balloting and deliberations at ASTM, and will coordinate with the FAA centralized
certification office to facilitate the approval of the fuel. It is anticipated that these activities will
be iterative in nature, and require frequent communications between the parties involved.

5.7.2.7. FAA Integration in Project Stage
The FAA plays three key roles during the Project Stage. First, the FAA Review Board will review
data submitted by candidate fuel developers and select the best performing fuels for testing.
Next, the FAA Tech Center performs the fuel property and aircraft equipment testing necessary
to generate the data for the FAA test program, ASTM specification development, and FAA
certification. Lastly, the FAA centralized certification office will coordinate with PAFI and the
fuel producer to apply a standardized procedure to the review and approval of that data.

5.7.3. Deployment Stage Work Scope
The deployment stage will begin upon FAA certification approval of the first candidate unleaded
AVGAS. PAFI members will support the fuel producer’s efforts to establish the production and
distribution infrastructure necessary for commercialization of the unleaded AVGAS. This will
include providing expertise and counsel when dealing with investors, government agencies,
local environmental organizations, equipment manufacturers, and other regulatory entities.
Once an unleaded AVGAS with least impact on the fleet has been identified, the FAA may
consider both short-term and long-term regulatory action to facilitate the transition to
unleaded AVGAS in consultation with the EPA. The FAA & EPA will coordinate as appropriate
under their respective authorities & obligations.
A summary of each task in this stage is provided in Figures 37.0 – 39.0. Refer to Figure 22.0 for
the estimated schedule associated with each deployment stage task. Implementation plans that
include a detailed description and associated cost estimate for each deployment stage task are
provided in Appendix G.
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5.7.3.1. Certification & Qualification Deployment Stage Work Scope

Task No.

Figure 37.0
PAFI Certification & Qualification
Deployment Stage Tasks & Work Scope
Issue/Task
Work Scope
DEPLOYMENT STAGE ARL 13-16
Communicate new fuel certifications and field approval
requirements.

DEPLOYC&Q-18

Educate/Engage
FAA & Industry
Stakeholders

DEPLOYC&Q-19

Consider Leaded
AVGAS Phase-out
Regulation

Once an unleaded AVGAS with least impact on the fleet has
been identified, the FAA may consider both short term and long
term regulatory action to facilitate the transition to unleaded
AVGAS in consultation with the EPA.

5.7.3.2. Test & Evaluation Deployment Stage Work Scope
There are currently no “Test & Evaluation” tasks defined at this time in support of the PAFI
Deployment Stage.

5.7.3.3. Production & Distribution Deployment Stage Work Scope

Task No.

Issue/Task

DEPLOYP&D-4

Establish PAFI
Role in
Deployment
Phase

DEPLOYP&D-5

Facilitate
Deployment
Phase

Figure 38.0
PAFI Production & Distribution
Deployment Stage Tasks & Work Scope
Work Scope
DEPLOYMENT STAGE
Identify the role PAFI may play in facilitating deployment of fuel.

Interface with applicable industry organizations to facilitate
compliance with non-ASTM standards, codes, &requirements.
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5.7.3.4. Impact & Economics Deployment Stage Work Scope

Task No.

DeployI&E-6

Figure 39.0
PAFI Impact & Economics
Deployment Stage Tasks & Work Scope
Issue/Task
Work Scope

Develop
Leaded AVGAS
Phase-Out Plan

DEPLOYMENT STAGE ARL 13-16
PAFI advocacy role. Facilitate deployment by working with FAA to
plan phase out of leaded AVGAS & transition to unleaded AVGAS.
FAA & EPA coordinate as appropriate under their respective
authorities & obligations.

5.7.3.5. Environment & Toxicology Deployment Stage Work Scope
There are no “Environmental & Toxicology” tasks defined at this time in support of the PAFI
Deployment Stage.

5.7.3.6. Fuel Developer Integration in Deployment Stage
The fuel producer will be utilizing the PAFI and the FAA resources to accelerate the
commercialization of the approved fuel.

5.7.3.7. FAA Integration in Deployment Stage
PAFI will need to coordinate with the FAA Flight Standards and Airports organizations to ensure
a smooth transition to fielding of the new unleaded AVGAS.
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2

We consider a six month extension of the charter to be necessary for the UAT ARC to complete
its assigned task, and we believe it to be in the best interest of the FAA for the UAT ARC lo do
this.
Therefore, in accordance with paragraphs 7.d and 10 of the UAT ARC charter, dated January 31,
2011 , we are requesting an extension of the term of the charter by six months to January 3 1,
20 12.
Your consideration would be greatly appreciated.

~
~ l k i nson, Co-Chairman

_ , _ ________,_____
~ _fa
o-Chairman

(?'P~isapprove

.

- ~ Al ~

;,;& I) MJ,,

P e ~ c t i n g Manager, ANE-100
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II: ANTl·TRUST GUIDELINES

Pmticipants should observe the following guidelines:
::Vleetings a nd Gatherings
[ 111ese guidelines apply to any meeting or gathering of compe titors. so they apply at meetings with other trade
associations or government representatives: and at gatherings. such as Committee dim1ers that may follow a
meeting.
: Avoid any discussions or conduct that might Yiolate the antitrns t laws or even raise an appearance of in1prop1ieiy.
: At meetings. limit discussions and materials to agenda topics (unless additional topics and materials have been
approved by counsel).
: Discontinue the discussion and consult with co\JllSel whenewr questions regarding antitrust compliance arise.
Do not stay at a meeting. or an y other gathe1ing. if discussions mentioned below are taking place.

=

Informa tion
[ No discussion or sharing of any company 's confidential or proprietary info1mation:
No discussion or agreements. either explicit or implicit. regarding p1ices of panicular products or services of a
company:
: No forecasting of prices for goods or seJTices:
: No discussion of an y company's purchasing plans for particular products or services:
: No discussion of any company's specific merger/dh ·estment plans. market allocation. development plans.
inwnto1ies and costs (only publicly a, ·ailable infonnation should be discussed or shared):
No sharing or discussion of specific company compliance costs. unless infmmation is publicly available:
: Do not share infom iation that yom· company considers to be confidential or sensitiYe. ewn if that info1mation
does not fit in any other catego1y abo,·e.
[ Any discussion regarding potential economic scenruios that may arise must be limited to generalities. TI1ere
should be no discussion of how individual companies intend to respond to potemial economic scenarios or
goYem ment action.

=

=

Vendor s a ncl Proclur ts
111ere shall be no agreement or discussion regru·ding the purchase or sale of a product or seITice - purchasing ru1d
selling decisions are independent company decisions .
111ere shall be no agreement by all companies to use a product/se1vice or th at one product/se1Yice is prefe!l'ed.
: 111ere shall be no agreement by all companies not to use a product/serYice or th at one product/serYice is not
prefe1Ted.
: IndiYidual companies may share fa ct-based experiences but should not make explicit recollllllendations for or
demmciations of a vendor at ad"visory conunittee meetings.
All discussions related to vendor products and seITices must be grounded in facts.
: Do not make disparaging remarks about vendors.
Do not make subjecti, ·e conU11ents if there is no fa chial basis.
You may share infon uation bas ed on facts .

=
=

=
=
=

UNCONTROLLED COPY WHEN DOWNLOADED
Check the Master List to Verify That This is the Correct Revision Before Use
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
AC
AFM
AFPM
AOPA
API
ARC
ARL
ASTM
AVGAS
BMEP
CAA
CAAFI
Cert
C&Q
CRC
DAH
DEPLOY
EAA
E&T
EPA
EXP
FAA
FAA EPD
FAA OEE
FAA TC
FAR
FBO
FFP
FOE
FRL
GA
GAMA
GARA
I&E
IFS
MOA
MON
Appendix C

Advisory Circular (FAA)
Airplane Flight Manual
American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers
Aircraft Owners & Pilots Association
American Petroleum Institute
Aviation Rulemaking Committee
Aviation Gasoline Readiness Level
American Society for Testing and Materials
Aviation Gasoline
Brake Mean Effective Pressure
Clean Air Act
Commercial Aviation Alternative Fuels Initiative
Certification (FAA)
Certification & Qualification
Coordinating Research Council
Design Approval Holder (FAA)
Deployment Stage (PAFI)
Experimental Aircraft Association
Environment & Toxicology
Environmental Protection Agency
Experimental
Federal Aviation Administration
FAA Engine & Propeller Directorate
FAA Office Environment & Energy
FAA Tech Center
Federal Aviation Regulation
Fixed Base Operator
Fit for Purpose
Friends of the Earth
Fuel Readiness Level
General Aviation
General Aviation Manufacturers Association
General Aviation Revitalization Act
Impact & Economics
Initial Flight Screening (USAF)
Memorandum of Agreement
Motor Octane Number (ASTM D 2700)
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MSDS
MTBE
NAAQS
NATA
ODC
OEE
OEM
OSHA
PAFI
P&D
Pb
PC
PN
POH
PREP
PROJ
PSG
RFM
RFP
RGL
SAE
SAIB
S-LSA
SME
SR
STC
Subcon
TC
TCDS
T&E
TEL
UAT ARC
UL
VLL
100LL
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Material Safety Data Sheet
Methyl-Tertiary Butyl Ether
National Ambient Air Quality Standard
National Air Transportation Association
Other Direct Costs
Office of Environment & Energy (FAA)
Original Equipment Manufacturer
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Piston Aviation Fuel Initiative
Production & Distribution
Lead (chemical symbol)
Production Certificate (FAA)
Performance Number (ASTM D 909)
Pilot Operating Handbook
Preparatory Stage (PAFI)
Project Stage (PAFI)
PAFI Steering Group
Rotorcraft Flight Manual
Request for Proposal (FAA)
Regulatory and Guidance Library (FAA)
Society Automotive Engineering
Special Airworthiness Information Bulletin (FAA)
Special Light Sport Aircraft
Subject Matter Expert
Supercharged Rich
Supplemental Type Certificate (FAA)
Subcontract
Type Certificate (FAA)
Type Certificate Data Sheet (FAA)
Test & Evaluation
Tetraethyl Lead
Unleaded AVGAS Transition Aviation Rulemaking Committee
Unleaded
Very Low Lead
100 Octane Low Lead AVGAS
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CAAFI Overview
Alternative fuels are a global priority not only with aviation gasoline but also in the area of jet
(turbine) fuel. The Commercial Aviation Alternative Fuels Initiative (CAAFI) is an aviation industry
coalition which has been established to facilitate and promote the development and deployment
of alternative aviation fuels for commercial aviation. The FAA, the Airport Council InternationalNorth America (ACI-NA), the Airlines for America (A4A, formally the Air Transport Association for
America, ATA), and the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA) are the four organizations which
form the leadership of CAAFI. The FAA serves as the sponsor; an executive director is funded by
the FAA. The public may access information on CAAFI at www.caafi.org.
Significance of CAAFI is the implication of serving as a model for a similar or a derivative
framework for unleaded aviation gasoline; however, there are significant differences between the
jet fuel and aviation gasoline communities and technical aspects. CAAFI works with a drop in
replacement fuel. A work product of CAAFI has been the definition of fuel readiness levels (FRL)
which have similar significance for aviation gasoline. The following chart identifies the CAAFI FRL.

Fuel Readiness Levels (FRL)

FRL 1: Feedstock/Process Basic Principles

FRL 2: Feedstock/ Process Concept
FRL 3: Fuel Sample for Basic Fuel Properties
FRL 4.1: Performance Studies

R&D
Phase

FRL 4.2: Spec Properties
FRL 5.1: Lab Production Development
FRL 5.2: Subscale Production Development
FRL 5.3: Production Scalability
FRL 5.4: Pilot Plant Capability

Business
Phase

FRL 8: Commercial Validation

FRL 6.1: Fit-For-Purpose Properties

FRL 6.2: Turbine Hot Section
FRL 6.3: Component/Rig Testing
FRL 6.4: Engine Testing

FRL 7: Fuel Class Listed in Int’l Fuel
Specifications

FRL 9: Production Capability

Unleaded Avgas Transition ARC
March 17, 2011
Mark Rumizen, ANE-110

Appendix D

Certification &
Qualification
Phase

Federal Aviation
Administration
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Commercial Aviation Alternative Fuels Initiative®
Supporting solutions for secure and sustainable aviation

Visit us at www.caafi.org
"I'm directing [the U.S. government!
to work with t he private sect or to
c reate adva need b iofuels that can
power not just f ighter jets. but a lso
trucks and comme rcial ai rliners."
Preside nt Darack Obama

(March :JO. 201 1)
·A new ap proach [should utilize]
pre-established ma rket outl ets
Ja nd] c ustome r purchase
comm itments ...wit h a concerted
effort dir ected to our m ilitary a nd
a ir ine indust ry. t~rowU1g Amenca 's J-uel,
µresidents 'd otuels lnterae;ency
Workine Group (Feb. 3. 2010)

"[The] U.S. a viation industry is
eager fo r an entirely new fuel
d yna mic a nd will be an ent husiastic
pu rchaser.·
.~TA letter to President.
Elect Obam a (Jan 16. 2009)

The Commercia l Aviation Alternative Fuels Initiative® (CAAFI) seeks to enhance energy
security and environmental sustainability for aviation t hrough alternative jet fuels. As a
coalition of U.S. com mercia l aviat ion interests. CMFI is a focal point for engaging with t he
emerging alternative fuels industry. It enables its diverse stakeholders to build relationships,
sha re and collect data. identify resources. and direct research. development and deployment
of alternative fuels.
CAAFI is sponsored by th e Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and three trade associations:
the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA). the Air Transport Association of America (ATA) and
the Airports Council International-North America (ACI-NA). CAAFI stakeholders include all
elements of the international commercia l-aviation industry. fuel suppliers. universities and
U.S. government agencies.

CM FI Goals and Objectives

Accomplishments

CAAFI a ims to promote the development
an d deployment of alternative fuels tha t
offer e quivalent levels of safety and
compare favora bly with petro leum-based j et
fuel on cost and environmental bases, with
the specific goal of enh ancing the security
of North American energy sup ply.

+

Aviation is wel l positioned to pursue alternat ive fue ls . The indust ry is int ernat iona l in
scope, has a highly networked supply chain
with concentrated nodes of demand . and
has a unique capacity t o function in an
a ligned and coordinated ma nner.
The f ou r CAAFI tea ms - Fuel Certification
and Qualification, Environ ment , Busi ness
a nd Economics, and Research and Developme nt - meet regu lar ly to share
progress. identify gaps and hurdles. d etermine rext steps for the earliest possible
deve lopme nt ard deploym ent of j et f uel
a nd
expand
globa l
a lternatives.
engageme nt.

Supporting sol urions for secure and susrainab/e aviation

Appendix D
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Approva l by ASTM International f or synt hesized
hydrocarbon jet fuels fro m FT a nd HEFA processes

+

Sugar a nd cellulose jet fu els testi ng unde rw ay

+

Fuel Read iness Level e ndorsed as a best practice
by the Int ernati onal Civil Aviation Orga nizat ion

+

Completion of aviation-fu el-specific greenhouse
gas l if ecycle a nalyses (LCAs) for multiple fuels

+

Unified R&D roadmaps to inform investm ent
decisions by the public a nd private sect ors

+

In itial pre-purc hase agreements an nounced by 15
a irlines with two altern ative-fuel sup pl iers

+
+
+

Format ion of strategic a llia nce between airlines
(via ATA) and t he Defense Logistics Age ncy (DLA).
creati ng "single market " for alt ernative jet fuel
Over 5 0 energy suppliers engaged in d evelopm ent
a nd deployment discussions
Aviation a prior it y for "concerted effort" for biofuel
d eployment by U S government

+

- Farm to Fly·· resolut ion between ATA, Boeing and
USDA to accelerate commercial availability of
susta inable aviation bioi uels in the Un ited States

+

Won 2010 Air Transport World Jose ph S. Murphy
Industry Se rvice Award

Rev 6/ 13/ 2011
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Appendix E
PAFI Preparatory Stage Work Scope
Implementation Plans Including Cost Estimates

Note………..Appendix E contains the individual
implementation plans for each PAFI - FAA task which
supports the Preparatory Stage.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Appendix E

Certification & Qualification Support Tasks
Test & Evaluation Support Tasks
Production & Distribution Support Tasks
Impact & Economics Support Tasks
Environment & Toxicology Support Tasks
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1.0 CERTIFICATION & QUALIFICATION IMPLEMENTATION PLANS,
PREPARATORY STAGE
1.1 C&Q TASK PREP-C&Q-1
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
ITEM No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Support ASTM Test Spec Requirements Effort
Support ASTM Task Force effort to develop Standard Practice
PREP-C&Q-1
ASTM
ASTM Standard Practice; Evaluation of New AVGAS
See Below
See Below

General

PAFI TASK PREP-C&Q-1
FAA





Estimated Cost

$0

Participate in TF activities
Contribute to document
content
Support ASTM balloting
process
Reconcile ballot
comments
$18K

TIMELINE:

Appendix E
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Other PAFI
Members
Participate in TF activities
Contribute to document
content
Support ASTM balloting
process
Reconcile ballot
comments
$18K
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1.2 C&Q TASK PREP-C&Q-2
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
ITEM No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Support ASTM Production Spec Requirements Effort
Support ASTM Task Force effort to develop Standard Practice
PREP-C&Q-2
ASTM
ASTM Standard Practice; Evaluation of New AVGAS
See Below
See Below

General

PAFI TASK PREP-C&Q-2
FAA





Estimated Cost

$0

Participate in TF
activities
Contribute to document
content
Support ASTM balloting
process
Reconcile ballot
comments
$18K

TIMELINE:
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Other PAFI
Members
Participate in TF activities
Contribute to document
content
Support ASTM balloting
process
Reconcile ballot comments

$18K
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1.3 C & Q TASK PREP-C&Q-3
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:

ITEM No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Develop Phase 1 Entrance Criteria
Prepare PAFI Document specifying criteria for entrance into Phase 1,
based on ARLs and ASTM Standard Practice. Document to be used by
FAA review board to rate the fuel for entrance into Phase 1.
PREP-C&Q-3
PAFI
PAFI Phase 1 Entrance Criteria
See Below
See Below

PAFI TASK PREP-C&Q-3
FAA

General





Estimated Cost

$0

Lead task group
Coordinate with the FAA
review board
Review ASTM Standard
Practice
Review/Expand ARL
Definitions and associated
criteria
$12K

TIMELINE:
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Other PAFI
Members
Participate in task group
Contribute to document
content

$7K
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1.3.1 PREP-C&Q-3 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
The Entrance Criteria for Phase 1 will consist of laboratory test methods and target results. This
criteria will be based on the test methods and information described in section 6.2 of ASTM
International Standard Practice, “Standard Practice for the Evaluation of New Aviation Gasolines
and New Aviation Gasoline Additives” and the ARLs. This document will be provided to the FAA
Review Board to use to rate the candidate fuels for entrance into Phase 1. The criteria from the
ASTM document will consist of the following elements:
1. Pilot Production Report - A report describing the simulated production, pilot plant ramp
up and/or production capability, to confirm that adequate production capacity is available
to support the test and analyses of this procedure. Ideally, several batches of fuel should
be produced to reflect a range of specification properties to support “worst-case” testing
of fuel for the below requirements.
2. Basic Specification Properties - These should be based on, but not be limited to D910
Table 1 properties. The basic specification property results for evaluation of additives
should be compared to the corresponding data for the base fuel.
3. Fuel Composition - Detailed chemical analysis of hydrocarbons and trace materials. The
composition of additives should be defined to the extent necessary to establish
conformance of the products used for testing.
4. Fit-For-Purpose Properties Part 1 (FFP-1) - The following FFP-1 tests should be performed
to further evaluate the fuel properties. The test results should be compared to the
corresponding data for D910 100LL fuels.
5. Materials Compatibility Part 1 - Soak testing of key airplane and engine fuel system
elastomers, seals and other non-metallic parts to measure property changes such as %
volume change, hardness, tensile strength, etc.

Appendix E
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1.4 C&Q TASK PREP-C&Q-4
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:

ITEM No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Develop Phase 2 Entrance Criteria
Prepare PAFI Document specifying criteria for entrance into Phase
2 based on ARLs and ASTM Standard Practice. Document to be used
by FAA review board to rate the fuel for entrance into Phase 2.
PREP-C&Q-4
PAFI
PAFI Phase 2 Entrance Criteria
See Below
See Below

General

PAFI TASK PREP-C&Q-4
FAA





Estimated Cost

$0

Lead task group
Coordinate with FAA
review board
Review ASTM Standard
Practice
Review/Expand ARL
Definitions
$14K

TIMELINE :
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Other PAFI
Members
Participate in task
group
Contribute to
document content

$14K
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1.4.1 PREP-C&Q-4 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
The Entrance Criteria for Phase 2 will require a successfully balloted ASTM Test Specification and
the results of the expanded laboratory testing of Phase 1. This criteria will be based on the test
methods and information described in section 6.3 of ASTM International Standard Practice DXXXX,
“Standard Practice for the Evaluation of New Aviation Gasolines and New Aviation Gasoline
Additives” and the ARLs. This document will be provided to the FAA Review Board to use to rate
the candidate fuels for entrance into Phase 2. The criteria from the ASTM document will consist of
the following elements:
1. Production Report - A report describing the production process used to make the test fuel.
The fuel used in the following testing should be produced from representative production
processes, including the fuel’s blending components. Fuel produced for this phase should
be derived from an integrated process from feedstock to finished fuel. Chemical facsimiles
of production fuel, or fuel produced in a manner not representative of finished production
routes, are not acceptable for this testing phase.
2. Fit-For-Purpose Properties Part 2 (FFP-2) - FFP-2 includes additional properties relating to
engine and aircraft operability and performance, as well as properties relating to fuel
handling and distribution. These properties include an evaluation of both the toxicity of the
fuel and the exhaust emissions of the fuel. The data generated during this testing should be
compared to corresponding data for ASTM D910 100LL fuel properties and should show
that the test fuel is less toxic than leaded fuel.
3. Materials Compatibility Part 2 - Engine and aircraft fuel system polymer and metallic
materials that are exposed to fuel should be evaluated for compatibility with the new fuel.
The results of the compatibility testing should be compared to corresponding results or
service experience of existing fuels.
4. Component Testing - Evaluation of fuel performance on key components and systems such
as capacitance fuel gauging systems will be evaluated.
5. Engine Testing - Limited engine testing covering basic performance and operability may be
required.
6. Aircraft Testing - Limited aircraft testing covering basic performance and operability may
be required.
7. Preliminary Feasibility Assessments - Objective evaluation of production, distribution,
environmental and business factors related to the candidate unleaded AVGAS.
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1.5 C&Q TASK PREP-C&Q-5
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:

ITEM No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Develop RFP for Candidate Fuels.
Prepare and issue an FAA RFP Document describing the FAA criteria
for selection of candidate unleaded fuels for participation in the FAA
Tech Center testing program Base on ARLs, ASTM Standard
Practice and FAA Airworthiness Standards.
PREP-C&Q-5
FAA
FAA RFP
See Below
See Below

General

PAFI TASK PREP-C&Q-5
FAA






Estimated Cost

$0

Other PAFI
Members

Lead task group
Coordinate with FAA
contracting organization
Review ASTM Standard
Practice
Review/Expand ARL
Definitions
Review FAA Cert Testing
requirements
$24K

$0

TIMELINE :

1.5.1 PREP-C&Q-5 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
The RFP will be based on the Phase 1 and Phase 2 screening criteria. It will solicit candidate
unleaded fuel producers to provide fuel for participation in the FAA Tech Center Phase 1 and
Phase 2 testing. It will be structured in two phases, with a reduced number of candidate fuels
participating in the Phase 2 testing. The RFP will not offer a monetary award, but rather offer test
data that can be used for the ASTM specification development process and the FAA certification
process.
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1.6 C&Q TASK PREP-C&Q-6
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:

ITEM No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Establish FAA Centralized Certification
Develop plan for FAA to designate one ACO for oversight of aviation
gasoline certification projects. Review FAA policy and procedures
and coordinate with FAA management, and other FAA supporting
organizations. Include FAA Cert FTEs from other directorates.
PREP-C&Q-6
FAA
FAA Centralized Certification Plan
See Below
See Below

General

PAFI TASK PREP-C&Q-6
FAA

Internal FAA issue, so
almost exclusively an
FAA task.






Estimated Cost

$0

Lead task group
Review FAA policy
Consult with FAA
supporting
organizations and
management
Obtain FAA mgt
approval
$23K



Other PAFI
Members
Limited input to
document

$2K

TIMELINE :

1.6.1 PREP-C&Q-6 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
The FAA Centralized Certification Support Plan will cover the following elements:
1. Geographic location of the designated FAA facility.
2. Organizational level and management structure of assigned FAA group.
3. Knowledge/Skills/Experience requirements for FAA staff.
4. Office-level job aids defining procedures for interfacing with PAFI, FAA Review Board, and
Fuel Producer applicant.
5. Reference documents to support certification projects.
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1.7 C&Q TASK PREP-C&Q-7
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:

ITEM No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Develop Part 33 (Engine) Certification Plan Guidelines.
Define applicable FARs and compliance requirements that are
compatible with PAFI fuel development concept. Review FAA Part
33 certification policy and procedures and coordinate with FAA
Tech Center. Obtain FAA management approval of template
certification plans.
PREP-C&Q-7
FAA
FAA Part 33 (Engine) Certification Plan Guidelines
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-C&Q-7

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

General
Primarily FAA
task, but will seek
input from other
PAFI members

FAA






Estimated Cost

$0

Lead task group
Review FAA Part 33 policy
Coordinate with R&D
development of Phase 2
test methods
Consult with industry
stakeholders
Obtain FAA mgt approval
$18K

TIMELINE :
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Other PAFI
Members
Moderate input to
document

$7K
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1.7.1 PREP-C&Q-7 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
The FAA 14 CFR Part 33 (Engine) Certification plan guidelines will contain descriptive abstracts of
certification testing and/or analysis requirements for the following regulations. The Part 33
compliance plan should be coordinated with the test procedures to be developed for the FAA Tech
Center to make maximum use of the tests performed to show compliance.
§ 33.4
§ 33.5
§ 33.7
§ 33.15
§ 33.17
§ 33.19
§ 33.21
§ 33.28
§ 33.35
§ 33.43
§ 33.45
§ 33.47
§ 33.49
§ 33.51
§ 33.53
§ 33.55
§ 33.57

Appendix E

Instructions for Continued Airworthiness
Instruction manual for installing and operating the engine
Engine ratings and operating limitations
Materials
Fire prevention
Durability
Engine cooling
Engine control systems
Fuel and induction system
Vibration test
Calibration test
Detonation test
Endurance test
Operation test
Engine component test
Teardown inspection
General conduct of block tests
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1.8 C&Q TASK PREP-C&Q-8
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:

ITEM No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Develop Part 23 (Aircraft) Certification Plan Guidelines.
Define applicable FARs and compliance requirements that are
compatible with PAFI fuel development concept. Review FAA Part 23
certification policy and procedures and coordinate with FAA Tech
Center. Obtain FAA management approval of template certification
plans.
PREP-C&Q-8
FAA
FAA Part 23 (Aircraft) Certification Plan Guidelines
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-C&Q-8

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

General
Primarily FAA
task, but will seek
input from other
PAFI members

FAA






Estimated Cost

$0

Lead task group
Review FAA Part 23 policy
Coordinate with R&D
development of Phase 2
test methods
Consult with industry
stakeholders
Obtain FAA mgt approval
$18K

TIMELINE:
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Other PAFI
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Moderate input to
document

$11K
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1.8.1 PREP-C&Q-8 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
The FAA 14 CFR Part 23 (Aircraft) Certification plan guidelines will contain descriptive abstracts of
certification testing and/or analysis requirements for the following regulations. The Part 23
compliance plan should be coordinated with the test procedures to be developed for the FAA Tech
Center to make maximum use of the tests performed to show compliance.
Part 23 Regulations
§ 23.23
§ 23.25
§ 23.29
§ 23.53
§ 23.63
§ 23.69
§ 23.77
§ 23.343
§ 23.603
§ 23.863(b)(2)
§ 23.901(f)
§ 23.903
§ 23.939
§ 23.943
§ 23.951
§ 23.955
§ 23.959
§ 23.961
§ 23.963
§ 23.965
§ 23.969
§ 23.973(e)(f)
§ 23.975
§ 23.979
§ 23.993
§ 23.997
§ 23.1001
§ 23.1011
§ 23.1041
§ 23.1043
§ 23.1045
§ 23.1047
§ 23.1305
§ 23.1337
§ 23.1501
§ 23.1521
§ 23.1522
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Load distribution limits
Weight limits
Empty weight and corresponding center of gravity
Takeoff performance
Climb: General
Enroute climb/descent
Balked landing
Design fuel loads
Materials
Flammable fluid fire protection
Auxiliary power unit
Engines
Powerplant operating characteristics
Negative acceleration
General (fuel system)
Fuel flow
Unusable fuel supply
Fuel system hot weather operation
Fuel tanks: General
Fuel tank tests
Fuel tank expansion space
Fuel tank filler connection
Fuel tank vents and carburetor vapor vents
Pressure fueling system
Fuel system lines and fittings
Fuel strainer or filter
Fuel jettisoning system
General (oil system)
General (cooling)
Cooling tests
Cooling test procedures for turbine powered airplanes
Cooling test procedures for reciprocating engine powered airplanes
Powerplant instruments
Powerplant instruments installation
General
Powerplant limitations
Auxiliary power unit limitations
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§ 23.1557(c)
§ 23.1581
§ 23.1583
§ 23.1585(i)
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Instructions for Continued Airworthiness
General (markings and placards)
Powerplant and auxiliary power unit instruments
Powerplant fluid filler openings
General (airplane flight manual)
Operating limitations
Operating procedures
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1.9 C&Q TASK PREP-C&Q-9
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:

ITEM No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Develop Part 27/29 (Rotorcraft) Certification Plan Guidelines.
Define applicable FARs and compliance requirements that are
compatible with PAFI fuel development concept. Review FAA Part
27/29 certification policy and procedures and coordinate with FAA Tech
Center. Obtain FAA management approval of template certification
plans.
PREP-C&Q-9
FAA
FAA Part 27/29 (Rotorcraft) Certification Plan Guidelines
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-C&Q-9

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

General
Primarily FAA task,
but will seek input
from other PAFI
members

FAA






Estimated Cost

$0

Lead task group
Review FAA Part 23
policy
Coordinate with R&D
development of Phase 2
test methods
Consult with industry
stakeholders
Obtain FAA mgt approval
$18K

TIMELINE:
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Other PAFI
Members
Moderate input to
document

$5K
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1.9.1 PREP-C&Q-9 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
The FAA 14 CFR Part 27/29 (Rotorcraft) Certification plan guidelines will contain descriptive
abstracts of certification testing and/or analysis requirements for the following regulations. The
Part 27/29 compliance plan should be coordinated with the test procedures to be developed for
the FAA Tech Center to make maximum use of the tests performed to show compliance.
Part 27 Regulations
§ 27.25
§ 27.27
§ 27.29
§ 27.45
§ 27.49
§ 27.51
§ 27.65
§ 27.67
§ 27.75
§ 27.603
§ 27.863(b)(2)
§ 27.903
§ 27.903(d)
§ 27.939
§ 27.951
§ 27.955
§ 27.959
§ 27.961
§ 27.969
§ 27.975
§ 27.997
§ 27.1011(b)
§ 27.1041
§ 27.1043
§ 27.1045
§ 27.1305
§ 27.1337
§ 27.1521
§ 271529
§ 27.1541
§ 27.1557(c)
§ 27.1581
§ 27.1583
§ 27.1585(e)(f)

Weight limits
Center of gravity limits
Empty weight and corresponding center of gravity
Performance (General)
Performance at minimum operating speed
Takeoff
Climb: All-engines operating
Climb: One-engine-inoperative
Landing
Materials
Flammable fluid fire protection
Engines
Restart capability
Turbine engine operating characteristics
General (fuel system)
Fuel flow
Unusable fuel supply
Fuel system hot weather operation
Fuel tank expansion space
Fuel tank vents
Fuel strainer or filter
General (oil system)
General (cooling)
Cooling tests
Cooling test procedures
Powerplant instruments
Powerplant instruments
Powerplant limitations
Instructions for Continued Airworthiness
General (markings and placards)
Miscellaneous markings and placards
General (rotorcraft flight manual)
Operating limitations
Operating procedures

Part 29 Regulations
§ 29.25
§ 29.27
§ 29.29
§ 29.45
§ 29.49
§ 29.51
§ 29.53
§ 29.63

Appendix E

Weight limits
Center of gravity limits
Empty weight and corresponding center of gravity
Performance (General)
Performance at minimum operating speed
Takeoff data: general
Takeoff: Category A
Takeoff: Category B
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§ 29.65
§ 29.67
§ 29.77
§ 29.79
§ 29.83
§ 29.85
§ 29.603
§ 29.863(b)(2)
§ 29.901(c)(d)
§ 29.903
§ 29.903(e)
§ 29.923(p)
§ 29.939
§ 29.951
§ 29.955
§ 29.959
§ 29.961
§ 29.969
§ 29.975
§ 29.979
§ 29.997
§ 29.1001
§ 29.1011(b)
§ 29.1041
§ 29.1043
§ 29.1045
§ 29.1047
§ 29.1049
§ 29.1305
§ 29.1337
§ 29.1521
§ 29.1522
§ 29.1529
§ 29.1541
§ 29.1557(c)
§ 29.1581
§ 29.1583
§ 29.1585(e)(f)
§ 29.1587
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Climb: All-engines operating
Climb: One-engine-inoperative
Landing decision point (LDP): Category A
Landing: Category A
Landing: Category B
Landing: balked landing: Category A
Materials
Flammable Fluid Fire Protection
Auxiliary power unit
Engines
Restart capability
Rotor drive system and control mechanism tests
Turbine engine operating characteristics
General (fuel system)
Fuel flow
Unusable fuel supply
Fuel system hot weather operation
Fuel tank expansion space
Fuel tank vents and carburetor vapor vents
Pressure refueling
Fuel strainer or filter
Fuel jettisoning system
General (oil system)
General (cooling)
Cooling tests
Climb cooling test procedures
Takeoff cooling test procedures
Hover cooling test procedures
Powerplant instruments
Powerplant instruments
Powerplant limitations
Auxiliary power unit limitations
Instructions for Continued Airworthiness
General (markings and placards)
Miscellaneous markings and placards
General (rotorcraft flight manual)
Operating limitations
Operating procedures
Performance information
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1.10 C&Q TASK PREP-C&Q-10
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
ITEM No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Develop Scope-of-Approval Certification Policy/Guidance.
Develop guidelines to facilitate the fleet-wide approval of
aircraft/engine sub-population based on non-model parameters.
PREP-C&Q-10
FAA
FAA Policy for Fleet-wide Approval of Aviation Fuel
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-C&Q-10

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

General
FAA task, but will
seek input from
other PAFI
members

FAA





Estimated Cost

$0

Recruit FAA SME’s from
Standards Staffs of
Assigned Directorates
Consult with industry
stakeholders
Review FAA regulatory
vehicles for
accommodating broadbased approvals
Obtain FAA mgt approval
$48K

TIMELINE:
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Members
Moderate input
to document

$14K
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1.10.1 PREP-C&Q-10 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
The policy should address the following key elements.
1. Accommodate STC approval of engines/aircraft identified in terms of performance or other
design parameters.
2. The approval should be based on data generated during the Phase 2 FAA Tech Center testing
and the recommendation for scope of approval contained in the FAA Tech Center Phase 2
reports.
3. The existing fleet of type certificated engines and aircraft need to be identified and bracketed
in terms of performance and other relevant parameters.
4. The policy should accommodate both CAR and FAR certification bases.
5. The policy should accommodate orphaned and abandoned products.
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1.11 C&Q TASK PREP-C&Q-11
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
ITEM No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Develop Aircraft/Engine Modification Certification Policy/Guidance
Develop procedures/guidance to facilitate certification of out-of-scope
aircraft/engines requiring modifications.
PREP-C&Q-11
FAA
FAA Procedures/Guidance for Certification Approval of Aircraft/ Engine
Modifications
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-C&Q-11

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

General
FAA task, but will
seek input from
other PAFI
members

FAA







Estimated Cost

$0

Recruit FAA SME’s from
Standards Staffs of Assigned
Directorates
Consult with industry
stakeholders
Review FAA concepts for
expediting approvals
Identify approval classes to
manage issue
Obtain FAA mgt approval
$48K

TIMELINE:
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1.11.1 PREP-C&Q-11 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
The policy should address the following key elements:
1. Develop classes of approvals, such documentation-only changes, minor hardware
changes/adjustments such as seals/o-rings or timing changes, and major hardware changes.
2. The policy should accommodate both CAR and FAR certification bases.
3. The policy should accommodate orphaned and abandoned products.
4. Investigate means for accommodating broad-based approvals.
5. Identify any other means for expediting approvals
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2.0 TEST & EVALUATION IMPLEMENTATION PLANS PREPARATORY STAGE
The following in-kind examples are applicable to T&E support of PAFI for the preparatory stage,
Tasks T&E-1 through T&E-6 as defined in this Appendix E, and for the project stage Tasks T&E-7
through T&E-11 as described in Appendix F.
Examples of in-kind contributions from industry:
Equipment – aircraft, engines
Accessories – vacuum pumps, generators, tachometers, etc.
Parts – fuel systems, cylinder assemblies, turbo systems, exhaust and intake systems,
ignition systems, etc.
Instrumentation – sensors, electronic DAQ, interface conditioners
Machining and tooling services – welding, tubing bending, machining, cylinder sensor
assembly, bracket manufacturing, hose manufacturing, etc.
Engineering support – engineering expertise and experience
Documentation- test article specifications, installation drawings
Materials – gaskets, o-rings, seals
Measurements and Overhauls
Fuel and oil analyses methods
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The following represents an estimate of the industry in-kind support required to support the FAA
Test & Evaluation program Tasks T&E-1 through T&E-11. The following table further segregates
the industry in-kind cost estimate into engine, aircraft, and labor categories. As identified above,
the industry in-kind participation represents support furnished to the FAA Test & Evaluation
Program and does not include industry non-recurring engineering costs.
PAFI Industry In-Kind Test & Evaluation Support
Estimated Annual Cost
Task

Description

Prep-T&E-1

Labor

Prep- T&E -1

Materials

Prep- T&E -2

Materials

$50K

Prep- T&E -3

Labor

$25K

Prep- T&E -4

Labor

$400K

$200K

Prep- T&E -4

Materials

$345K

$115K

Prep- T&E -5

Aircraft

$600K

$900K

Prep- T&E -5

Engines

$300K

$100K

Prep- T&E-5

Materials

$145K

$45K

Prep- T&E -6

Labor

Prep- T&E -7

Labor

Proj- T&E -7

Materials

$60K

Proj- T&E -8

Labor

$50K

Proj- T&E -9

Labor

$475K

$900K

Proj- T&E -9

Materials

$990K

$500K

Proj- T&E -10

Labor

Proj- T&E -11

Labor

$640K

$1,260K

Proj- T&E 11

Materials

$324K

$650K

$1989

$1,910

Total ($1,000)
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Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

$75K
$100K

$33K

$17K
$300K

$25K

$175

$853

$1,787
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2.1 T&E TASK PREP-T&E-1
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Develop Phase 1 Test Methods & Procedures
FAA Tech Center works with other PAFI members to develop
methods & procedures based upon ASTM document guidance.
PREP- T&E -1
FAA Tech Center
Lab test methods & procedures; rig test methods & procedures
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-T&E-1

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General
Coordinate with
ASTM TF document
Guidance Section
6.2 (FFP lab tests
and rig tests).

$0

FAA

Other PAFI
Members
FAA Tech Center works with
Active engineering expertise
other PAFI members to develop /support /in-kind toward
lab methods/procedures based developing rig and
on ASTM document guidance. laboratory test procedures
Develop rig tests to identify
and methods. Impact of
impact of properties on fuel/
fuel properties on
lubrication systems.
engine/airframe, fuel
systems.
$940K

TIMELINE:
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2.1.1 PREP-T&E-1 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
The standardized fit-for-purpose (FFP) properties test methods and procedures will consist of
ASTM D910 specification laboratory test methods, specific fuel-related laboratory tests, material
compatibility, toxicology, and rig tests. This testing will be partly based on the test methods and
information described in section 6.2 of ASTM International Standard Practice DXXXX, “Standard
Practice for the Evaluation of New Aviation Gasolines and New Aviation Gasoline Additives”. The
test procedures will consist of the following elements.
1. Basic Specification Properties - These should be based on, but not be limited to D910
Table 1 properties. The basic specification property results for evaluation of additives
should be compared to the corresponding data for the base fuel.
2. Fuel Composition - Detailed chemical analysis of hydrocarbons and trace materials. The
composition of additives should be defined to the extent necessary to establish
conformance of the products used for testing.
3. Fit-For-Purpose Properties (FFP) - This testing may address issues related to cold fuel
flowability, flame speed, heat of combustion, fuel nozzle spray patterns, fuel/oil
interaction, co-mingling with current fuels, and lubricity. Novel fuels with unique
properties may require additional FFP test procedures. The test results should be
compared to the corresponding data for D910 100LL fuels.
4. Rig Test Procedures - Development of rig test procedures may require construction of test
rigs and collection of empirical data for validation and standardization of procedures.
5. Materials Compatibility - Development of procedures for soak testing of key production
and delivery systems, airplane and engine fuel system elastomers, seals and other nonmetallic parts to measure property changes such as % volume change, hardness, tensile
strength, etc.
6. Toxicology - Procedures to be used to develop procurement documents for the evaluation
of the toxicological effects of proposed novel fuels. This data should be compared to
literature for the current leaded aviation fuels found in ASTM International specification
D910.
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2.2 T&E TASK PREP-T&E-2
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Establish Phase 1 Test Facilities
FAA Tech Center procures necessary equipment and contracts to
support Phase 1 testing.
PREP-T&E-2
FAA Tech Center
Test equipment and subcontracts
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-T&E-2

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General

FAA

Identify equipment.
Procure equipment.
Identify experts.
Contract facilities.

FAA Tech Center identifies and
procures necessary equipment
and subcontracts to support
Phase 1 testing.

$0

$ 6.65M

Other PAFI
Members
Provide engineering
expertise/ support /in-kind
to establish laboratory and
rig tests, identify experts.
$50K

TIMELINE:

2.2.1 PREP-T&E-2 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Establishing facilities includes procurement of necessary laboratory and rig equipment, materials
compatibility and toxicology contracts, independent fuel and lube laboratory contracts, and
contract labor to design, machine, assemble and construct rig tests. Rigs may be constructed to
investigate cold fuel flowability, flame speed effects such as valve seat recession, fuel nozzle spray
patterns, fuel/oil interaction effects, co-mingling with current fuels, and fuel lubricity. Novel fuels
with unique properties may require additional rig construction.
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2.3 T&E TASK PREP-T&E-3
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Develop Phase 1 Report Guidelines
FAA Tech Center works with other PAFI members to standardize
report content and format.
PREP-T&E-3
FAA Tech Center
Phase 1 report guidelines
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-T&E-3

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General
Identify Analyses
Methods, and
Statistical
Content
Documentation
$0

FAA
FAA Tech Center works with
other PAFI members to
standardize report content and
format.
$ 120K

TIMELINE:
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Other PAFI
Members
Provide engineering
support to help develop
guidelines including
analyses methods, content,
procedures
$25K
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2.4 T&E TASK PREP-T&E-4
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Develop Phase 2 Engine & Aircraft Test Methods
FAA Tech Center works with other PAFI members to develop
methods &procedures based on ASTM document guidance
PREP- T&E-4
FAA Tech Center
Test Methods
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-T&E-4

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General

FAA

Coordinate with
ASTM TF document
Guidance Section
6.3 and certification
central office.

FAA Tech Center works with
PAFI members to develop
test methods & procedures
based upon ASTM document
guidance.

$0

$ 3.65M

TIMELINE:
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Other PAFI
Members
Provide engineering
expertise/support/in-kind
support to establish engine
and airframe test
procedures; help identify
experts.
$1.06M
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PREP-T&E-4 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Establishing standard testing procedures for engine and aircraft includes testing listed in section
6.3 of ASTM International Standard Practice DXXXX, “Standard Practice for the Evaluation of New
Aviation Gasolines and New Aviation Gasoline Additives”, and FAA engine and aircraft
airworthiness standards, and at a minimum includes:
1) Instrumentation & Test Facility Requirements - Test procedures will be specifically adopted for
use with the instrumentation, equipment, fuel delivery systems, and facilities at the FAA Tech
Center and for specific fuels. Test methods will not be broadly adoptable to other facilities using
other equipment and methods.
2) Engine Testing - A portfolio of engine tests on designated engine models will be performed to
evaluate composition, volatility, fluidity, combustion, corrosion, and stability properties of the
fuel.
3) Aircraft Testing - A portfolio of aircraft tests on designated engine models will be performed to
evaluate composition, volatility, fluidity, combustion, corrosion, and stability properties of the
fuel.
4) Certification Requirements - Aircraft and engine test procedures should incorporate
certification requirements for engine/aircraft/propeller systems listed previously under
Qualification & Certification Tasks PREP-C&Q-7,-8, and -9.
5) Test Results - Test results to be compared against test results on ASTM D910 fuels.
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2.5 T&E TASK PREP-T&E-5
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Establish Phase 2 Engine & Aircraft Test Articles
FAA Tech Center procures necessary equipment to support Phase 2
testing.
PREP- T&E-5
FAA Tech Center
Engines & Aircraft Available to support testing
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-T&E-5

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General

FAA

Other PAFI
Members

Full envelope, inflight, rig. Emissions
is not FFP but to be
performed.

FAA Tech Center identifies
and procures necessary
equipment and facilities to
support Phase 2 testing

Provide test engines/
airframes, parts,
instrumentation, expertise.
Provide engineering support
to identify test facilities/
engines/ airframes.

$0

$ 8.755M

$2.09M

TIMELINE :

2.5.1 PREP-T&E-5 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Establishing Phase II testing facilities includes procurement of necessary materials, equipment, test
articles, contract labor support, FAA personnel, independent laboratory contracts for fuel and lube
analyses. Outsourced contracts for flight testing and specialty component engine testing may be
required. Emissions testing equipment will be procured.
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2.6 T&E TASK PREP-T&E-6
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Prepare Phase 2 Report Guidelines
FAA Tech Center works with PAFI members to standardize
test report content and format.
PREP-T&E-6
FAA Tech Center
Phase 2 Report Guidelines
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-T&E-6

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General
Identify Analyses
Methods Statistical
Content
Documentation
$0

FAA
FAA Tech Center works
with other PAFI members
to standardize report
content and format
$50K

TIMELINE:
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Other PAFI
Members
Provide engineering support
to help develop guidelines,
analyses methods, content,
procedures
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3.0 P & D IMPLEMENTATION PLANS, PREPARATORY STAGE
3.1 P&D TASK PREP-P&D-1
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:

Refine Production & Distribution ARLs
Fully Define Production/Distribution Related ARL’s

TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

PREP-P&D-1
PAFI
Defined ARL’s
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-P&D-1

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General

FAA

Organize workgroup.
Refine ARL’s relating to
production & distribution;
including defining criteria
for meeting an individual
ARL step – Identify and
recruit Industry
participants.

Other PAFI
Members
Participate as member
Participate in work group.
of PSG. Provide supporting Contribute to document
data when requested.
content.

$0

$0

TIMELINE:
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3.1.2 PREP-P&D-1 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
This task is a direct PAFI task that will be accomplished during the preparatory stage. The purpose
of this task is to further define ARL’s relating to production & distribution; including defining
criteria for meeting an individual ARL step. ARL definitions will need to be specific enough to
provide validation of completion of the step, including standardized data presentation but broad
enough to account for novel processes. This task will be completed by an industry/PAFI
workgroup.
Related AVGAS Readiness Levels (ARL):
ARL 1 - Fuel Definition
ARL 2 – Material Safety Review
ARL 3Basic Fuel Properties and Composition
ARL 6.1 - Preliminary Production & Distribution Assessment
ARL 7 – Pilot Production Capability
ARL 10 – Pilot Production Capability
ARL 12.1 - Final Production & Distribution Assessment
ARL 13 – Initial Production Capability
ARL 15 – Production Scale-Up
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3.2 P&D TASK PREP-P&D-2
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Identify Existing Production & Distribution Materials (Baseline)
Develop report detailing materials used in P&D
PREP-P&D-2
PAFI
Data Base & Final Report
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP- P&D-2

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General

FAA

Organize workgroup to
prepare report summarizing
component materials used
in existing production &
distribution system for use
by candidate fuel developer.

Participate as member
of PSG. Provide
supporting data when
requested.

$0

$0

TIMELINE:
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Other PAFI
Members
Participate in work
group. Contribute to
document content.

$20K
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3.2.1 PREP-P&D-2 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
This task will be a direct PAFI task completed during the preparatory stage. The purpose of this
task is to develop a database of materials used in the production and distribution process for
which compatibility testing may need to be completed. This task will be completed by an
industry/PAFI workgroup.
Note: ASTM International Standard Practice, “Standard Practice for the Evaluation of New Aviation
Gasolines and New Aviation Gasoline Additives” currently contains a listing of aircraft and aircraft
engine materials than would need to be tested in order to establish “fit for purpose” properties for
a new aviation gasoline fuel. Identical materials used in the production and distribution system
could be excluded from this task as compatibility would already be established. Additional
materials identified under this task would be forwarded to the ASTM committee overseeing the
Standard Practice for consideration of inclusion in future revisions.
Cataloging of materials should include:
Production Systems
Distribution Systems
- Rail transportation
- Barge transportation
- Over-the-road truck transportation
- Pipeline transportation
- Transfer systems (pumps & associated equipment)
- On-airport storage & delivery systems
- Filtration & water separation systems
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3.3 P&D TASK PREP-P&D-3
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Identify Industry Compliance Standards (Baseline)
Assess third party non-ASTM standards for compliance issues
PREP-P&D-3
PAFI
Final Report
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-P&D-3

Implementation
General
Plan Item
Roles
Organize workgroup to
Prepare list of applicable
industry compliance
standards (UL, NFPA, EI)
for use by candidate fuel
developer
Estimated Cost

$0

FAA
Participate as member
of PSG. Provide supporting
data when requested.

$0

Other PAFI
Members
Participate in work
group. Contribute
to document
content.

$85K

TIMELINE:

3.3.1 PREP-P&D-3 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
This task is a direct PAFI task that will be completed by an industry/PAFI workgroup in the
preparatory phase. This task will involve the identification and assessment of third-party nonASTM standards/codes/requirements that may affect the deployment of an unleaded gasoline
including:
National Fire Protection Association Standard on Aircraft Refueling – NFPA 407
Energy Institute Aviation Fuel Handling Publications
Underwriters Laboratories Listing/Recognition/Classification Requirements
Military Standards
European Aviation Safety Agency standards and regulations
Canadian General Standards Board
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4.0 IMPACT & ECONOMICS IMPLEMENTATION PLANS PREPARATORY STAGE
4.1 I&E TASK PREP-I&E-1
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Identify Historical Economic Data
Prepare report of historical AVGAS prices
PREP-I&E-1
FAA
Final Report
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-I&E-1

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General
Oversight. Oversee
the development
of historic data
report.
$30K

FAA
Participate as member of
PSG. Provide supporting
data when requested.
$0

Other PAFI
Members
Provide supporting data when
requested.

$30K

TIMELINE:

4.1.1 PREP-I&E-1 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Task I&E-1 occurs during the PAFI Preparatory Stage and has the objective of providing economic
analysis of the historic AVGAS price.
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4.2 I&E TASK PREP-I&E-2
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Identify Existing Production & Distribution Infrastructure (Baseline)
Prepare assessment of existing fuel production & distribution
infrastructure
PREP-I&E-2
FAA
Final Report
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-I&E-2

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General
Oversight. Oversee
the development of
report on existing
fuel production &
distribution
infrastructure
$60K

FAA
Participate as member of
PSG. Provide supporting
data when requested.

$0

Other PAFI
Members
Provide supporting data
when requested.

$60K

TIMELINE:

4.2.1 PREP-I&E-2 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Task I&E-2 occurs during the PAFI Preparatory Stage and has the objective of documenting historic
AVGAS storage and distribution costs. A report will be provided in support of developing business
plans which will be utilized in developing the analysis-audit-validation tool in I&E-4.
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4.3 I&E TASK PREP-I&E-3
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Develop Tools for Fuel Developer to Assess Impact on Fleet
(ARL 6.3.a & c)
Development of tools & guidelines to assess impact of fuel changes
PREP-I&E-3
FAA
Final Report
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP- I&E-3

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General

FAA

Oversight. Develop &
identify tools & guidelines for fuel developer
to assess impact of fuel
changes on fleet to
include the extent of
modifications.

Participate as member of
PSG. Provide supporting
data when requested.

$60K

$0

Other PAFI
Members
Provide supporting data
and analysis when
requested.

$60K

TIMELINE:

4.3.1 PREP-I&E-3 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Task I&E-3 occurs during the PAFI Preparatory Stage and has the objective of developing tools and
guidelines to enable assessment of impact of a fuel change on the fleet. Work scope is creation of
a process or criteria which would support the applicable ARL and provide tools for PAFI to assess
impact of a fuel change. A report will be provided in support of developing business plans which
will be utilized in developing the analysis-audit-validation tool in I&E-4. Areas to be addressed
include the following.
Materials compatibility
Performance (takeoff distance, climb performance, etc.)
Limitations (weight, temperature, operating, etc.)
Number of aircraft impacted
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4.4 I&E TASK PREP-I&E-4
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:

TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Develop Tools for Cost Assessment (ARL 6.3.d)
Development of an analysis/audit/validation tool/process/criteria to
assess the validity of fuel developer’s economic assumptions and
factors for economic claims
PREP-I&E-4
FAA
Final Report
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-I&E-4

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General

FAA

Oversight. Oversee
the development of the
methods and /or
guidelines to enable
assessment, validation
of economic claims.

Participate as member of
PSG. Provide supporting
data when requested.

$60K

$0

Other PAFI
Members
Provide supporting data
when requested.

$0

TIMELINE:

4.4.1 PREP-I&E-4 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Task I&E-4 occurs during the PAFI Preparatory Stage and has the objective of developing methods
and/or guidelines which would enable PAFI to assess and validate a fuel developer’s economic
claims. The purpose of this activity is to also provide potential fuel developers with the criteria by
which their assumptions and estimates utilized in their business plans will be evaluated.
The analysis-audit-validation tool will rely on the information developed by fuel developers
utilizing the tools developed in I&E 1-3.
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5.0 ENVIRONMENT & TOXICOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION PLANS,
PREPARATORY STAGE
5.1 E&T TASK PREP-E&T-1
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Identify EPA/FAA Regulatory Authority Relative to GA Emissions
Document FAA & EPA authority and obligations as related to General
Aviation emissions
PREP-E&T-1
PAFI
Final Report
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-E&T-1

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General
Sharing of
information.

$0

FAA
Document FAA & EPA
authority and obligations
as related to General
Aviation emissions.
$0

TIMELINE:
Task completed by UAT ARC. See Appendix I for results.
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Review FAA & EPA information
and provide input.

$0
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5.2 E&T TASK PREP-E&T-2
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Develop E&T Requirements in Support of ASTM Test/Production Spec
Requirements Effort
Add environmental and toxicology requirements in ASTM TF responsible
for dev of ASTM New Fuel Std Practice
PREP-E&T-2
PAFI
Final Report
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-E&T-2

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General

FAA

E&T support of overall
ASTM effort. Oversee
development of resources.
Share information with
ASTM & PAFI. Inclusion into
ASTM Standard Practice.

Review and comment on
results. Participate in
ASTM Task Force in
adopting Standard
Practice.

Other PAFI
Members
Review and comment on
results. Participate in
ASTM Task Force in
adopting Standard
Practice.

$0

$100K

$0

TIMELINE:

5.2.1 PREP-E&T-2 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
It is anticipated that FAA and PAAFI will continue to support development of the ASTM Standard
Practice.
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5.3 E&T TASK PREP-E&T-3
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Develop Protocol & Criteria for environmental and toxicological
properties relative to current fuels
Develop Protocol & Criteria for environmental & toxicological properties
related to current AVGAS
PREP-E&T-3
PAFI
Guidance in screening of candidate fuels with respect to E&T
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-E&T-3

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General

FAA

E&T effort supportive
to overall PAFI and
ASTM effort. Oversee
development of
metrics. Share
information with
ASTM and PAFI.
$0K

Develop Protocol &
Criteria for environmental & toxicological
properties related to
current AVGAS.

$100K

Other PAFI
Members
Review and comment on
results. Participate in
ASTM Task Force in
adopting standard
practice.

$0K

TIMELINE:

5.3.1 PREP-E&T-3 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
This work is expected to inform PAFI of any concerns associated with adoption, use, and handling
of candidate fuels relative to other fuels that are widely available in the market.
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5.4 E&T TASK PREP-E&T-4
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Develop emissions test plan and protocol
Develop input & guidance to PAFI to develop a test plan and protocol
for exhaust emissions testing
PREP-E&T-4
PAFI
Guidance in screening and testing of candidate fuel emissions
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PREP-E&T-4

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General

FAA

E&T effort supportive
to overall fuel test
program. Oversee
dev of metrics. Share
information with
ASTM and PAFI.

Develop input & guidance
to PAFI to develop a test
plan and protocol for
exhaust emissions testing.

Other PAFI
Members
Review and comment on
results. Participate in ASTM
task force in adopting
standard practice.

$0

$100K

$0

TIMELINE:

5.4.1 PREP-E&T-4 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
This Task will provide an emissions test plan and protocol for candidate fuels based on their
identity. For instance, if candidate fuels are radically different in composition than 100LL, or may
contain additives such as metals, PAAFI should be aware of potential changes in emissions.
Testing will be conducted at the FAA Tech Center with the possibility of using EPA resources or a
contractor if test requirements are beyond capabilities of the Tech Center.
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Appendix F
PAFI Project Stage Work Scope
Implementation Plans Including Cost Estimates

Note………..Appendix F contains the individual
implementation plans for each PAFI task which
supports the Project Stage.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Appendix F

Certification & Qualification Support Tasks
Test & Evaluation Support Tasks
Production & Distribution Support Tasks
Impact & Economics Support Tasks
Environment & Toxicology Support Tasks
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1.0 CERTIFICATION & QUALIFICATION IMPLEMENTATION PLANS, PROJECT STAGE
1.1 C & Q TASK PROJ-C&Q-12
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:

TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Establish FAA Review Board
Identify, recruit and contract technical specialists to serve on the FAA
Review Board to review candidate unleaded fuels for acceptance into
FAA Tech Center test program.
PROJ-C&Q-12
FAA
FAA Review Board members.
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PROJ-C&Q-12

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

General

FAA



Estimated Cost

$0

Other PAFI
Members

Develop contracting or
other agreement method
to recruit board members
Conduct board member
selection process
$18K

$0

TIMELINE :

1.1 PROJ-C&Q-12 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
The FAA will develop Memorandums of Agreement (MOA) and recruit members of the FAA Review
Board. The procedure will require contracting support and a means to advertise the need for
board members. The FAA will interview potential board members and select the leading
candidates.
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1.2 C & Q TASK PROJ-C&Q-13
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Support ASTM Research Report and Test Spec Ballot Process
Support ASTM Task Force effort to ballot report and spec and to
address ballot comments.
PROJ-C&Q-13
ASTM
ASTM Test Specification for a New AVGAS
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PROJ-C&Q-13

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

General

FAA





Participate in TF activities
Contribute to document
content
Support ASTM balloting
process
Reconcile ballot comments






Estimated Cost

$0

$45K

TIMELINE :
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Other PAFI
Members
Participate in TF
activities
Contribute to document
content
Support ASTM balloting
process
Reconcile ballot
comments
$45K
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1.3 C & Q TASK PROJ-C&Q-14
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Conduct Phase 1 Candidate Fuel Review
FAA Review Board reviews and selects candidate unleaded fuels for
Phase 1 testing
PROJ-C&Q-14
FAA
Candidate fuel ratings/rankings.
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PROJ-C&Q-14

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General

FAA

Other PAFI
Members

FAA works with candidate fuel
applicant.
 Review screening data submitted
by candidate fuel applicants for
entry into Phase 1 testing.
 Rank/rate each candidate fuel
$0

$45K

$0

TIMELINE :

1.3.1 PROJ-C&Q-14 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
The FAA Review Board will review fuel property data and other information relating to the ARLs
provided by the candidate fuel producer. The review board will rank the candidate fuels based on
this review. Up to 10 fuels will then be given entrance to the Phase 1 test program. The producers
of those fuels will need to provide 10 gallons of fuel to conduct Phase 1 testing.
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1.4 C & Q TASK PROJ-C&Q-15
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:

TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Conduct Phase 2 Candidate Fuel Review
Identify, recruit and contract technical specialists to serve on the FAA
Review Board to review candidate unleaded fuels for acceptance into
FAA Tech Center test program.
PROJ-C&Q-15
FAA
FAA Review Board members.
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PROJ-C&Q-15

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

General

FAA



Estimated Cost

$0

Other PAFI
Members

Review Phase 1 data
generated by FAA Tech
Center for entry into Phase
2 testing.
Rank/rate each candidate
fuel
$45K

$0

TIMELINE :

1.4.1 PROJ-C&Q-15 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
The FAA Review Board will review fuel property data provided by the FAA Tech Center from Phase
1 testing and other information relating to the ARLs provided by the candidate fuel producer. The
review board will rank the candidate fuels based on this review. The top 5 fuels will then be given
entrance to the Phase 2 test program. The producers of those fuels will need to provide 10,000
gallons of fuel to conduct Phase 2 testing.
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1.5 C & Q TASK PROJ-C&Q-16
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Support ASTM Research Report and Production Spec Ballot Process
Support ASTM Task Force effort to ballot report and spec and to
address ballot comments.
PROJ-C&Q-16
ASTM
ASTM Production Specification for a New AVGAS
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PROJ-C&Q-16

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

General

FAA





Participate in TF activities
Contribute to document
content
Support ASTM balloting
process
Reconcile ballot comments






Estimated Cost

$0

$45K

TIMELINE :
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Other PAFI
Members
Participate in TF
activities
Contribute to
document content
Support ASTM balloting
process
Reconcile ballot
comments
$45K
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1.6 C & Q TASK PROJ-C&Q-17
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:

TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Support FAA Certification of Candidate Fuels
Review Tech Center reports and other data submitted by applicant
and issue certification approval for in-scope fleet of aircraft and
engines.
PROJ-C&Q-17
FAA
FAA STCs for a New AVGAS
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PROJ-C&Q-17

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

General

Estimated Cost

$0

FAA
FAA works with candidate fuel
applicant.
 Finalize/refine compliance
requirements with applicant.
 Review FAA Tech Center reports
and other data submitted by
applicant
 Finalize scope of approval.
 Issue FAA STC with agreed scope of
approval
$1,380K

TIMELINE :
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Other
PAFI Members
No support required

$0
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2.0 TEST & EVALUATION IMPLEMENTATION PLANS, PROJECT STAGE
2.1 T&E TASK PROJ-T&E-7
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Conduct Phase 1 Testing
Test fuel samples using laboratory equipment
PROJ-T&E-7
FAA Tech Center
Test results
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PROJ-T&E-7

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

General

Estimated Cost

$0

FAA
FAA Tech Center conducts
Phase 1 Testing of fuel samples
using lab and rig equipment.
$ 1.0M

TIMELINE :
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Other
PAFI Members
Provide engineering support,
in-kind equipment support,
and data analyses/review.
$360K
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2.2 T&E TASK PROJ-T&E-8
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Prepare Phase 1 Reports
Compile data and prepare reports
PROJ-T&E -8
FAA Tech Center
Test Report
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PROJ-T&E-8

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

General

Estimated Cost

$0

FAA
FAA Tech Center compiles data,
generates reports, solicits input,
incorporates changes, and
communicates with PAFI & fuel
developer.
$60K

TIMELINE :
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Other
PAFI Members
Provide engineering
analyses and input to
reports.

$50K
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2.3 T&E TASK PROJ-T&E-9
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Conduct Phase 2 Testing
Test fuel in engines and aircraft
PROJ-T&E-9
FAA Tech Center
Test results
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PROJ-T&E-9

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

General

Estimated Cost

$0

FAA
FAA Tech Center conducts
testing, executes and monitors
related subcontracts.
Communications with PAFI and
fuel developer.
$ 16.23M

TIMELINE:
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Other
PAFI Members
Provide engineering support,
in-kind equipment support
and data analyses/review.

$2.865M
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2.4 T&E TASK PROJ-T&E-10
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Prepare Phase 2 Reports
Compile data and draft report
PROJ-T&E-10
FAA Tech Center
Test Report
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PROJ-T&E-10

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

General

Estimated Cost

$0

FAA
FAA Tech Center generates
reports, solicits input,
incorporates changes,
communications with PAFI &
fuel developer.
$910K

TIMELINE:
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Other
PAFI Members
Provide engineering analyses
and input to reports.

$50K
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2.5 T&E TASK PROJ-T&E-11
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Conduct Aircraft/Engine Modification Testing
Test engine and aircraft modifications
PROJ-T&E-11
FAA Tech Center
Test Report
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PROJ-T&E-11

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

General

Estimated Cost

$0

FAA
FAA Tech Center conducts
testing, executes and monitors
related subcontracts.
Communications with PAFI and
fuel developer.
$12.85 M

Other
PAFI Members
Provide engineering
support, in-kind equipment
support and data analyses
and review.
$2.874M

TIMELINE:

2.5.1 PROJ-T&E-11 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Limited engine and aircraft modification testing will be performed with fuels that meet a predetermined threshold of fleet satisfaction. This testing will require significant industry in-kind
support by means of engineering expertise, test pilots, parts, engine overhauls and measurements.

3.0 PRODUCTION & DISTRIBUTION IMPLEMENTATION PLANS PROJECT STAGE
There are currently no “Production & Distribution” tasks identified for the PAFI Project Stage.
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4.0 IMPACT & ECONOMICS IMPLEMENTATION PLANS PROJECT STAGE
4.1 I & E TASK PROJ-I&E-5
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:

TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Develop Tools for Fleet Impact Assessment (ARL 6.3.a & c)
PAFI oversight and advocacy role. In addition to developing tools and
methods to assesses the impact, PAFI in an advocacy role will also
utilize this information to explore options for addressing & minimizing
the impact of the portion of the fleet not addressed by a candidate’s
proposal.
PROJ-I&E-5
PAFI
Ongoing during project phase
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK PROJ- I&E-5

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General

FAA

Develop/identify tools
and methods for fuel
developers and PAFI to
assess the impact of the
segments of the fleet not
addressed by candidate
fuels.

Participate as member
of PSG Provide
supporting data when
requested.

$60K

$0

TIMELINE:
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Other
PAFI Members
Provide supporting data
when requested.

$60K
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4.1.1 PROJ-I&E-5 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Task I&E-5 is a PAFI Oversight and Advocacy role which provides for the development of the tools
discussed beginning during the PAFI preparatory stage and actual assessments implemented in
support of ARL 6.3.in the phase 1 project stage.
ARL Section 6.3.c (Preliminary Business Plan) specifies the following.
“c. Applicability: Define fleet satisfaction concept relative to either actual aircraft cross section as
defined in the FAA Aviation Fuels Reciprocating Engine Aircraft Fleet Fuel Distribution Report or
BMEP/detonation propensity as defined by TBD report”

5.0 ENVIRONMENT & TOXICOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION PLANS PROJECT STAGE
There are currently no “Environment & Toxicology” tasks identified for the PAFI Project Stage.
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Appendix G
PAFI Deployment Stage Work Scope
Implementation Plans Including Cost Estimates

Note………..Appendix G contains the individual
implementation plans for each PAFI task which
supports the Deployment Stage.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Appendix G

Certification & Qualification Support Tasks
Test & Evaluation Support Tasks
Production & Distribution Support Tasks
Impact & Economics Support Tasks
Environment & Toxicology Support Tasks
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1.0 CERTIFICATION & QUALIFICATION IMPLEMENTATION PLANS,
DEPLOYMENT STAGE
1.1 C & Q TASK DEPLOY-C&Q-18
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Educate/Engage FAA & Industry Stakeholders
Owners/Operators
Communicate new fuel certifications and field approval
requirements.
DEPLOY-C&Q-18
FAA
FAA SAIB describing new AVGAS approvals
Post Project Stage
See Below
PAFI TASK DEPLOY-C&Q-18

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General

FAA

FAA publishes SAIB
and meets with other
FAA organizations.

 Develop and issue SAIB
describing new fuel approval
scope and referenced
documents
 Meet with Flight Standards
(AFS) and Airports organizations
to facilitate communication to
airports and other facilities

$0

$12K

Other
PAFI Members
No support required

$0

TIMELINE:

Note: the timeframe for deployment could be significantly longer than shown depending upon
impact of the new fuel.

1.1.1 DEPLOY-C&Q-18 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
The FAA PAFI member will develop and issue an SAIB describing the scope of approval and any
other information for the initial candidate fuel approval. This SAIB will be updated with each new
fuel approval. The FAA PAFI member will also coordinate with FAA Flight Standards and Airports
divisions to arrange for communication of the new fuel approvals at industry seminars and other
venues.
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1.2 C & Q TASK DEPLOY-C&Q-19
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:

TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Consider Leaded AVGAS Phase-Out Regulation
Once unleaded AVGAS with least impact on the fleet has been
identified, the FAA may consider both short term and long term
regulatory action to facilitate the transition to unleaded AVGAS in
consultation with the EPA.
DEPLOY-C&Q-19
FAA
FAA Regulations for Existing and New Production Fleets
Post Project Stage
See Below
PAFI TASK DEPLOY-C&Q-19

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General
FAA coordinates with
EPA and potentially
engages in
rulemaking process
to issue new
regulations.
$0

FAA



EPA actions necessary prior
to FAA regulatory task
FAA may initiate rulemaking
project to develop, review,
and issue new regulations
$2M

Other
PAFI Members
Review notice of
proposed rulemaking.

$36K

TIMELINE:

Note: the timeframe for deployment could be significantly longer than shown depending upon
impact of the new fuel.

1.2.1 DEPLOY-C&Q-19 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
The FAA will consult with the EPA to determine what, if any, regulatory action should be
considered to facilitate the transition to an unleaded AVGAS. One potential eventuality would be
that EPA may issue an Endangerment Finding and new emissions standard against lead in AVGAS.
If this is the case, the FAA would need to issue an NPRM followed by a Final Rule to establish new
fuel lead emission standards.

2.0 TEST & EVALUATION IMPLEMENTATION PLANS DEPLOYMENT STAGE
There are currently no “Test & Evaluation” related tasks defined at this time in support of the PAFI
Deployment Stage.
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3.0 PRODUCTION & DISTRIBUTION IMPLEMENTATION PLANS, DEPLOYMENT
STAGE
3.1 P&D TASK DEPLOY-P&D-4
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Establish PAFI Role in Deployment Phase
Identify the role PAFI may play in facilitating deployment of fuel
DEPLOY-P&D-4
PAFI
PAFI work plan for fuel specific deployment
Deployment Stage
See Below
PAFI TASK DEPLOY-P&D-4

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General

FAA

Lead working group to
develop PAFI role in
deployment.
$3K

Participate as
member of PSG.
$0

Other
PAFI Members
Participate in working group
to develop PAFI role in fuel
deployment.
$15K

TIMELINE:

Note: the timeframe for deployment could be significantly longer than shown depending upon
impact of the new fuel.

3.1.1 DEPLOY-P&D-4 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
This task is a direct PAFI task that will be completed each time a fuel reaches the deployment
phase of the ARL’s. The purpose of this task is to define additional tasks that PAFI can accomplish
in support of the deployment of a specific fuel. This task is necessary due to the fact that
deployment of a specific fuel will be dictated by that fuel’s intrinsic properties, including materials
compatibility, production processes and compatibility with existing fuels. This task will also involve
significant anti-trust considerations. This task will be completed by an industry/PAFI workgroup.
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3.2 P&D TASK DEPLOY-P&D-5
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Facilitate Deployment Stage
Facilitate compliance with third party non-ASTM
standards/codes/requirements
DEPLOY-P&D-5
PAFI
Advocacy
Post Project Stage
See Below
PAFI TASK DEPLOY-P&D-5

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

General

FAA

Interact with third party
compliance entities to
facilitate deployment.
$5K

Participate as
member of PSG.

Other
PAFI Members
Interact with third-party
compliance entities to
facilitate deployment of fuel.

$0

$39K

TIMELINE:

Note: the timeframe for deployment could be significantly longer than shown depending upon
impact of the new fuel.

3.2.1 DEPLOY-P&D-5 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
This task is a PAFI advocacy task that will be completed in the deployment phase. The purpose of
this task will be to facilitate compliance with the third-party organizations that issue
codes/standards/requirements that affect deployment of an unleaded fuel (identified in the final
report for task PREP-P&D-3). This task will be completed by advocacy from PAFI and industry.
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4.0 IMPACT & ECONOMICS IMPLEMENTATION PLANS, DEPLOYMENT STAGE
4. 1 I&E TASK DEPLOY-I&E-6
TASK:
WORKSCOPE:
TASK TYPE:
TASK No:
LEAD ORGANIZATION:
DELIVERABLE:
TIMELINE:
COST ESTIMATE:

Develop Leaded AVGAS Phase-Out Plan
PAFI advocacy role. Facilitate deployment by working with FAA to
plan phase out of leaded AVGAS & transition to unleaded AVGAS
Advocacy
DEPLOY-I&E-6
PAFI
Advocacy & guidance
See Below
See Below
PAFI TASK DEPLOY- I&E-6

Implementation
Plan Item
Roles

Estimated Cost

PAFI

FAA

Oversight. PAFI advocacy
role. Facilitate
deployment by working
with FAA to plan phase
out of leaded AVGAS &
transition to unleaded
AVGAS.

Assist in leaded AVGAS
phase out. FAA and
EPA coordinate as
appropriate under
respective authorities
and obligations.

$30K

$0

Other
PAFI Members
Assist in leaded AVGAS phase
out.

$0

TIMELINE:

Note: the timeframe for deployment could be significantly longer than shown depending upon
impact of the new fuel.

4.1.1 DEPLOY-I&E-6 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
This Task develops a plan for phase out of 100LL & transition to unleaded fuels. Task I&E-6 is a
PAFI oversight task which occurs during the PAFI Deployment Stage and has the objective of
coordinating transition to a new AVGAS and phase out of the 100LL AVGAS. PAFI will work with
EPA and FAA to phase out LL AVGAS. Quality and properties of the ultimate fuel will drive the
implementation.
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5.0 ENVIRONMENT & TOXICOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION PLANS DEPLOYMENT
STAGE
There are currently no “Environment & Toxicology” tasks identified for the PAFI Deployment
Stage.
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Appendix H
Research & Development Aspects
Related to
Aviation Gasoline
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1) Specification, fit-for-purpose, and environmental property issues
The following table H-1 covers in greater detail specification, fit-for-purpose properties, and
environmental issues for a new fuel and their impact on engine and aircraft safety, performance,
and operability. The determination of which of these parameters will require the most extensive
testing is dependent on the complexity of any proposed fuel. If a proposed fuel uses novel
components there may be additional testing required to ensure the fuel is fit for the purpose it is
intended and that it safely performs in engines and aircraft.

Table H-1. Specification, Fit-for-purpose, and Environmental Fuel Property Issues.
Category

Combustion

Fluidity

Volatility

Corrosion

Contaminants
Additives
Stability
Appendix H

Parameter

Issues
Specification Properties
Octane (MON)
Performance loss and engine damage
Net heat of
Aircraft range and power output and fuel
combustion
stoichiometry
(mass)
Fuel delivery at cold temperatures
Freezing point
and aircraft operating limitations
Distillation 10%
Cold start, engine restart, and vapor lock
Distillation 40%
Vapor lock and hot fuel performance at altitude
Distillation 50%
Warm-up and transient throttle changes
Fuel mal-distribution; combustion chamber, fuel
Distillation 90%
system, and intake manifold deposits
Fuel mal-distribution; incomplete combustion; oil
Distillation end point
dilution considerations; combustion chamber, fuel
system, intake manifold, and turbocharger deposits
Distillation sum of
Carburetor icing and vapor lock
10+50%
Reid vapor pressure
Vapor lock, cold start, and engine restart
Aircraft weight and balance, range, performance
charts, fuel tank design, fuel loading, thermal
Density
expansion, fuel gauging, and fuel metering device
considerations
Sulfur content
Corrosion and operability
Corrosion, combustion deposits, operability and
Metals
toxicology
Freezing, filter plugging, corrosion, water drop-out,
Water tolerance
phase separation, and water solubility of key fuel
components
Deposits, additive interaction, and grade
Dye
identification
Deposits, valve sticking, and carburetor /injector
Potential gum
fouling
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Additional Fit-For-Purpose Properties
Lap shear, cohesion, volume swell, tensile strength,
Materials
elongation, tape adhesion, hardness, excess
compatibility
softness, peel strength, laminar sheer, compression
set, resistivity, corrosion, embrittlement
Lubricating oil
Fuel dilution, combustion products can affect oil
interaction
lubricating properties
Co-mingling with
Forwards and backwards compatibility
100LL
Lubricity
Engine durability and operability
Dielectric constant
Fuel gauging systems
Electrical
Dissipation of electrical charge buildup in fuel
conductivity
Effective ignition timing, exhaust gas and valve
temperatures, power output, peak cylinder
pressures, fuel consumption, and aircraft cooling
Flame speed
requirements. May affect crankshaft torsional
vibration, bearings and crankshaft, and crankcase
stresses
Inlet valve life and closure, engine pre-ignition
Inlet and combustion
tendency and potentially progressive engine octane
deposits
demand increase
Latent heat of
Carburetor icing; modification of MON test to
vaporization
account for cooler combustion air temps
Other Properties - Environmental
Exhaust, evaporative,
and air toxic
Fuel should not be worse than 100LL
emissions

2) Fuel Chemistry Impact on Engine Detonation
The ExxonMobil Research and Engineering Company representative to UAT ARC provided an
extensive and detailed presentation on why octane is so important and why the lead additive TEL
is so effective in quenching free radical formation. This presentation also illustrates why it is so
difficult to replace the relatively small amount of TEL added with other chemicals. This
presentation is provided below and addressed the following questions:
What is knock?
How is a fuel rated in terms of knock?
How does a fuel affect knock susceptibility?
What is chemical mechanism of knock at a molecular level?
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Why don’t unleaded fuel MON and Supercharge Rich ratings guarantee engine
satisfaction?
The presentation also included a web-link to a video illustration of the chain reaction kinetics of
the knock event. Conclusions and take away points from the Exxon presentation are summarized
as follows.
MON performance is dependent upon engine condition and fuel composition
Octane quality for new unleaded fuels could be defined by a single detonation test
standard
Knock performance of a new unleaded fuel must be correlated to the MON rating
Unleaded fuels demonstrate significantly more detonation sensitivity to changing
engine operating conditions
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3) Impact of Unleaded Fuel Octane Requirement on Fuel Complexity
UAT ARC members representing the FAA Technical Center, Cessna Aircraft Company, and
ExxonMobil Research and Engineering Company provided a presentation on the relationship
between fuel motor octane quality, fuel complexity, and the impact on engine and aircraft
performance which is repeated as follows.
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4) Detonation Issues, their potential impact and related issues
The following are detonation issues that were defined during deliberations of the UAT ARC R&D
Focus Group.
Detonation Problem
Issue #1
Statement

An unleaded fuel possessing the same MON as a leaded fuel (that
defines a given engine minimum octane requirement) may not
provide a full-scale engine the octane performance it requires.

Justification Motor octane number values must correspond to the minimum
octane performance required by a given full-scale engine (that it
was intended for) to ensure it is fit for purpose.

Impact

The solution may involve requiring an unleaded fuel to meet a
MON value different (e.g. higher) than the minimum octane
value the engine was originally certified on to ensure equivalent
full-scale engine performance.

Related
Issues

Requiring higher octane values for unleaded fuels may result
in the use of greater amounts of specialty chemicals,
impacting other properties that may move the fuel out (or
further out) of specification.
Use of mixtures of high octane components may result in
significant antagonistic and synergistic effects of octane
response.
May require blend model relating fuel composition to both fuel
MON and full-scale engine detonation performance in a highoctane demand engine.

Path

An unleaded fuel possessing a supercharged rich (SR) octane
value significantly higher than a leaded fuel, known to satisfy a
given full-scale engine, may not provide the same engine the
octane performance it requires.
Justification Supercharge rich octane values must correspond to the
requirements of a full-scale engine to ensure the fuel is fit-forpurpose.
The solution may involve dropping the supercharge rich octane
Impact
requirement for an unleaded fuel, or satisfy a more relevant
requirement to ensure equivalent full-scale engine performance.

Detonation Problem
Issue #2
Statement

Related
Issues

Path

Appendix H

Use of mixtures of high octane components may result in
significant antagonistic and synergistic effects of octane
response.
Many unleaded fuels using aromatics have resulted in
exceedingly high SR values, which do not correlate with
engine anti-knock performance.
TBD. May be a good fit for either an ASTM TF or a CRC research
project.
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Current FAA Advisory Circular AC33.47-1, providing guidance for
detonation testing, includes outdated test equipment and
analyses methods.

Justification Equipment and detonation analyses methods need to be updated
to ensure proper FAA guidance reflective of current technology.

Impact

Related
Issues

Path

Detonation Problem
Issue #4
Statement

There is no assurance that different facilities are quantifying and
assessing detonation in a manner that allows test results to be
compared between facilities. Assessing detonation must be
reproducible and repeatable.
Detonation instrumentation and combustion instability
measurement methods have not been standardized or
correlated among the FAA Tech Center, engine DAH, and
others.
There is no agreement on what constitutes limiting
detonation among FAA Tech Center researchers, engine DAH,
and others
Establish coordinated test plan with engine DAH and FAA TC.
Results feed into certification.

Detonation instrumentation and combustion instability
measurement methods have not been standardized or correlated
among the FAA Tech Center, engine DAHs, and others.

Justification Equipment and detonation analyses methods need to be
Impact

compatible to ensure a common understanding of fuel anti-knock
response.
There is no assurance that different facilities are quantifying and
assessing detonation in a reproducible and repeatable manner
that would allow test results to be compared and correlated.

Related
Issues

There is no agreement on what constitutes limiting detonation
among FAA Tech Center researchers, engine DAHs, and others.

Path

Establish coordinated test plan with DAHs and FAA TC

Detonation Problem
Issue #5
Statement

There is no agreement on what constitutes a limiting detonation
threshold among FAA Tech Center Researchers, engine DAHs,
and others.

Justification Limiting detonation needs to be defined and standardized.
Impact

Appendix H

Arbitrary, unsubstantiated, and inconsistent limiting detonation
levels may lead to greater deviations from important safety and
fuel performance specification properties.
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Related
Issues

Detonation margins should account for inconsistent fuel
detonation onset response signatures.

Path

Establish coordinated test plan with DAHs and FAA TC. Limiting
detonation threshold feeds into Issue #3. Results feed into
certification for AC 33.47 revision.

Detonation Problem
Issue #6
Statement

Detonation onset response for unleaded fuels is different from
leaded fuels and can affect detonation margin.

Justification Limiting detonation levels should take into account the
Impact

Related
Issues
Path

Detonation Problem
Issue #7
Statement

differences in detonation onset rates with engine operating
changes.
Reduced detonation margins may be realized when a fuel
demonstrates greater detonation intensity increases due to
changes in engine operating conditions.
Increased detonation margin may lead to use of greater amounts
of more exotic components thus decreasing operational safety
margins in other important specification and fit-for-property
areas.
Establish coordinated test plan with DAHs and FAA TC. Limiting
detonation threshold feeds into Issue #3. Results feed into
certification for AC 33.47 revision.
A large percentage of the fleet may require engine and/or
airframe modifications to compensate for the reduced octane
performance of unleaded fuels.

Justification Research is needed to demonstrate equipment/methods to
compensate for necessary octane requirement reduction.

Related
Issues

There may be significant impact on the fleet, with some
engines and airframes being unable to accommodate
significantly reduced octane fuels.
There may be significant impact to cost of
ownership/operation and exhaust emissions.
Extensive fleet modifications may require considerable
recertification efforts.

Path

See Roadmap

Impact
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Appendix I
Background on Environmental Regulations
Related To Aviation Gasoline
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Environmental Considerations
During the UAT ARC deliberations, the EPA representative of the Office of Transportation and Air
Quality provided a presentation which summarized the EPA’s position and status regarding lead
emissions from piston engine aircraft. The EPA presentation addressed the following topics.
EPA’s role and responsibility in the Clean Air Act
The National Ambient Air Quality Standard for Lead
The Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR)
Next Steps
In 2006, the Friends of Earth (FOE) petitioned the EPA to do the following.
“Make a finding under the Clean Air Act (CAA) that lead emissions from General Aviation
aircraft engines cause or contribute to air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to
endanger public health or welfare and issue proposed emission standards for such lead
emissions or, alternately,
If the Administrator of the EPA believes that insufficient information exists to make such a
finding, commence a study and investigation under the CAA of the health and
environmental impacts of lead emissions from General Aviation aircraft engines, including
impacts to humans, animals, and ecosystems, and issue a public report on the findings of
the study and investigation.”
“Take-Away Points” from the EPA presentation are summarized as follows.

EPA “Take Away Points”
“EPA has not proposed to ban AVGAS.”
“EPA has a duty to respond to FOE’s request that we evaluate the question of
endangerment and we are focused on that issue.”
“EPA is at the first step of a long process and has made no decisions.”
“EPA recognizes the value of piston-engine aircraft in the U.S., including Alaska.
As part of any future assessment of control measures, EPA would consider
safety, fuel supply, and economic impact issues including effects on small
businesses.”
“EPA is committed to working closely with FAA, States, Industry, and user
groups to keep piston-engine aircraft flying in an environmentally acceptable
and safe manner throughout the U.S.”
EPA is committed to FAA’s ARC process and will provide input and contribute
where we are able.”
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The following link provides additional information on EPA lead AVGAS work.
www.epa.gov./otaq/aviation.htm
The following link provides additional information on the NAAQS relative to lead.
www.epa.gov/air/lead/

Fuel & Emissions Regulations
ARC discussions included the statutory responsibilities of the EPA and FAA as related to regulatory
control of piston engine exhaust emissions. In the event of a positive endangerment finding, the
EPA must consider aircraft engine emission standards and the EPA and FAA must work in
consultation so that necessary and appropriate considerations are given to safety, noise, costs,
and the ability and time needed to implement new technology. Only the FAA can issue regulatory
standards for the affected aviation products. A subsequent discussion focused on the question of
how the EPA and FAA work together on emissions regulations for aviation products. The latter
discussion was captured as a “Bin Item” relative to interpretation of 49 USC 44714. The following
chart illustrates the statutory interaction between the FAA and the EPA regarding leaded AVGAS.

EPA and FAA Regulatory Process
Do lead emissions from
piston-engine aircraft
using leaded avgas
cause or contribute to air
pollution which may
reasonably be
anticipated to endanger
public health or welfare?

EPA Action
CAA

No action needed by
EPA or FAA

NO

CAA 231(a)(2)
(B)(i), (ii) and (b)

EPA proposes emission
standards in consultation with
FAA (including assessment of
noise, safety, cost, and lead time)

Clean Air
Act (CAA)

CAA
231(a)(3)
and (b)

EPA finalizes emission standards
in consultation with FAA
(including assessment of noise,
safety, cost, and lead time)

EAA AirVenture
July 30, 2011
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Title 49 US Code

FAA Action

YES

EPA receives and
analyzes public
comments on the
proposed emission
standards

231(a)(2) (A)

49 USC
44714

FAA fuel standards or
technology standards
to enable aircraft
emission compliance
with EPA standards

CAA

232

Federal Aviation
Administration
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If a draft proposed standard would significantly increase noise or adversely affect aircraft safety,
then the draft standard would not be proposed or promulgated by EPA. Moreover, if the
President, after notice and opportunity for a public hearing disapproves a proposed or
promulgated standard on the basis of a finding by the Secretary of Transportation that such
standard would create a hazard to aircraft safety; the proposed or promulgated standard shall not
apply.
Excerpts from both the Clean Air Act and the U.S. Transportation Code that identify EPA and FAA
authority to regulate aircraft emissions and fuel are included at the end of this Appendix.

Potential Impact of Environmental Regulatory Activity
During the UAT ARC deliberations, the impact of regulatory action was assessed in terms of near
term and long term considerations as follows.
Near Term – Monitoring for Lead at Airports to Evaluate Compliance with the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for Lead
Long Term – Endangerment Finding on Lead from General Aviation
In 2008, the EPA strengthened the national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) for lead, by
revising the standards to a level 10 times tighter than the previous standard in order to improve
health protection for at-risk groups, especially children. Related to this revision, under EPA
regulations lead monitoring is required at 15 General Aviation airports by the end of 2011. Each
State will be looking to reduce all sources of lead in non-attainment areas. A positive finding of
endangerment from aircraft engine lead emissions under the Clean Air Act requires the EPA to
propose the establishment of lead emission standards which raises concerns regarding the impact
on GA.
UAT ARC discussions addressed the interaction of the EPA and the FAA, and the need to fully
understand the statutory aspects which are tools available to industry; regulatory considerations
influence the ARC “road map”. The EPA intends to determine whether aircraft engine lead
emissions cause or contribute to air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger
public health or welfare, and, if EPA determines that they do, the EPA is required to prescribe
aircraft engine emission standards and the FAA is required under the U.S. Transportation Code to
regulate fuel specifications in order to control or eliminate emissions that have been found to
cause endangerment. Considerations must be given to safety, noise, costs, and the ability and
time needed to implement new technology. As a result, the EPA and FAA must work in
consultation to ensure both appropriate standards and aircraft safety. It was discussed that the
EPA does not have regulatory authority to regulate fuels used exclusively in aircraft. The need to
have the FAA and EPA move forward collaboratively is essential to the outcome. A good
understanding is required so that the industry can transition to a new fuel either with, or without,
an endangerment finding.
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Clean Air Act (CAA) Excerpt Which Identifies EPA Authority
As discussed in Section 3.7, the EPA is authorized under section 231(a)(2)(A) of the CAA (42 U.S.C.
§ 7571(a)(2)(A)) to determine if aircraft engine lead emissions cause or contribute to air pollution
which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare (referred to here as the
“endangerment finding”. Furthermore, if the EPA makes a positive endangerment finding, then
the EPA would be required under CAA section 231(a)(2)-(3) to prescribe standards applicable to
the emissions of lead from General Aviation engines, and the Secretary of Transportation would be
required under CAA section 232 to prescribe regulations to ensure compliance with such standards
(42 U.S.C. § 7572). The following is an excerpt of the applicable sections of the CAA.

“CAA TITLE II - EMISSION STANDARDS FOR MOVING SOURCES
Part B - Aircraft Emission Standards
Sec. 231. Establishment of standards.
Sec. 231. (a)(1) Within 90 days after the date of enactment of
the Clean Air Amendments of 1970, the Administrator shall
commence a study and investigation of emissions of air pollutants
from aircraft in order to determine(A) the extent to which such emissions affect air quality
in air quality control regions throughout the United States,
and
(B) the technological feasibility of controlling such
emissions.
(2) The Administrator shall, from time to time, issue proposed
emission standards applicable to the emission of any air
pollutant from any class or classes of aircraft engines which in
his judgment causes, or contributes to, air pollution which may
reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare.
(3) The Administrator shall hold public hearings with respect
to such proposed standards. Such hearings shall, to the extent
practicable, be held in air quality control regions which are
most seriously affected by aircraft emissions. Within 90 days
after the issuance of such proposed regulations, he shall issue
such regulation with such modifications as he deems appropriate.
Such regulations may be revised from time to time.
(b) Any regulation prescribed under this section (and any
revision thereof) shall take effect after such period as the
Administrator finds necessary (after consultation with the
Secretary of Transportation) to permit the development and
application of the requisite technology, giving appropriate
consideration to the cost of compliance within such period.
(c) Any regulations in effect under this section on date of
enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 or proposed or
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promulgated thereafter, or amendments thereto, with respect to
aircraft shall not apply if disapproved by the President, after
notice and opportunity for public hearing, on the basis of a
finding by the Secretary of Transportation that any such regulation would create a hazard to aircraft safety. Any such finding
shall include a reasonably specific statement of the basis upon
which the finding was made.
[42 U.S.C. 7571]”

“Sec. 232. Enforcement of standards.
Sec. 232. (a) The Secretary of Transportation, after consultation with the Administrator, shall prescribe regulations to
insure compliance with all standards prescribed under section 231
by the Administrator. The regulations of the Secretary of
Transportation shall include provisions making such standards
applicable in the issuance, amendment, modification, suspension,
or revocation of any certificate authorized by the Federal
Aviation Act or the Department of Transportation Act. Such
Secretary shall insure that all necessary inspections are
accomplished, and, may execute any power or duty vested in him by
any other provision of law in the execution of all powers and
duties vested in him under this section.
(b) In any action to amend, modify, suspend, or revoke a
certificate in which violation of an emission standard prescribed
under section 231 or of a regulation prescribed under subsection
(a) is at issue, the certificate holder shall have the same
notice and appeal rights as are prescribed for such holders in
the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 or the Department of
Transportation Act, except that in any appeal to the National
Transportation Safety Board, the Board may amend, modify, or
revoke the order of the Secretary of Transportation only if it
finds no violation of such standard or regulation and that such
amendment, modification,
or revocation is consistent with safety in air transportation.
[42 U.S.C. 7572]

Sec. 233. State standards and controls.
Sec. 233. No State or political subdivision thereof may adopt
or attempt to enforce any standard respecting emissions of any
air pollutant from any aircraft or engine thereof unless such
standard is identical to a standard applicable to such aircraft
under this part.
[42 U.S.C. 7573]”
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U.S. Transportation Code Excerpt Which Identifies FAA Authority
In the event of EPA action, as discussed in Section 3.7, the FAA would be required under section
44714 of the U.S. Transportation Code to prescribe standards for the composition or chemical or
physical properties of AVGAS to control or eliminate aircraft lead emissions (49 U.S.C. § 44714).
The following is an excerpt of 49 U.S.C. § 44714.
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COi\'D'IENTS Of THE GENERAL AVIATIO:\f A VGAS COALITION
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THE ADVANCE l'iOTICE OF PROPOSED RULE~IAKil'iG O:\f LEAD EMISSIONS
FROM PISTON-E:\TGIKE AIRCRAFT USING LEADED A,-IATION GASOLINE
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Il\"TRODUCTIO~
On Ap1il 28. 20 10. the Enviromnental Protection Agency ("'EPA") published in the
Federal Register an ·'Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on Lead Emissions from PisronEngine Aircraft Using Leaded Aviation Gasoline" (the "ANPR"). 75 Fed. Reg. 22440. The
General Aviation AvGas Coalition (the ·'Coalition") respectfully submits the following
comments on the ANPR.
I.

The Coalition is comp1ised of associations th at represent industiies, businesses, and
individuals that would be directly impacted by any finding made by the EPA in regard to lead
emissions from piston-engine aircraft. coll'esponding aircraft emissions standards, and related
changes to the fonnulation of aviation gasoline. Coalition membership includes the Aircraft
Owners and Pilots Association ("'AOPA"). the Expe1imental Aircraft Association (..EAA"). the
General Aviation Manufacnuers Association ("GAMA'), the National Air Transpo1tation
Association ("NATA"). the National Business Aviation Association ("NBAA"), the Ame1i can
Petroleum Instirute ("API") and the National Petrochemical and Refiners Association ("NPRA").
Together. these organizations represent general aviation aircraft owners. operators, and
manufacmrers. and the producers. refmers, and disu-ibutors of aviation gasoline. 1
Since the establishment of the first National Ambient Air Quality Standard (" AAQS")
fo r lead in 1978. the general aviation and petroleum industiies have been committed to safely
reducing lead emissions from piston powered aircraft. Today, 100 octane low lead (" lOOLL")
aviation gasoline (or "avgas") contains 50 percent less lead than it did when the lead NAAQS
were first introduced. dramatically reducing lead emissions from general aviation. In addition,
the general aviation indusny is aggressively working to futther reduce the lead content of avgas,
by an additional 20 percent from the already low lOOLL standard. Ultimately. the general
aviation community is committed to an unleaded fumre and has engaged in extensive research
seeking a feasible unleaded alternative to today 's leaded aviation gasoline. However. the
technical challenges of removing lead from aviation gasoline are fo1midable. Despite extensive
effo11s. no unleaded replacement has been found and approved that provides adequate and
comparable safety and pe1fomiance to 1OOLL. But work on this important issue continues and is
accelerating. with new effo11s to smdy and develop alternative aviation fuels.
While the aviation and petl'oleum indusnies are commined to seeking near-te1m
additional reductions in the lead content of aviation gasoline. the ANPR concerns the Coalition
for several reasons. First, the EPA is not acn1ally obligated to make any dete1mination on lead
e1nissions from aircraft engines, as asse1ted in the ANPR. Second, any such fmding would be
premature because----as the EPA itself obse1ves- the EPA ctmently lacks sufficient data to make
a careful. reasoned dete1mination. Third. what limited data and modeling do exist indicate that
lead emissions from piston engine aircraft do not cause or conn·ibute to any violation of the new,
protective lead NAAQS. Finally. ongoing effolts to reduce lead content of avgas and new lead
emissions data are likely to alter the EPA' s analysis of lead emissions from piston engine
aircraft. Given the widespread impact of the actions described in the ANPR. any dete1mination
related to lead emissions from piston-engine aircraft must be suppolted by sound and complete
data. As explained in the following comments. the Coalition does not believe that the present
body of data is adequate to suppolt any such finding.
I

Appendix A contains additional iufonnarion about Coalirion members.
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HACKGROUND

A. Regulatory History
Under Section 23 1 of the Clean Air Act ("CAA"), the EPA has the authority to regulate
aircraft emission s. In October, 2006 the environmental group Friends of the Earth ("FOE") filed
a "Petition for Rulemaking Seeking the Regula tion of Lead Emissions from General Aviation
Aircraft Under § 23 1 of the Clean Air Act." In response to that petition, the EPA issued the
/\.NPR on /\.pril 28, 2010. 75 Fed. Reg. 22440. While the EP/\. has yet to promulgate lead
emission s standards specific to aircraft engines, lead emissions are already subject to extensive
regul ation under the CAA.
Through a series of actions beginning in 1973, the EPA reduced and then ultimately
2
eliminated lead from automotive gasoline in 1996. In 1976 the EPA listed lead as a "criteria
pollutant" and then issued the first N/\.l\.QS for lead in 1978. 3 The aviation industry responded
by reducing the maximum lead content of aviation gasoline by 50 percent to the present IOOLL
standard in use today. As a result of the~e actions, we have witnessed a "dramatic improvement"
in air quality, 4 and a 99 percent decrease in total lead emissions- from 74,000 tons in 1980 to
2,000 tons in 2008. 5 And since 2008, lead emissions from avgas have dropped by another 28
percent, to approximately 550 tons per year. 6
In addition to this sharp decline in lead emissions, the EPA recently strengthened the
NAAQS for lead by a factor of ten. 7 73 Fed. Reg. 66964 (l\ov. 12, 2008). The new lead
NAAQS are the result of a four-year effort during which the EPA conducted extensive analysis
of the human health and ecological risks associated with lead, including " full-scale human
exposure and health risk assessments ." 73 Fed. Reg. 66966-68. As required by th e CAA, the
resulting NAAQS were set without regard to costs and at a level that is protective of human
health, including sensitive group s, "with an adequate margin of safety." C.I\A § 109(b); 42
U.S.C.A. § 7409(b). In promulgating the new NAAQS, the EPA discussed this requirement at
length am! ultima tely concluded that the new lead NAAQS "standard of 0. 15 pg/m 3 . . is
requisite to protect public health, including the health of sen sitive groups, with an adequate
margin of safety." 73 Fed. Reg. 67006. ln the recent A~PR, there is no evidence that lead
emission s from avgas h ave caused any violation of this new, highly protective standard.8

2
This process began with EPA rulemaking and culminated with a Congressional ban in l 996. See Regull/tiun uf
Fuels and Fuel Additives , 38 Fed Reg 1254 (Dec. 4, 1973); Reg11lat1011 of Fuels and F 11el Additives; Gasoline Lead
Contelll, 50 Fed. Reg. 9386 (March 7, 1985); Proldbition on Gasoline Containi11g Lend or Lead Additives fo,·
Hi~hway Use , 6 1 Fed. Reg 3832 (Feb. 2, 1996).
3
See 43 Fed. Reg. 46246 (O~t 5. l 978).
1
75 Fed. Reg. 22446.
5
EPA, Air Quality frends, available at http://www.epa.gov/airt:rends/a qtrend5.html.
0
75 Fed. Reg. 22446. At present levels, lead emissions from avgas represent less than one percent of total 1980 lead
emissions.
7
EPA lowered pnmary lead .\JAA(.!S standard from 1.5 nncrograms per cubic meter (11g 1m3), to U.1 5 11g!m3. The
rrior standard had been in effect since 1978.
See 75 Fed. Reg. 22465-67 (discussing "The Lead N AAQS and Lead Emissions From Piston-Engine Aircraft"').
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B. Statutory F ra mework

Section 231 of the CAA grants the EPA autho1ity to make findings related to emissions
of air pollutants from aircraft. and to establish aircraft emissions standards in consultation with
the Federal Aviation Administration ("FAA"). See CAA § 231. 42 U.S.C.A. 7571. This
stmcrure grants initial autho1ity to the EPA to make endangennent findings. establishes a
collaborative process by which the EPA consults with the FAA to establish emissions standards.
and ultimately requires the FAA to implement and enforce the emission standards by presclibing
fuel and fuel additive standards. Each of these three steps constinues a distinct mlemaking
process:
~ : The EPA may make a finding that a pa1t icular air pollutant emitted from aircraft
engines "causes, or contributes to, air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to
endanger public health or welfare." CAA § 23 1(a)(2)(A), 42 U.S.C.A. 7571(a)(2)(A).
Step 2: Once the EPA dete1mines that a pollutant endangers public health or welfare. the
EPA must consult with the FAA to establish aircraft engine emission standards. CAA §
231(a)(2)(B)(i): 42 U.S.C.A. 757 l (a)(2)(B)(i). Emission standards cannot '·significantly
increase noise and adversely affect safety." CAA § 23 1(a)(2)(B)(ii) : 42 U.S .C.A.
757 l (a)(2)(B)(ii). The President may veto any standard that the Secretaiy of
Transponation finds would create a hazard to aircraft safety. CAA § 23l (c): 42 U.S.C.A.
7571(c).
Step 3: The FAA is responsible for prescribing and enforcing fuel standards to
implement any emissions standards promulgated by the EPA under CAA Section 23 1.
See 49 U.S.C.A. 447 14. This requires the FAA to promulgate new fuel standards after
the EPA creates ernission stai1dards under the CAA.
The ANPR represents step one in the above process. While the EPA must involve the
FAA in steps two and three. nothing prevents the EPA from seeking data. guidai1ce. or other
infmm ation from the FAA at the endangerment finding stage.
C. The Societal and E conomic Impacts of General Aviation and P iston-E ngine Ail'craft

General aviation (or ·'GA ') is a key component of our nation' s transportation
infrasm1crure and economy. There are 5.261 public-use ailpons that can be directly accessed by
general aviation aircraft-more than ten times the number of ailpons served by scheduled
airlines. These public use ailpons are the only available option for fast. reliable. flexible air
u-ansponation to small and mral conllllmlities in eve1y comer of the counny . General aviation
directly supports jobs i.!1 these co1mmmities. provides a lifeline for small to mid-sized businesses.
and provides critical se1v ices to remote cities and towns, paiticularly in time of natural disaster
or c1i sis. As a result, general aviation is mliquely sinrnted to se1v e some of the public's most
cmcial transpmtation needs.
The econo1nic ilnpact of general aviation is also significant. General aviation contii butes
to the U.S. economy by creating output. employment. and earnings that would not othe1wise
occur. Direct ilnpacts. such as the purchase of a new aircraft, multiply as they trigger
transactions and create jobs elsewhere in the economy (e.g., sales of materials. elecu-mlics, and a
-4-
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wide range of other comp onents required to make and operate an airplane). Indirect effects
accrne as general aviation supports other facets of the economy, such as small business. rural
economies. and tourism. D irectly or indirectly, general aviation accounted for over 1.25 million
jobs in 2005 (with collective earnings exceeding $53 billion) and contributed over $150 billion to
9
the U.S. economy.
Any regulat01y action by the EPA related to lead emissions will directly affect general
av1auon. Without approptiate consideration of aviation safety. technical feasibility. and
economic impact. a transition to an unleaded replacement for 1OOLL could have a significant
impact upon the viability and long-term health of the general aviation industty. To gauge this
impact, the general aviation engine and aircraft manufacturers are ctmently performing a fleetwide assessment to detennine the effects of any transition to cunently available lower-octane
10
unleaded avgas fuels.
Initial findings, based on an analysis of 72.2 percent of the FAA type cenified active fleet
of piston engine aircraft, indicate that approximately 57 .000 aircraft would be unable to operate
on the lower-octane unleaded avgas. This represents 34 percent of the fleet, including most
twin-engine airplanes. While some of these ait"craft and engines could be modified to operate
safely with a lower-lead foel. this would require either a reduction it1 horsepower or some degree
11
of engine replacement . Importantly, a large p01t ion of these aircraft are operated in business or
commercial serv ice with high utilization. As a result, ait·craft unable to operate on the loweroctane unleaded avgas represent a high proponion of total general aviation flight hours. This
translates dit·ectly to a significant economic impact upon general aviation and other related
sectors, such as aitpon operations. sales of fuel, maintenance. pan s, and se1v ices to these ait·craft
operators.
In order to better quantify and understand these impacts. an analysis of engines and
afrcraft by make/model is ctmently being cross-referenced with FAA activity data regardit1g
general aviation operations in 2008. This will allow quantification of flight hours. type of
operation. and fuel consumption. The resulting impact analysis will provide an imp01tant
baseline on the safety. technical. and economic effects associated with transitioning to potential
rep lacements for the ctm ent 1OOLL standard. Results are expected within the next several
months. Once complete, these results will be provided to the EPA for consideration in regard to
the ANPR and any future aircraft engine emissions standards.

D. Historical and Current Efforts to Reduce Lead in Avgas and Related Safety
Considerations
There is no demonstrated unleaded replacement for lOOLL avgas that meets the safety
and operational requirements of the entit"e fleet . Unlike the transition away from leaded gas in
9

MergeGlobal. Inc. General Aviation 's Conhibution to the U S. Economy . at 2 (May. 2006). available at
http://www.gama.aero/fileslga _contribution_to_ us_economy_pdf_ 498cd04885.pdf (accessed August 2 7. 2010).
These conservative figures do not measure all of general a,iation' s significant net benefi ts to the U.S. economy.
10
A lower octane replacement for lOOLL would be considered a ·worst case scena1io because octane rating is a key
property of avgas ha,·ing the greatest in1pact upon engine power and aircraft peifonnance. High perfonnance
aircraft engines require a mininmm of 100 octane in order to safely produce rated horsepower.
11
These replacements would entail a bigger engine displacement with lower compression ratio.
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budget for the 2011 fiscal year proposed $2 million annually for five years to ftmd additional
research and development of alternative general aviation foels. Congress has also expressed
support for this research-the House and Senate Transp01tation Approp1iations Bills fully fund
the FAA's research program on alremative fttels for general aviation and specifically recognizes
its impo11ance and requests FAA to derail in funu-e budgets the resources necessary to implement
a transition to unleaded avgas. Appendix C provides additional details on these and other effo11s
to reduce or eliminate lead in avgas.
III.

COMMENTS ON THE ADVAJ.'1'CE NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING

TI1e ANPR indicates that the EPA is focused on a perceived obligation to make an
endangennent finding related to lead emissions from avgas. However. such a detennination is
not required by the FOE petition or the CAA. Moreover. any such finding would be premamre
because the EPA lacks sufficient data ro make a careful, reasoned derenninarion ar this rime.
There is limited data and modeling on lead emissions from avgas, and c1ment data indicates no
violation of the new, highly protective lead NAAQS. When additional infomiation becomes
available as a result of new monitoring requirements and additional fuel studies discussed above.
the EPA will be in a better position to evaluate lead emissions from piston-engine aircraft. In the
meantime, the general aviation C011lllitmity stands ready ro suppo11 additional data collection and
research effons.
A. EPA Is Not Required to Make an Endangerment Finding
Neither the CAA nor the FOE Petition requires the EPA to make an endange1ment
finding. First. nothing in the Clean Air Act requires the EPA to make a finding related to lead
e1nissions from avgas. 14 In fact. Section 231 of the CAA begins by stating that the EPA .. shall
commence a smdy and investigation of ernissions of air pollutants from aircraft" to dete1m ine the
affect of such pollution and the "technological feasibility of c01molling" aircraft emissions.
CAA § 23 1(a)(l ). Second, the ANPR is the EPA· s response ro a petition that requests that the
EPA either make a finding that emissions from leaded avgas represent a danger to human health
and the environment or commence a study to enable the Agency to make such a detennination.
75 Fed. Reg. 22444. As discussed below. continued study is necessa1y given the limited data
ctmenrly available ro the EPA and the lack of any showing that lead emissions from avgas
conui bure ro any violation of rhe NAAQS. Accordingly. a decision ro engage in continued smdy
and analysis of this impo11ant issue is a co1Tect and logical response to the FOE Petition.
B. EPA H as Inadequate and Insufficient Data to Make an E ndangerment Finding
1. Cu1Tent Monito1ing Data is Liinited and Inadequate
The ANPR sets out the infonnation that the EPA has available to consider while makiI1g
any finding under Section 23 1 of the CAA. The ANPR also makes it clear rhar the Agency
cw1·enrly has iI1adequare or insufficienr inform ation from which it could find rhar leaded avgas
endangers the public health or welfare.

14
The EPA has recently affirmed the discretionary nanu·e of findings tmder Section 23 1 of the CAA See EPA's
Motion to Dismiss. Center/or Biological Diversity v. U.S. EPA. No. 10-985 (D.C. Cir. Aug. 20. 20 10).
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D. Futm·e C onsidemtions R egarding Ail'l'raft Engine Emissions Standards
The ANPR describes considerations regarding emission engine standa1·ds and requests
comment on approaches for transitioning the piston-engine fleet to tmleaded avgas. As the EPA
recognized in the ANPR. '·[c]onve1iing in-use aircraft/ engines to operate on unleaded aviation
gasoline would be a significant logistical challenge. and in some cases a technical challenge as
well.'' 75 Fed. Reg. 22468. In recognition of this challenge and in response to the EPA' s
request. Appendices D and E provide additional information and recommendations regarding
possible future rulemaking by the EPA and the FAA to establish new standards to reduce or
eliminate lead emissions from general aviation aircraft. and to transition the ii1-use fleet to an
unleaded avgas.
IV.

C ONCLl:'SION

For the general aviation community. any regulation of aircraft emissions is a safety of
flight issue. Small changes to aviation fuel can have life and death consequences for pilots.
passengers. and those living underneath flight paths. The EPA has recognized that safety is
paramom1t when addressing aircraft emissions. observing that "there is au added emphasis [in §
231 ] on the consideration of safety. T herefore. it is reasonable for EPA to give greater weight to
considerations of safety in this context than it might in balancing emissions reduction. cost. and
energy factors wider other [CA.A.] provisions.'' 17 The prominence of safety reinforces the need to
proceed carefully. and to make a determination only when such action is well suppo1ted by data
and careful analysis.
The current data set is seriously limited an d shows no exceedance of the highly protective
lead NAAQS due to aircraft emissions. Additional data that will become available over the next
few years will help to provide the EPA with a better understanding of lead emissions from avgas.
And the general aviation indushy is already engaged in research effort s on lower-lead
altematives to the cmrent I OOLL standard. Before making any detemu nation related to lead
emissions from piston-engine aircraft. the EPA should collect this new infonnation. design a
more comprehensive study. and evaluate avgas emissions using a more comprehensive data set.
The EPA should also contiime to engage with stakeholders and seek the expertise of the SAB
and the FAA. And. by establishing a fo nual Adviso1y Committee and engaging in Negotiated
Rulemaking. the EPA can facilitate stakeholder involvement and build consensus throughout the
rulemaking process. A decision to continue research into this in1portant issue before making any
determination is consistent with the Clean Air Act. responsive to the F1iends of the Earth
Petition. and will help to ensure that the EPA' s ultimate decision approp1iately protects pilots
and the public.

17

70 Fed.Reg. at 69,676 (promulga ting new NOx emissions standard5 for aircraft). The EPA's emphasis on safety
was upheld by D .C. Circuit in National Association of Clean Air Agencies v. EPA, 489 F.3d 122 1 (2007).
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businesses more efficient. productive and successful. The Association represents more than
8.000 Member Companies of all sizes and located across the country.
The Amet'ican Petroleum Ins titute (API)

The American Petroleum Institute is the only national trade association that represents all aspects
of America·s oil and natural gas industry. Our more than 400 corporate members. from the
largest major oil compan y to the smallest of independents. come from all segments of the
i.ndushy. They are producers. refiners. suppliers. retailers. pipeline operators and marine
transporters. as well as service and supply companies that suppoti all segments of the industty.
The l\"ational Petrochemical and Refine1·s As.odation (NPR~)

The National Petrochemical & Refiners Association is a national trade association based in
Washington. D.C. representing more than 450 members. including virtu ally all U.S . refiners and
petrochemical manufacturers. Our members supply consumers with a wide variety of products
used daily in their homes and businesses. TI1ese products include gas oline, diesel fuel. home
heating oil. jet fuel. lubricants. and the chemicals that serve as ' ·building blocks·' for everything
from plastics to clothing to medicine to computers and many other products essential to
maintaining and in1proving the nation's quality oflife.
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APPE1\1DLX B
SAFETY AND OTHER CO:\TSIDERATIONS RELATE D TO AYGAS REFORMULATION AND
REPLACD 'IENT OF lOOLL

Avgas fonnulation and performance prope11ies have a significant impact upon aviation
engine performance and must be suitable for aircraft use tmder a wide va1iety of operating
conditions. Aircraft/engines are designed and tested for operation using a specific avgas
specification/grade and type ce1tificated by the FAA as meeting all applicable minimum
ailwo1thiness safety standards. There are many safety and other considerations that must be
made related to an unleaded avgas replacement for 1OOLL, pa11icularly if there is any
refmmulation affecting the composition and propenies of avgas to which the entire in-use fleet
of ailnaft/engil1es have been ce1tificated by the FAA. This Appendix provides a summary of the
safety considerations related to avgas refo1mulation and FAA ce1tification of aii·craft/engines as
well as other considerations related to an unleaded avgas replacement for lOOLL.

A. Safety Considerations Related to Avgas Reformulation
ASTM D910. Standard Specification for A,·iafion Gasolines defines the composition and
prope1ties of the following specific types of aviation gasoli11e for civil use: Grade 80: Grade 91:
Grade 100: and Grade lOOLL (although l OOLL is predominantly the only avgas available at
ailpo1ts today). The following issues are a few of the many additional challenges faced when
developing a new avgas standard. Each parameter represents a critical safety of flight
characte1i stic that must be considered i11 the operation of general aviation aircraft.
1. Octane

Octane is a measure of the anti-detonation (also known as anti-knocking) properties of
gasoline which is its res istance to sudden and instantaneous ignition from compression (also
known as detonation or ·'knocking'') during a reciprocating engine's combustion cycle.
Sustained detonation can cause catastrophic engine failure. A high-perfonnance engine has a
higher compression ratio and requil·es higher-octane fuel. The advantage of a high perfmmance
ail·craft engi11e is that it provides higher horsepower ratings for a given engine weight.
Most research on a potential replacement for leaded avgas to-date has focused on
attaining the 100 motor octane requii·ement for the fleet of existing general aviation aircraft
because it determines the ability for the existing engines to safely use the fuel. A fuel's octane
rati11g has a dil·ect con-elation to a given engine's ability to produce its maxilmun rated power.
which in tum affects a munber of aii·craft safety factors i11cluding take-off distance. clilnb rate,
hot weather pe1fo1111ance, and load can-ying capability. Any reduction in power brought about
by a change in the octane rating or energy density of a new fuel requii·es re-cenificarion of the
au-craft and engil1e by the FAA: a tremendously expensive and labor intensive activity for which
neither government nor industiy has the capability or resources to complete.
But while octane is a critical consideration. it is only one of many fuel characte1istics that
affect the development of a safe and viable replacement for 1OOLL avgas.
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2. Distillation Cm,;e
One of the most important and informative prope1iies for engines operating on complex
fluid mixnu·es is the distillation (or boiling) curve of the fuel. Simply stated. the distillation
curve is a graphical depiction of the boiling temperature of a fluid mixnu·e plotted against the
volume fraction distilled. Distillation curves are us ed commonly in the design. operation and
specification of liquid fuels such as gasoline. diesel fuel. rocket propellant. and gas tm bine fuel
to ensure proper vaporization of the fuel and good air/fuel mixing prior to combustion.
Measurement of the initial temperatures and the examination of the distillation curves can serve
as methods to evaluate the operational parameters of fuels. such as cold/ho altitude sta1t
capabilities. fuel system ic ing. dynamics of acceleration. vapor pressure/susceptibility to vapor
lock and carburetor icing.
3. Vapor Pressure
Vapor presstu-e is a measure of a foel 's volatility. or how readily the foel will vaporize.
Vapor lock occurs when the liquid foel changes state from liquid to gas while still in the fuel
delivery system. TI1is dismpts the operation of the fuel pump. causing loss of feed pressure to the
carburetor or fuel injection system. resulting in transient loss of power or complete engine
stalling. Resta11ing the engine from this state may be difficult or impossible. TI1e fuel can
vaporize due to being heated by the engine. by the local climate or due to a lower boiling point at
high altitude. TI1e higher the volatility of the fuel. the more likely it is that vapor lock will occur.
A vgas has a lower and constan t vapor pressure compared to automotive gasoline. which keeps
avgas in the liquid state at high-altirude. preventing vapor lock.
4. Water Separation and Freeze Point
\.Vater solubility in hydrocarbon fuels is a function of their composition and temperanu·e.
For a given composition lower temperatures reduce the solubility of water in the fuel. Ctm·ent
avgas dissolves only a very small amount of water at ambient temperanu·es. TI1erefore there is
relatively little water to separate and freeze as the fuel cools at altitude. Additionally there are
additives that can be used with avgas which partition any water that does separate from the fuel
and lower the freezing point of the water.
Freeze point and water shedding are characteristics of a fuel that depend largely on the
composition of the fuel. Solids that fon.n from water or fuel freezing can impede flow of fuel
through filters and screens. starving the engme and reducing its power or in extreme cases
stalling an engine.
Because avgas is a mixture rather than a pure substance. there is not a temperature at
which the entire fuel him s from a liquid to a solid. Freeze point for an aviation fuel is the
temperatme at which crystals begin to fonu. actually at which the last crystal melts as the fuel is
wann ed. to avoid super cooling phenomena. Freeze point for avgas should be below the
temperatm e where an aircraft will operate long enough for fuel flow to be impacted by c1y stal
fan.nation from the dry fuel.
\.Vater separation is a pa1ticularly important trait in aviation gasolines because the fuel
systems are vented to the atmosphere and significant changes in altitude and temperature
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promotes condensation of \Yater in the fuel tattles which must settle out of suspension readily so
that it can be drained prior to flight to preYent loss of power due to water and/or ice
contamination ..
5. Ener!!V Density / Wei2:ht
Energy is the ability to do work. Per kilogram of mass or Yolume. different substances
release different amounts of energy when combusted. hi other words they have different energy
contents. Energy density can be defined by the amotmt of energy per gallon or per pound of fuel.
The higher the energy density. the more energy may be stored or transpotted for th e same
amount of volume or \Yeight. Because aircraft have fixed volume fuel tanks and are limited in
total weight for takeoff. both volmneuic and gravimetiic energy density are important
parameters of a new fuel. A lower energy density fuel directly translates to either reduced range.
reduced power. or a combination of the two. hicreased fuel weight equates to reduced load
carrying capability. decreased rate of climb at a giYen loading or reduced range of the aircraft.
6. Stability
Stability of a fuel can be defined as the resistance or the degree of resistance to chemical
change or degradation. When gasoline is not stored correctly over a petiod of time. gums and
varnishes may build up and precipitate from the gasoline. Gums and sediment may build up in
the fuel tank. lines. and carburetor or fuel injection components making it harder to start the
engine and cause rough operation of the engine. This could be a problem for aircraft as some are
typically parked without use for long pe1i ods of time . Additionally. because aviation gasoline is
not produced and sold in large quantities. fuel is often stored fo r extremely long petiods of time
before bein g deliYered to the aircraft for use.
7. Con-osiveness
A fuel 's coITosiveness directly relates to the mate1ial compatibility issues that such a fuel
would have on metal fuel system components including aircraft fuel tanks. fuel lines. an d
internal engine components.
8. Conductivity
The conductivity of a fuel is a measure of the ability of a fuel to dissipate static electiic
charge. Conductivity is impotiant because in a low conductivity fuel electtical charges can
accumulate and ultimately lead to dissipation in the fonn of a spark. This in tum is a fire sa fety
hazard. Aircraft nah1rally build up static charges by virtue of the fiiction invoh·ed in their
passage through the atmosphere and the fuel needs to be able to equalize the electrical charges
between aircraft components so as to prevent sparking.
9. Toxicity
All hydrocarbon fuels are toxic to one degree or another but aviation gasoline and any
fuhu e unleaded fuel cannot exhibit any mmsnal or significantly increased toxicity traits that
could affect persons handling the fuel. maintaining the aircraft. or impair flight crews in flight
through inhalation of harmful vapors.
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10. Composition

Specifications define the composition of aviation gasoline to limit maximum content of
certain chemicals in order maintain desired prope1ties and ensure it is suitable for civil aircraft
use under a wide variety of operating conditions. For example. 0 9 10 lim..its the total aromatic
content which relates to mate1ial compatibility issues of ce11ain aircraft fuel system components
made from natural rubbers and some polymeric substances
B. Safety Considerations Related to Aircraft/Engine ancl FAA Certification

As discussed previously a variety of physical and perfonnance prope11ies necessary for
an aviation gasoline such as octane. vapor pressure, distillation cmve and water separation must
be considered. However, fuel propenies are just the beginning of all the considerations
necessary ro ensure the safe operation of general aviation aircraft. General aviation engines and
aircraft are specifically designed, built and tested for operation using a specific avgas
specification which is ce1tified by the FAA as meeting all applicable minimum airwo1thiness
safety standards in 14 C.F.R. Federal Aviation Regulations ("FAR").
FAR part 33 prescribes ailwonhiness standards for aiI·craft engines i11cluding the
establishment of engine rati11gs and operating limitations relating to horsepower, temperatures,
pressures. component life and fuel grade or specification. The engine design and construction
must minimize the development of an unsafe condition of the engi11e between overhaul peiiods
which must be demonstrated through rigorous block tests . This includes operation throughout
the full envelope of extreme conditions the engine is expected to encounter in se1vice and
demonstration of the engines ability to stait in extreme cold/hot temperatures and altitudes. Fuel
propenies such as vapor pressure, freeze poi11t and distillation cmv e dil·ectly affect these engine
pe1fo1mance envelopes. The most imp011ant perf01mance range for an engine is horsepower and
the safety c1itical limiti11g factor is detonation. The octane level of avgas is a measure of
protection against the onset of detonation so the higher the octane the higher the horsepower that
is possible from a pa11icular engine and vice-versa. FAR section 33.4 7 requiI·es a test program to
ensure that an aircraft engi11e can operate without destrnctive detonation throughout its full range
of operation. In addition, each engine is subject to a prescriptive endurance test and inspection to
ensure reliability and continued ailwonhiness necessa1y for safety. FAA issuance of an engine
Type Cenificate which identifies a fuel grade or specification as a lin1itation constitutes approval
of the fuel for that paiticular make and model of engine.
FAR pans 23 and 27 prescribes minimum ailwonhiness standards for nonnal catego1y
aill)lanes and n01mal category rotorcraft, respectively (which are the aiI·craft typically powered
by piston-engi11es). This includes demonstration of minimum aircraft perfonnance requirements
such as takeoff runway length, clin1b, speeds and distance over a range of conditions such as
maximum weight/payload, maxilnum outdoor temperah1res and ail1J011 altitudes up to 10,000
feet. The c1i tical pe1fo1mance envelopes and operational safety limitations for an aircraft
established by these tests are dfrectly dependent upon the installed engine and particularly the
rated horsepower it provides. The FAA Type Certificate for an aill)lane or rotorcraft specifies
the approved engine installation and identifies the fuel grade or specification as a lin1itation
which constitutes approval of the fuel for that particular make and model of ail-craft.
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In addition. FAR parts 33. 23 and 27 require materials compatibility testing to
substantiate that the fuel is compatible with all engine and aircraft materials to ensure that there
are no safety and ai..rwo11hiness impacts upon components and pm1s such as pistons. Yalves.
turbochargers. cm·buretors. pumps. hoses. gaskets. seals. fuel tanks. stm ctm e. sealants etc.

Each new make and model of engine and aircraft introduced into the fleet was
specifically designed. tested and FAA ce11ificated with lOOLL (or equivalent ASTM 0 9 10
leaded avgas). Aviation fuel has a direct and significant impact upon both the engine and aircraft
perfomtance and compliance with the applicable FAA safety stan dards. Therefore. the range of
safety comiderations for a .-iable unleaded fuel to replace lOOLL is a much greater challenge due
to the broad ran ge of in-use engines and aircraft that have ak eady been ce1tified. An alternative
fuel that has any difference in physical. chemical or performance prope11ies from 1OOLL raises
potentially significant safety implications that w ill have to be carefully evaluated with respect to
both the engine and aircraft. The FAA Advisory Circular AC 20-24 describes the procedures for
approving the qualification of new fuels for in-use ce11ificated aircraft engines. It essen tially
requires re-ce11ification tluough the same engine tests mid inspections discussed above for those
airworthiness an d performance requirements affected by fuel prope1ties that are different from
the existing lOOLL.
C. Othei· Con sidei·ations R elated to an Un lead ed AYgas R eplacement

Although safety is paramount. there are many other considerations for a viable unleaded
aYgas replacement for l OOLL. We must ensure that an unleaded avgas is more environmentally
acceptable than the fuel it is intended to replace and does not introduce any new environmental
concem s today or in the foreseeable future. As discussed in Appendix C. some of the most
promising early research for unleaded avgas centered on the use of ethers such as ETBE. MTBE
and TAME as octane enhan cers to replace lead. These chemicals were being widely used at the
time in automotive gasoline but have been all but banned from use in the U.S . due to concem s
about ground water contamination and other repo11ed health issues. Aircraft emissions must also
be environmentally acceptable so due consideration needs to be made regarding C02. NOx.
VOCs. carcinogens. and any other potential areas of interest. In addition. consideration of
potential human health impact of unleaded avgas will need to be made regarding matters such as
handling. storage. venting. toxicity and water solubility.
Another key consideration for a viable tmleaded avgas replacement for lOOLL is the
economic in1pact. This includes both the upfront costs to transition to an unleaded avgas as well
as the long term cost in1pact of operating on a new fuel. The EPA recognizes in the A PR that
conve1i ing in-use aircraft/engines to operate on unleaded aviation gasoline would be a significant
logistical challenge. and in some cases. a technical challenge as well. As discussed previously. a
change to the approved avgas or modifications to engines and aircraft require FAA certification
to ensure compliance with applicable airwo11hiness safety standards necessary for safety. The
FAA ce11ification process is comprehensive and requires significant investment of resources.
expe1t ise and tinie to complete. The cost and resource impact upon both industry and
govenunent can be extremely significant depending upon the level of effo11 and number of
modifications that may be necessary to support a transition of the in-use fleet to an unleaded
aYgas. However. the closer the physical and pe1fo1111ance prope11ies of an unleaded avgas to
l OOLL. the less upfront economic impact there would be. particularly with respect to octane
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rating since it is a critical fuel prope1iy for aircraft engines to maintain rated horsepower which is
critical for high pe1fo1m ance aircraft to maintain their operational safety limitations. Another
potentially significant upfront cost for an unleaded avgas is the im pact upon the fuel production
and distribution infrastrncture and level of modifications/investment that may be necessa1y.
Long-tem1 economic in1pacts that should be considered are the cost of unleaded avgas per gallon
and any potential in1pact on aircraft/engine operating and maintenance costs. These are ongoing
costs incm1·ed by entire in-use fleet for the foreseeable fuhire.
An unleaded avgas that works in aircraft is not a viable replacement for lOOLL if it poses
environmen tal and health concem s: would not be produced and made available where and when
needed: or imposes significant economic impact that threatens the long-term viability or
sustainability of general aviation in the U.S. Due to the relatively small size of the avgas market
and the need for a dedicated distribution system for safety controls. the Coalition believes there
can only be one avgas and that any future unleaded replacement must accommodate the entire
fleet. Additional information on the challenges presented by a dual-fuel approach are discussed
in Appendix E.
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APPENDIX C
HISTORIC A i" lffi CURRENT EFFORTS TO Rl:DUCE L EAD lJli A YGAS

A. Denlopment of T he Current lOOLL Standard

Lead in a, ·iation gasoline has been an environmental concern since the passage of the
CAA in 1970. As a result. industty voluntarily began an initiative to reduce the amount of lead
in avgas during the 1970's. After extensive research. it was determined that the fuel
specification could be altered to reduce the maxinuun amount of TEL from 4.24 grams of tetraethyl lead per gallon to 2.12 grams without significantly affecting the safety of the ctment fleet
of aircraft. This effort reduced the lead content of avgas by half and resulted in the lOOLL
standard in use today.
The safety of a,·iation products is strongly influenced by the design margins established
for that product. FAA regulations require that aviation products are ce1tified to standards which
ensure the required levels of flight safety. For example. the majority of the reciprocating engine
models which power the cmTent general aviation fleet were ce1tified to FAA standards which
required that the lean limit fuel flow be 12 percent greater than the leanest fuel flow resulting in
detonation. All engineering parameters of an aircraft have safety margins built in so. although
the overall safety of the fleet was not affected by the reduction it1 lead content. the lead reduction
did di.niinish the anti-detonation margin of safety in piston powered aircraft.
The reduction of lead also set off a series of safety and dm·ability problems due to the
reduction in lubricating qualities that lead provides it1 engines. hi the years following the switch
to lOOLL. several aircraft have experienced materials compatibility issues such as fuel leakages
due to deterioration of seals ill the fuel system . Additionally many au-craft experienced ,·alve
seat issues due to the reduction of lubrication delivered by the lead. Valve seats often end up
being cracked or wom due to thennal stress. tl1ennal shock or mechanical stress. Lead in avgas
adds protection against such stresses.
B. R esea1·ch into Unleaded Avgas Alternath"es

Twenty years ago. Congress enacted the 1990 CAA amendments. This actioncombined with a series of market forces involving the production. handling. and storage of
leaded fuels- produced significant concem about the future availability of high-octane aviation
gasoline . The most serious issue at the titne was the perceived requirement to develop a suitable
m1leaded replacement for leaded 1OOLL aviation gasoline that would satisfy the needs of the
existing fleet of piston powered aircraft. This effort would involve laborato1y research. materials
compatibility testU1g. test cell and flight testing. standards writin g. and possible rece11ification of
some or all of the existing fleet of piston powered au-craft. No wholesale techn ological change
of this magnitude had ever been attempted in civil aviation history. hi addition. there was
significant question at the time whether the petroleum and aviation industries had the necessary
resources or financial incentive to itn-est ill this undertaking. pa1t icularly the rece1t ification of an
aging existing. fleet of general aYiation aircraft . Still. the general aviation industry reached a
consensus ill the early 1990 ' s that research should be conducted. employing all possible
resources. to fmd a drop-it1 unleaded alternative to 1OOLL.
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1. The ASTM International Process

ASTM International. originally known as the American Society for Testing and Materials
('·ASTM"'). was fonned over a cenh1ry ago and is one of the largest Yoluntary standards
development organiz ations in tl1e world and a trusted source for technical standards for materials.
products. systems. and services. Known for their high technical quality and market relevancy.
ASTM International standards have an important role in the infonu ation i.nfrastm cture tl1at
guides desigtL manufacturing and trade in tl1e global economy. The ASTM committee that
oversees the standards for aviation foels is a consensus-driven member committee made up of
stak eholders that have a material interest in aviation fuel such as oil companies. additive
producers. original equipment manufacturers ('·OEM''). STC providers. and any other concerned
participants. The initial work to identify an unleaded aviation fuel began through the ASTM.
where the standards for aviation fuels are developed and maintained. in early 1990s.
After a great deal of work there it became evident that the ASTM process. while ideal for
the development and maintenance of standards. was not intended or suited for coordinating
wholesale research programs. With this in mind. the aviation and petroleum industries submitted
a request to the CRC to take on the program of developing an unleaded high-octane aYiation
gasoline to replace lOOLL. In the meantime. work continued at ASTM on specific technical
questions conceming the criticality of ce1iain fuel specification limits and qualities. The two
programs were populated by many of the same professionals from the aviation and petroleum
industries and were closely coordinated to support one another.
2. The Coordinatinz Research Council process
The CRC is a non-profit organization that directs. through committee action. engineering
and environmental studies on the in teraction betw een automotive/other mobility equipment and
petroleum products. The fo1m al objective of CRC is to encourage and promote the arts and
sciences by directing scientific cooperative research to develop th e best possible combinations of
fuels. lubricants. and the equipment in which they a1·e used. and to afford a means of cooperation
with the government on matters of national or international interest within this field.
A panel was fonued under the sponsorship of the CRC with the objective of developing a
method to consistently rate aircraft engine octane requirement under harsh repeatable conditions
and to detenu i.ne the general aviation fleet octane requirements. In order to accomplish this
obj ective. the Octane Rating Group had to develop two ASTM standard practices. or methods. to
consistently rate aircraft engine octane requirements under harsh. repeatable conditions
representative of the operational environment. These methods were used to detennine the
tmleaded fuel octane requirement of the general aviation fleet.
Considering: the research and testing required to identify a drop-in foel. the Unleaded
Aviation Gasoline Development Panel was or gani zed tmder the sponsorship of the CRC and was
f01m ed with the objective of conducting research and testing that would facilitate development
of the next generation aviation gasoline - a high octane unleaded aviation gasoline as an
environmentally compatible. cost effective rep lacement for the cm1·ent ASTM D9 10 1OOLL fuel.
This panel acted as a steering committee. providing o,;ersight and direction for research and
testing and suppo1ied an interactive, collaboratin process with the goal of the development of an
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aviation gasoline that would meet the requirements of both the existing and fu ture general
anat1on fleet. Safety. reliable operation. and ern-ironmental awareness w ere the driving
principles. Membership of the CRC Un leaded A VGAS Development Panel cuITently consists of
over 60 individuals representing over 40 differen t organizations and includes representatives
from the airframe manufacturers. engine manufacturers. fuel producers. FAA. AOPA. EAA.
GAMA. and other interested pa1iies.
Recognizing the large size of the CRC Unleaded A VGAS Development Group and its
diverse membership. methods were evolved to facilitate progress. Fonnation of small Task
Groups working as a subset of the CRC Development Group. use of a single lab for blending an d
analysis. and allocation of the FAA Technical Center engine test facility as the prima1y test
n::source were significant factors in achieving this goal. Parallel test programs at the FAA
Technical Center and at C essn a Aircraft using different engines to test 30 unleaded blends
further enhanced the research process and methods. These factors contributed to facilitating
progress of the collaborative effort wherein Task Group members provided base fuels. blend
components. and technical guida nce with actual engine testing perfonued by the FAA Technical
Center.
3. Challen e:es Discovered Dmin e: the Coordinatine: Research Council Process
From a technical standpoint. the process of identifyin g an unleaded avgas proved to be
far more daunting than any imagined in 1990. To date 110 unleaded form ulation has been found
that can meet the octane needs of the existing fleet of high-pe1fonuance aircraft engines while
also maintaining the other necessary safety qualities of an aviation gasoline such as vapor
pressme. hot and cold starting capabilities. material compatibility. water separation.
corrosiveness. storage stability. freeze point. toxicity and a host of other necessary traits.
Some of the most promising early research centered 011 the use of ethers such as ETBE.
MTBE and TAME as octane enhancers. These chemicals were being widely used at the time in
automotive gas oline as oxygenates for environmental reasons. W hile there was some promising
work in this area in raising octane. the goal of 100 motor octane was never reached and efforts in
this area have proved largely fruitless because ethers have been all but banned from use in the
United States due to concerns raised over groun d water contamination and other reported health
issues. Other areas of research have focused on tl1e deYelopment of super-alkylates as the base
stock for aviation gasoline and the use of amines and metal compounds other than lead as
possible additives. So far. none has provided a satisfa ctory solution .
As literally hundreds of unleaded fuel blends were proposed and tested some fundamental
questions began to emerge about the qualities ofleaded versus unleaded fuels such as wheth er an
unleaded gasoline of a given octane rating would perform in an aircraft engine in an equivalent
manner to a leaded gasoline of the same octane rating. While it \\"ould seem that the experience
of the transition fro m leaded to unleaded automotive gasoline w ould have covered this grom1d.
fondamental question such as this had never been answered or the results quantified. In the end
the an swer was a defi.nitiYe and surp11sing no. Leaded and m1leaded fuels of the sam e octane
rating do not provide the same level of anti-knock and detonation protection. This is but one
example among many of the complex work tha t has been necessary to provide a teclmical
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understanding of the problem and a fotmdation on which a solution can be based. TI1ese are not
academic exercises for the sake of knowledge but rather critical data in suppo1t of flight safety.
Other areas of research have been focused on the fleet of aircraft engines themselves.
Historically. all of the piston aircraft engines in the world have been developed. tested and
certificated to work on a fuel of known qualities and octane ra ting. Once shown to work with a
margin of safety using the fuel available and largely unchan ged since the 1940's the ce1iification
process was complete from a fuel standpoint. No one has e\o·er made any attempt to determine
the actual octane needs of the piston engine fleet and such a determination was unnecessary as
long as the engines worked on the 100 octane fuel that has been aYailable. For the first time.
significant laboratory controlled testing of aircraft engines was required to determine the actual
octane needs of the piston engine fleet in order to answer the question of how low octane could
be dropped before the safety margin against destructive detonation would be compromised or
eliminated entirely. As one would expect the ans\Yers va1i ed with each make and model of
engine. but in many instances every bit of the anti-detonation characteristics of the 1OOLL was
required in order to safely operate the engine. This lead to the conclusion that for a percentage
of the fleet. any reduction in octane would have a se1i ous im pact on the safety and utility of the
aircraft.
4. Coordinatinz Research Council Research Results
In Jtme 2010. the CRC submitted their final report on the research results on '·Unleaded.
High-Oct-ane Aviation Gasoline.'' In excess of 279 expe1imental unleaded high octane blends
\Yere formulated and tested by the CRC UL A VGAS Oe\o·elopment Group. After all of the
research and testing the UL Development Panel did not identify a transparent replacement for the
lOOLL AVGAS product however there were significant '·lessons learned." Among those lessons
learned were:

•

Although full scale engine tests indicated some blends \Yere capable of providing knock
free operation in the test engine. these blends represented the use of specialty chemicals
which may require fi.ut her evaluation with respect to environmental impact.

•

Although some experimental blends of specialized components were shown to exceed the
lOOLL specification of 99.6 MON mininmm. such formulations are very different as
compared to the ctment ASTM D 910 product and potentially compromi'> e other
important foel prope1iies and specifications.

•

Leaded and unleaded A Ygas of the same octane nmnber do not petform the same in
engines - Leaded avgas offers greater octane satisfaction in full size engines when
compared to unleaded products of similar laborato1y MON.

•

Test results indicated a minimum lmleaded octane requirement greater than 100 MON is
needed for naturally aspirated engines and higher for nu·bocharged engines depending
upon engine po,,·er output and configuration.
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Congress has also recognized the importance and suppo11ed moving forward with
tmleaded avgas initiatives. The House Transportation/Housing and Urban De\-elopment
Appropriations Bill. FY 20 11 fully funds the FAA 's new initiative to research and test new
unleaded fuels and piston engine modifications to seek a safe alternative to the ctm-ently utilized
leaded avgas_ The Committee repo11 accompanying the Bill states that:
'T he Committee recognizes the need for FAA to implement a program to
develop aircraft engine emissions and airworthiness regulatory standards and
policies to remove lead from the fuel used in piston engine aircraft. This program
should be coordinated with cunent industr y initiatives established to transition the
piston engine aircraft fleet to reduced lead or unleaded fuel . The FAA should
collaborate in this effo11 with indust1y groups representing aviation consmners_
manufach1rers. fuel producers and distributors. EPA and other relevant agencies
as appropriate. FAA should also take proper account of aviation safety_
em·ironmental improvements _ technical feasibility and economic impact on the
current and fuh1re general aviation fleet. The Committee recognizes that this
program will have a resource impact on the FAA and expects FAA to detail in
future budgets the resources necessa1y to implement this program including
certification.·,
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APPENDIXD
FUTiiRL CO'.\:SIDERATIO~S RI:GARDL'\'G AIRCRAFT ENGTht E!\IISSIO'.\:S S TA. ;nARDS

In addition to describing and inviting comment on the current data to support the EPA 's
endangennent and cause or contribute finding. the ANPR also describes considerations regarding
emission engine standards and requests comment on approaches for transitioning the pistonThis Appendix provides additional information and
engine fleet to unleaded avgas.
recommendations from the Coalition regarding possible future mlemaking by the EPA and the
FAA.

The aviation and petroleum industries have been working together to tackle the
technological ban'ier of producing an tmleaded aviation gasoline that mirrors the pe1fo1111ance
and prope1ty characte1'istics of 1OOLL. Thus far. no '·drop in.. unleaded solution has been
identified to replace lOOLL The EPA recognizes this in the ANPR when stating that
transitioning in-use aircraftl engines to operate on unleaded aviation gasoline would be a
significant logistical and technical challenge and would likely require FAA safety certification. It
is clear that compromises will have to be made and the challenge is to identify where those
compronuses can be made with the least impact on safety. cost. availability and aircraft
petfonuance.
A. Assessment of Reduced Lead AYgas fol' ~eal'-Te1·m Reductions in Lead Emissions
A technical and regulatory process to develop and implement a transition to an unleaded
avgas that adequately considers aviation safety. technical feasibility and economic impact will
require several years. Therefore. the aviation and petroleum indus ti'ies have been assessing the
feasibility of replacing lOOLL with a ''very-low-lead·' fonnulation in order to provide near-tem1
reductions in lead emissions inR11to1y from general aviation which could be implemented in
time to support National Ambient Afr Quality Standards for Lead compliance activities. The
CRC has established a new task group to evaluate reducing the amount of lead in avgas while
maintaining all other prope1iies necessary fo r a "drop in·• replacement to detennine whether a
near-tenu reduction in lead emissions from general aviation is possible. The data analysis and
drafting of the rep01ts are cmTently being finalized. but initial findings indicate the potential of a
20% reduction in lead content. If the findings in the final repo11 are consistent. it will be used as
the basis for a ballot proposing a change to the 0910 specification to provide for a 100 octane
ve1y low lead avgas with a 20 percent reduction in the maximum TEL content from today's
lOOLL. This ballot is expected to be considered at the ASTM December 8. 2010 meeting.
B. Prog1·:un to Facilitate Unleaded AYgas Replacement for lOOLL
The Coalition is working with the FAA to develop and in1plement a comprehensive
program to facilitate the qualification of an unleaded avgas replacement for lOOLL and safe
transition of the in-use fleet. We believe that FAA's role is critical in this effort given that the
FAA has the statutory authority and sole responsibility for implementing standards for aircraft
including the approval of an unleaded avgas and safety certification of engines and aircraft that
use it. This program should be coordinated with current industry initiatives and collaborate with
industry groups representing aviation consumers. manufacturers. fuel producers and distributors .
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APP'Ei\UIX 'E
C HALLENGES OF A D UAL FuEL T RAl\"SITIO - APPROAC H

Ou January 10. 1973 . the EPA required that unleaded fuel for automotive uses be made
anilable by m.id-year 1974. This requirement began a process that ended in 1996 when the EPA
finaliz ed rules for a complete ban on the use of lead in automotive fuels. The 197 3 requirement
created a dual availability of leaded and unleaded automotive fuel. a strategy that has been
suggested as a solution to reduce the amotmt of lead used in general aviation. Stark differences
between aviation gasoline and automotive gasoline usage and distribution. however. make this
strategy impossible.
While the introduction of additional grades of fuel was a sound strategy for the reduction
of lead use in the automotive industry. there are serious challenges to and concerns with the
application of that strategy to aviation. Increased costs. lowered availability and decreased safety
combine to make a dua l fuel solution. or transitional solution. to the issue of lead use in aviation
tmworkable.
The challenges facing the production. transportation and distribution of aviation gasoline
in a dual fuel envirolllllent was sununarized in the A vi.at.ion Gasoline Survey - Su11una1y Report
released in June of this year by API:
··A key result fro m the survey indicated that no company [ cuffent avgas producer]
would pro-vide both 1001 1 and an unleaded avgas at the same ti.me. The survey
asked what infrastructure issues might become a problem in selling a dual fuel
(that is. 1001 1 and unleaded avgas). All of the respondents indicated problems in
maintaining duplicate distribution systems dmi.ng the phase in. having to add new
tanks to handle two fuels and cross contamination issues."'
The first point that must be noted \Yhen understanding the :impossibility of a dual fuel
solution fo r aviation is the very low vol1m1e of avgas produced. and therefore used. in
comparison to overall transp011ation fuel. According to the U.S . Energy Infonnation
Administration. avgas production accmmts for only 0.1 percent of overall trnnsp011.ation fuel
production.
A. P t'odu d ion, T r anspo1·ta tion ancl Distr ibution
In most cases. avgas is cu11"e11tly delivered to distribution tenninals from manufacturers
then shipped via over-the-road trailer to 011-ai.rpo1t fuel service providers. Significant difficulties
exist today. in a single-grade avgas env-ironment. in finding space fo r avgas storage at delive1y
terminals. Fuel storage capacity at tenninals is limited and due to the ve1y specific quality
requirements of aviation fuels. as opposed to automotive and other fuels. dedicated taukage is
required. meaning tenni.nals must make a business decision as to whether to supply avgas . Many
te1minals. due to the ve1y low tlu oughput of avgas. in comparison to other products. have chosen
not to supply avgas at all. The limited number of terminals that do supply avgas are serving an
ever-increasing area. leading to increasing shipping costs to the final user.
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ASTM Background
UAT ARC Assessment
The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM International) was formed in 1898 for the
purpose of collecting, standardizing and disseminating technical knowledge. The main committee
on Petroleum Products and Lubricants was formed in 1904 with the first commercial aviation
gasoline (Avgas) specification being issued in 1942. The significance of this is that ASTM, as a
consensus organization, has been involved from the first commercial Avgas product. ASTM
remains open to all parties involved with Avgas, ensuring the inclusion of those interested in
maintaining the myriad aspects of Avgas. Having this wide range of input ensures the
development of a robust specification. This input spans from production, testing, storage and
transportation to commercial and government end users throughout the world.
ASTM produces an annual book of standards that include test methods, specifications, practices,
guides and special technical publications including manuals directly related or specific to Avgas.
Commercially in the US, ASTM Avgas standards are widely used to describe fuel quality for
purchases under contract by purchasing agencies.
With regard to the US government, Public Law PL 104-113 directs “all Federal agencies and
departments to use technical standards that are developed by voluntary consensus standards
bodies, using such technical standards to carry out policy objectives or activities determined by the
agencies and departments.” Moreover, most state and local agencies use ASTM standards when
regulating fuel quality. The US military specification MIL-G-5572 was dropped in 1989 and now
buys its Avgas to ASTM D910.
Commercially, outside of the US, ASTM or UK Defense Standardization standards (Def. Stan.) are
used. The choice typically depends on individual country practices and is often specified in
international contracts. Specific to fuel, Avgas is either specified by ASTM D910 or Def. Stan. 91-90
(formerly DERD 2485).
There are three main places where the specification is applied. The first is at the point of
manufacture, where the fuel must meet the specification before the producer can ship the
product. The second is at the point of custody transfer, where the fuel must meet the
specification whenever title is transferred from one party to another (e.g., refinery to ship or
barge). The third is at the point where the fuel is being loaded into an aircraft.
As stated above, representatives from those involved with myriad aspects of Avgas constitute the
membership of the key committees. Members are classified as users, producers or general
interest. A user member represents an organization which purchases or uses the product (e.g.,
Aircraft operators, Engine, Airframe and accessory manufacturers etc.). A producer member
represents an organization that manufactures or sells Avgas. A general interest member is one
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that does not fit into the user or producer categories (e.g., pipeline, research organizations,
independent labs, consultants etc.). Specific to committee representation, all voting committees
must have a combined majority of user and general interest members over producer members.
The current ratio of users and general interest members to producers is on the order of 2 to 1.
Moreover, each organization has a single vote at each voting level. The main committee (D2;
Petroleum Products), the product subcommittee (J; Aviation Fuel) and the working section (J2;
Spark Ignition and Compression Ignition Aviation Engine Fuels) constitute the levels relevant to
Avgas. The actual writing of a standard or specification takes place at the section level.
ASTM standards or specifications are voted on by written ballot. Balloting for a new or revised
standard begins at the subcommittee level and progress through main committee and society
ballots. At each level a member can cast a negative ballot, citing technical objections. For a
negative to be valid it must be technically based. Each negative must be discussed and formally
voted on. If a negative is considered persuasive the ballot fails, but equally, if a negative is voted
non-persuasive by the group of voting members, the ballot passes.
The above description of ASTM International should make clear the need for any new fuel
development to occur in concert with ASTM, as safety of flight is maximized by addressing
innumerable issues related to fuel production, handling and distribution. In addition, ASTM
specifications would guarantee uninterrupted transport and transfer of a new Avgas domestically
and internationally. Current aviation fuel products, including Avgas, possess an ASTM
specification. An ASTM specification would also eliminate potential issues with Federal, State and
local government agencies that purchase or regulate any aviation fuel.
The FAA is a key voting member in ASTM and is currently collaborating with the aviation industry
to develop policies, methods, and specifications to facilitate the introduction of alternative
aviation fuels. Any new policies and or methods will need to be thoroughly vetted and any new
fuel evaluated well beyond current specification properties. Quality control, safety and ground
support equipment compatibility are a few of many important issues related to a new Avgas that
will need to be evaluated to ensure any new fuel will remain fit-for-purpose.
ASTM, in cooperation with the FAA, recently introduced a “Test Specification” designation
allowing new developmental fuels to rapidly progress through the ASTM process. Moreover, it
provides a standard which can be used to ensure each batch of a potential new fuel remains
consistent batch to batch throughout the fuel and engine testing process.
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Q eneral c21viation tlt)odifications, ~

c.

2800 Airport Rel. H a ngar A
Ada, OK 74820
580 436-4833
F ax 580 436-6622

December 19. 2011
Robert J. Gau ley. Mgr
Eugiue and Propeller Directorate Standards Staff. ANE-1 10
Federal Aviation Admiuistration
12 New England Executive Park
Bmliugton. MA O1803
Dear Bob.
GAMI appreciates the opportunity of detailing the issues sun-otmding the impact of
requiring an FAA certification path that mandates multiple fuel specification approvals
being developed and approved tlu ough the ASTM organization as pa11 of a "fleet-wide"
cen ification plan . It is ctmemly being contemplated that this ASTM approval process
would require both a ·'Test" specification and a "Production'' specification approval p1ior
to acceptance iuto or completion of an FAA sponsored test program for a new fuel. In
spite of the recognized value of the feedback from the indus uy this plan contemplates.
experience has shown that this plan is fraught with pitfalls vilt ually assured to delay or
prevent the successful approval of a new fuel to support fleet of piston aircraft requiring a
high octane. unleaded alternative fuel. Those obstacles are detailed below:
1. Intellectual Property Concerns
The fuels iudusuy has been notorious for iu-fighriug over intellectual property fuel
formulation issues. Early on. Task Force meetings for G 1OOUL demonstrated that
concem. Duril1g Task Force telecons. multiple members of the task force objected to
the inclusion of specifying the chemical composition ( in percentage tenns) in addition ro
the pe1fonnance propenies of the fuel. TI1e specific stated reason was that if percentage
chemical compositions were il1cluded in the specification. that would aid the owners of
the intellectual prope1ty for the G lOOUL fuel in asserting that IP.
The removal of the chemical composition puts the onus of proof on the holder of the
Intellecmal Prope1ty to prove th at the producer has/has not violated the Intellectual
Property in the absence of a Licensing Agreement. Funher. cenail1 Task Force
members (ctment avgas producers) stated strongly that they would not suppo11 the
inclusion of chemical compositional requirements as a pan of the fuel specification at a
tilne when the FAA was il1sistil1g that th e chemical composition be precisely defined fo r
the STC projec t. Unfortunately. the FAA then changed its previous position (which
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REQUIRED percemage chemical composition bounda1i es in the specification) and
actively supponed the objecting task force members.
Many of these parameters are ·'balanced'' against each other and represem ··choices" by
GAMI as to what GAMI has detemlined is optimal given all the considerations. i.e.
chemical compatibility. engine performance. economic factors. etc. Although it might
be 1lice to know if some of those perfonnance numbers or compositions could be
favorable altered, the pursuit of that represents an endless "science experiment''.

2. Endlessly Complex Test Prngram Being Developed AST\11 Where FAA Guidance
Already Exists
There is an ongoing ASTM task force involved in developing a guidance document

"Sra11dard Practice for the Eml11atio11 ofNett· A,·iation Gasolines and Ne,r A,•iatio11
Gasoline Addirh·es ". This guidance has been in development for many (1 0+) years and
grown in complexity as input from members has continued to suggest a broad scope of
tests to be considered in qualifying a new fuel. In spite of the good w ill involved in
developing a comprehensive set of tests developed to provide good assurance of
suitability of a new fuel. there are numerous new tests comemplared by this documem for
which there is neither a reference specification noted nor accept/reject criteria defined.
Many of these requirements have found their way into tllis document without data to
support the inclusion. or new tests are being defined that are absent of proof of method.
Ar the most recent ASTM meeting in December 20 11. I asked what the Task Force
intended to include with respect to documenting the need for the additional tests.
specifying reference test specifications and determ ining accep t/reject criteria guidance
and was told that it had been agreed upon that those will not be defined as a part of the
document. It was said that the fuel sponsor should do whatever tests it determines is
appropriate. compare to results on IOOLL and then bring those results for review by the
ASTM body who will determine the adequacy of the tests and the results as it relates to
approval of the 'Test" and "Production" specifications. This provides the likely
opportunity to "second" guess the test methods or arbitrarily evaluate results if "slightly
worse" is the result without reference to actual proven use in the aircraft/engine in
accordance with ctmem FAA guidance. This leads the fuel sponsor to an endless round
of "what if you tested it this way" or "maybe that's not good enough-tiy it again a little
different".
An example of th.is is documented in early G IOOUL Task Force telecons. Task force
members stated that as a part of the test fuel specification development process. GAMI
should undertake an extended development program to uy to define other new and
un known ' pe1fo nnance tests" that would be an alternative to the percentage chenlical
composition requirements or that GAMI should determine whether the proposed
specification perfonnance limits could or should be ft.lither extended based upon what the
airframe or engines might tolerate. This approach represents an endless test program that
is outside the scope of the approval of the specification as defined by the fuel
developer/sponsor.
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C1mently this document includes numerous criteria which have never been a pa11 of
engine or fuel certification and for which there is no established data to detennine
accept/reject criteria for that parameter. Examples of this include engine tear-down tests
for exhaust valve creep life response. flame speed. lubricity to name a few of those that
have not been a part of either the avgas fuel specifications nor the engine testing. There
is no certainty that this Task Force will successfully complete this guidance in any
reasonable period of time to support either a successful adoption ofa Test Specification
or a Production Specification of a new fuel. both of which are anticipated to be required
for the new certification process being defined to be completed. Besides. the FAA 's
Adviso1y and Regulato1y Material has been used successfully for the issuance of
approvals of fuels. lub1icants and engines for a long time without significant service
problems.

3. Excessive Time Frame/Costs for Completion
The presc1i bed guidance referenced above would substan tially increase the time frame
needed to complete tests. reports results. receive feedback and revise fonnulations if
needed due to ASTM meeting only twice a year. The scope of tests contemplated
represents a ve1y broad an d comprehensive application to the fleet that may or may not
be in the designed applicability of the fuel a contemplated by the fuel sponsor. Both the
extended time frame as well as the broad scope of tests dramatically increases the cost of
fuel development.
The ASTM document involves numerous engines being tested for significantly extended
times for durability testing. Previous FAA guidance has established the acceptan ce of
150 hour ..Block Test" times to evalua te durability considerations. No data exists to
substantiate why such extended time frames being proposed are required while copious
data exists to establish why 15 0 hour block tests are adequate. Limited application STCs.
i.e. for TN I0-550N engine in Cim.1s SR22 should not have to test other engines to satisfy
a "world-wide'' application consideration. These are marketing considerations and
should not be a part of a required FAA cei1ification process. The applicant should have
the opportunity to define the scope of his product's use.

4. Economic/Compatibility Challenges with Current Producers
Additional ASTM hist01y has shown that unless fuel fommlation falls within established
manufach1ring methods/equipment. progress will be likely U11dermined by the n m ent
producers during the ASTM specification process. Supposedly. within the ASTM
specification development process. only "technical.. issues can be raised as valid
(substantive) concerns but it was stated by one of the ASTM members at a recent
unleaded avgas meeting that there would be the likelihood ofnon-technical (i.e.
marketing) reasons driving the issuance of "contrived" technical issues as a means of
stalling the progress of a fuel that is not what the producers may want to produce. An
example of this would be the recent attempt for approval for an aviation gasoline that had
included the use of ETBE as an additive. In spite of ETBE being a commonly available
indust1ial product with defined pmity. in the absence of an ASTM specification for that
material. the fuel sponsors were forced to initiate the development of an ASTM
specification for the ETBE as an additive which has significantly delayed the approval of
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the test specification. Tliis particular fuel specification has been in works for over six
years. In the absence of agreement on the market applicability the approval of a
"Production" specification is unlikely.
The GA industry is in "crisis mode" for want of a suitable replacement fuel combined
with the residuals from a severe recession. As long as the existing producers can exe11
their muscle through ASTM in preventing the cer1ification of a new fuel. they can limit
the oppommity for a free market approach to consideration of a new fuel. Why are we
choosing now to invent obstacles to the successful cer1ification of a fuel in order to
facilitate their prefeITed production/delivery method') A candidate fuel producer should
have autonomy with respect to defining the quality of the fuel being considered. Perhaps
the candidate fuel producer is interested in satisfying the entire fleet of GA aircraft.
perhaps not.
5. Inability to Agree Upon M inimum Acceptable Detonation M argin/Test ~1ethods
As the octane rating of the fuel is directly influenced by the lead content. the specific
detonation test methods and margins established by those methods is a key consideration
in detennining the acceptability of any candidate fuel. Eve1y piston aircraft engine
ctm ently ce11ified has successfully undergone detonation testing as a pa11 of the engine
TC program.
Although detonation testing and determination of detonation limited operation has been
an established pa11 of engine certification without a histo1y of service difficulties. the
ASTM Task Force has detennined that now is an appropriate time to revisit the basics of
how these measurements are done and reestablishing new more conse1vative thresholds
for acceptance. The OEM engine producers share concern here as neither of the two
dominant engine OEMs have in1plemented this type of equipment as a pa11 of their own
engine cetiification. As a sidebar to this discussion is the newfound concern that the
1ninimum octane performance of the fuel at the cuITent stated 1OOMON may now be
insufficient to establish suitable "margins" when the specification is clear as to the
minimmn acceptable MON values. The indust:Iy . and GAMI in particular has been uy ing
for 18 months to sin1ply get a "first meeting" organized to begin to explore the concept
of "how good is good enough" (which meeting has yet to occur).
6. In Conflict with O:VIB Guidance
As previously submitted in greater detail. there is an Office of Management & Budget
mandate. Circular A-119. (th at required federal agencies to recognize that an agency
requirement ro use ASTM ( or other consensus) standards, "if improperly conducted. can
suppress free and fair competition: impede innovation an d technical progress: exclude
safer or less expensive products: or otherwise adversely affect a·ade. commerce. health,
or safety.··
On page 5 of the OMB document is fo tmd the following language:
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f. What considerations should my agency make when it is considering using a standard?
When considering using a standard, your agency should take full account of the effect of using the standard
on the economy, and of applicable federal laws and policies, including laws and regulations relating to
antitrust. national security, small business. product safety, environment. metrication. technology
development, and conflicts of interest. Your agency should also recognize that use of standards, if
improperty conducted, can suppress free and fair competition; impede innovation and technical progress;
exclude safer or less expensive products; or otherwise adversely affect trade, commerce, health, or safety. If
your agency is proposing to incorporate a standard into a proposed or final rulemaking, your agency must
comply with the "Principles of Regulation" (enumerated in Section 1(b)) and with the other analytical
requirements of Executive Order 12866, "Regulatory Planning and Review."

It is clear that the imposition of an ASTM requirement offers considerable opportunity to

materially affect free and fair competition: impede innovation and technical progress:
exclude safer or less expensive products: or otherw ise adversely affect trade. commerce.
health. or safety and as such should be reconsidered.
7. I nappropriate and Excessive Use of Federal Funds
Use of federal funds in this process represents an tmfair competition with indusny' s selffunded efforts to develop/ce11ify a fuel. In the event federal funds are used to develop
and suppon a process thatfacilitates or i11ce11tivi-;es persons or entities in the
development of new fuel formulations which may be in competition with other industty' s
self-funded effo1ts (i.e. investment in testing facilities. fuel development Rand D . etc .) is
m1fair competition and prohibited by law. It has been established that the market will
develop and bring forth for cenification. fuels fo r consideration in the absence of federal
subsidy.
Funding requirements for the anticipated "fleet-wide" certification plan requiring ASTM
approvals as a part of that adds to the considerable total amount contemplated for this
pmpose. Creation of acceptable alternatives offers the opp01t unity for expedited
solutions and a meaningful reduction in ftmding requirements.
Best regards.
GAMI

Tim Roehl
President
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DATE: January 27, 2012
SUBJECT: OAT ARC Response to GAMI Dissenting Opinion
REFERENCE: General Aviation Modifications, Inc. (GAMI) Memorandum, no subject,
dated December 19, 2011 (attached)
INTRODUCTION
The UAT ARC is tasked to provide recommendations to facilitate the development, approval and
deployment of an unleaded aviation gasoline with the least impact on the largest possible
segment of the existing fleet.

VAT ARC is recommending the utilization of the ASTM International aviation fuel specification
process as an integral element of the unleaded avgas development and transition plan. This
recommendation is based on the fact that ASTM Aviation Fuel Production Specification are
relied on today to support the safe and efficient production and commercial exchange of bulk
aviation fuels on a US interstate and international basis. As the scope of the UAT ARC tasking
and recommendations includes deployment, stipulation of a globally accepted third-party
consensus standard is a necessary consideration to facilitate an unleaded aviation gasoline
transition.
In addition, a key recommendation of the UAT-ARC addresses centralized FAA testing of
candidate unleaded fuels to generate standardized qualification and certification data. The data
will be used by the fuel developer to support both ASTM specification development and FAA
fleet-wide certification approval. This will reduce total overall costs and improve efficiencies by
eliminating the need for redundant and time consuming testing. Government and industry-inkind contributions will be used to fund the centralized testing.
The viability of the unleaded avgas development and transition plan presented in this report
relies on the integration and inclusion of the ASTM fuel specification process. Consequently,
the above recommendations were overwhelmingly supported by 19 of20 members of the UAT
ARC.
The referenced memorandum documents the one dissenting opinion which objects to utilizing
the ASTM process. The FAA Committee Manual (ARM-001-015) states that ifa dissenting
member presents a written objection, the ARC documents its position relative to the objection
with the reason why the ARC chose and retains its position and that the documentation shall be
submitted to the FAA as part of the ARC's recommendations (Part II, Chapter 6).
Arguments supporting the use of ASTM International fuel specifications are presented
throughout the UAT ARC report. In addition, the following documents the position of the other
19 members of the UAT ARC who support this recommendation.
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both ASTM fuel specifications and for fuel operating limitations developed without support of
an ASTM fuel specification.

2. "Endlessly Complex Test Program Being Developed by ASTM Where FAA Guidance
Already Exists"
Historically, piston engines and aircraft have been optimized for the characteristics of the
existing fuel specification, ASTM 0910, Standard Specification for Aviation Gasolines, over
millions of hours of accumulated operational experience. The challenge faced today by the
industry and the UAT ARC is to reverse this traditional approach. This will require the approval
of a novel composition unleaded avgas in a broad-based, or fleetwide manner for the existing
engines and aircraft. This is an unprecedented and technically challenging undertaking that is a
necessarily complex task with a broad scope. The draft ASTM document, "Standard Practice
for the Evaluation ofNew Aviation Gasolines and New Aviation Gasoline Additives," is being
developed to support this task. Out of necessity, it must accommodate the variability of fuel
formulations, and therefore will allow for some latitude in prescribing requirements. However,
this document will provide enough definition to greatly reduce the uncertainty of how to progress
through the ASTM process for developing a new avgas.
The task force established for this effort is building upon the widely successful development and
issuance of a similar standard practice developed for jet fuel; ASTM 04054-09, "Guideline for
the Qualification and Approval ofNew Aviation Turbine Fuels and Fuel Additives." This
document is a landmark document in the aviation fuel industry and was recently used to guide
the approval process for jet fuel made from Hydroprocessed Esters and Fatty Acids (HEFA)
blending components. The task force established to develop the equivalent version of this
document for piston-engine fuels has made great progress in the 2 Y2 years since its formation.
The current performance tests contained in ASTM specification 0910 apply to the specific
formulation of lead-containing avgas, but the test methods and pass/fail criteria defined in this
specification are not necessarily suitable for the different chemical compositions of potential new
unleaded avgas formulations. Therefore, investigation of the current and proposed new test
methods, as well as the pass/fail criteria, is necessary.
FAA guidance deals with certification of aircraft/engines to existing fuel specs. The ASTM task
force document deals with qualification of a new fuel for the existing fleet of aircraft and
engines. FAA guidance for fuel specification development does not already exist. Current FAA
guidance and regulations address engine and aircraft certification and specify operating
limitation requirements for aviation fuel, but do not address the development of fuel
specifications to be used for those operating limitations. Therefore, both the FAA guidance and
the ASTM standard practice are needed to provide the best opportunity to identify the least
impact fuel for the existing fleet.

3. "Excessive Time Frame/Costs for Completion"
As stated in the introduction of this document, the UAT ARC is tasked to provide
recommendations to enable the development, approval and deployment of an unleaded aviation
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gasoline for the largest possible segment of the existing fleet. Limited scope approvals of a new
fuel for one specified engine and airplane model are not within the scope of the tasking assigned
to the UAT ARC and thus the recommendations do not address these limited-scope approvals. It
should also be noted that the UAT ARC recommendations do not introduce impediments to the
utilization of existing approval pathways for these limited-scope approvals.
As described in the response to item 2 above, the fleet-wide nature of the tasks assigned to the
UAT ARC are significantly more difficult and challenging than a limited-scope approval.
Consequently, the UAT ARC considers the referenced draft ASTM standard practice an
indispensable tool for accomplishing this task.
The prescribed guidelines in the draft ASTM standard practice will reflect the data considered by
the ASTM members to be necessary to support the development of a specification for a new
avgas. These data requirements exist whether or not the document is ever published, so
development of this document will actually decrease the time frame necessary to develop an
ASTM fuel specification as it would provide a better defined path for fuel applicants.
Also as described in the response to item 2 above, FAA guidance deals with certification of
aircraft and engines to existing fuel specifications, not with development of those fuel
specifications. Likewise, specific FAA guidance regarding the 150 hour block test and
durability requirements are applicable to FAA approval of specific engine models, and are not
intended for the development of fuel specifications. The evaluation of long-term durability
during engine certification is an FAA regulatory requirement specified in l4CFR Part 33.19.
This evaluation can be accomplished by 150 hour endurance test, and if necessary, additional
long-term testing or supporting analysis.

4. "Economic/Compatibility Challenges with Current Producers"
The UAT ARC considers the efficiency and technical robustness that has characterized the
recent issuance of several key aviation fuel specifications a direct result of the objectivity and
collaborative approach of the peer-review process employed by ASTM International aviation
fuels subcommittee.
The ASTM consensus-based process provides for consideration of the interests of all
stakeholders, including fuel producers, engine and airframe manufacturers, users and others.
This results in criteria such as flight safety and performance influencing the final specification in
the same manner as fuel cost and producibility. The UAT ARC considers the ASTM consensusbased process as a safeguard against the influence of parochial agendas that might result from an
autonomous or independent specification development process. An autonomous process would
negate the balance of interests provided by the ASTM process. This balance of interest ensures
that fuel producibility issues do not take precedence over fuel performance or safety issues.

5. "Inability to Agree Upon Minimum Acceptable Detonation Marginffest Methods"
The procedures and equipment used by the engine OEMs to measure detonation are designed to
support engine certification, not the development of an aviation fuel specification. Comparison
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of ASTM test methods with the OEM certification compliance methods is inappropriate, as they
are designed with different objectives in mind.
ASTM has already established knock-rating procedures (see ASTM 06424 and 06812) and it is
likely that the ASTM standard practice will base any guidelines on these existing methods to
evaluate the anti-knock capability of a new fuel, and to correlate the anti-knock performance of
that fuel on a test bench with the performance on a full-scale engine. These methods will not
necessarily establish "new more conservative thresholds for acceptance", but will strive to
develop methods of fuel qualification that are accurately correlated to engine performance
demands and inclusive of new technology for measuring detonation.

6. In Conflict with OMB Guidance
The referenced letter states that Office of Management and Budget Circular A-119 includes
guidance advising Federal Agencies that "improper use of consensus standard may suppress free
and fair competition, impede innovation and technical progress, exclude safer or less expensive
products, or otherwise adversely affect trade, commerce, health or safety". The letter then states
that the UAT ARC recommendation to include ASTM International aviation fuel specifications
as an integral element of the FAA-funded fuel testing program "offers considerable opportunity
to materially affect free and fair competition, impede innovation and technical progress, exclude
safer or less expensive products, or otherwise adversely affect trade, commerce, health, or safety
and as such should be reconsidered".
The UAT ARC concurs that improperly conducted procedures would present the issue identified
in OMB Circular A-119. For this reason, the UAT ARC recommendation specifies participation
in related ASTM activities, which in conjunction with the ASTM committee rules and appeal
procedures will prevent improper conduct.
ASTM International bylaws are quite clear regarding the justification necessary to prevent
issuance of a specification in response to objections submitted as negative ballots during the
specification development process. Only negative ballots that are found by the committee or
subcommittee to be technically persuasive are considered binding. If negative ballots submitted
for a proposed fuel specification are found technically persuasive, then this confirms that the
proposed fuel specification has serious technical issues or deficiencies. This ensures that the
issuance of a proposed fuel specification cannot be impeded unless a valid technical reason exists
that aviation safety will be adversely affected if the specification were to be issued.
Furthermore, reliance on the ASTM International consensus-based specifications for the FAA
certification elements of the UAT ARC recommendations is consistent with the guidance
contained in OMB Circular A-119. The purpose of Circular A-119, "Federal Participation in the
Development and Use of Voluntary Consensus Standards and in Conformity Assessment
Activities," is to "direct agencies to use voluntary consensus standards in lieu of governmentunique standards except where inconsistent with law or otherwise impractical. Further, the
circular states that the purpose of agency participation in a voluntary consensus standards
activities is to, among other things, "Further such national goals and objectives as increased use
of the metric system of measurement; use of environmentally sound and energy efficient
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materials, products, systems, services, or practices; and improvement of public health and
safety."

7. Inappropriate and Excessive Use of Federal Funds
The referenced letter states that "the use of Federal funds to subsidize and incentivize persons or
entities in the development of new fuel formulations which may be in competition with other
industry's self-funded efforts is unfair competition and prohibited by law." The UAT ARC has
taken great care to develop an open and fair process for selection of fuels for the FAA-funded
testing program. This process is open to all companies, persons, or other entities that meet the
objective technical criteria that will be developed to support this program. Prospective fuel
producers will not be prohibited from participating in the FAA-funded fuel testing program
unless they are unable to provide acceptable technical data in accordance with the criteria to be
established for this program. As such, the FAA-funded fuel testing program recommended by
the UAT ARC does not represent "unfair competition" nor is it prohibited by law.

CONCLUSION
VAT ARC has undertaken significant discussion and considered the dissenting opinion. It is our
conclusion that the arguments presented in the dissent are not persuasive and that the UAT ARC
report provides the best opportunity to identify an unleaded aviation gasoline(s) that will have
the least impact to the existing fleet.
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Industry DAH Non-Recurring Cost Estimates
The following is an estimate of industry DAH non-recurring costs associated with development,
certification, and retooling as may be necessary to accommodate changes to engine and aircraft
models for approval to operate with unleaded aviation gasoline whose composition and
performance properties represent an impact on current FAA approval status. The following are
ROM (rough order of magnitude) estimates only and are dependent upon ultimate fuel quality and
composition.

Assumptions
Total non-recurring Development, Test, Certification, and Tooling cost per engine or aircraft
model family except where noted
Ranges based on complexity of change & scope of certification / range of model
applicability
Cert costs only (application, coordination, cert plan, and cert report only) start at
approximately $10,000 for a ‘simple’ change (no more than 2-3 paragraphs, 1 or 2 model
applicability)

Engine Level Changes
Ignition system changes - no software or complex hardware: $50,000 to $500,000
Engine compression ratio change – existing pistons: $100,000 to $500,000
Engine compression ratio change – new pistons: $250,000 to $1,000,000
Electronic Engine Control – single channel, mechanical backup: $250,000 to $1,000,000
Derivative engine – combustion chamber, valve train, cylinder changes: $1,000,000 to
$5,000,000
Electronic Engine Control – dual channel: $5,000,000 to $10,000,000
o Initial cost for testing, component development, and first certified application
o $100,000 to $500,000 for each follow-on engine model or model family
All new engine: $50,000,000 to $80,000,000

Aircraft Level Changes
Induction or Exhaust system changes – excluding adding turbochargers or intercoolers:
$50,000 to $250,000
Fuel system changes to address material compatibility: $50,000 to $250,000
o Initial cost for testing, component development, and the first certified application
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o $20,000 to $50,000 for each follow-on aircraft model or model family that can use
the same compatibility data.
Aircraft performance changes testing only – due to lower octane fuel or engine changes:
$50,000 to $250,000
Add turbocharger or intercooler to an engine installation: $250,000 to $1,000,000
Firewall forward engine installation: $1,000,000 to $5,000,000
Derivative aircraft – firewall forward engine installation + aircraft changes to address
weight & balance, loads, and performance deltas: $2,000,000 to $10,000,000
All new aircraft, single engine: $50,000,000 to $100,000,000

– End of Part II Appendices –
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FAA Action
The FAA opened an AIR-20 Fuels Program Office.

